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ON THE COVER 

“Quite often, people who receive public 
assistance get a bad reputation and those 
in the community wonder if the programs 
really help or if they just perpetuate a 
culture of poverty and dependence. I truly 
believe that programs like these do the 
opposite. They provide hope, opportunity, 
and a sense of empowerment for people 
who would otherwise be stuck in a cycle 
of survival.” 

The words of the young lady featured on 
our cover ring even more true after a year 
like 2020, where people from all walks of life 
were affected by the COVID-19 pandemic. 
Savoy’s Sophie M. finished up a two-year 
experience with the RPC during the year, 
participating in a program that helped her 
find better housing and make the decision 
to further her education. Read an inspiring 
Q&A with Sophie on page 6. 
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OUR VISION 

The Champaign County Regional 
Planning Commission will be recognized 
as the premier regional planning 
and development agency in Illinois 
by providing innovative, high-quality, 
sustainable services that improve the 
lives of all residents. 

OUR MISSION 

Promote, plan, and facilitate improve 
ments to health, safety, welfare, educa 
tion, economic conditions, environment, 
and development within our region. All 
services will be performed in the spirit of 
cooperation and with a regional vision to 
enhance the quality of life. 

OUR VALUES 

The ability of the Champaign County 
Regional Planning Commission to 
achieve our vision and fulfill our mission 
is based on the consistent application 
of our organizational values, which are 
practiced every day by the members of 
our team. 
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To say that 2020 was a challenging 
year is a massive understatement. 
Across the world, people struggled 

with the economic and housing impacts 
of the pandemic, looking for assistance 

and a helping hand wherever they could find it. Our community here in Champaign 

County and the surrounding area was no different, but the way local organizations 

and government agencies stepped up to do all they could to make sure families and 
individuals survived was truly inspiring. This includes some of the tremendous work 
done by the Regional Planning Commission (RPC). 

In this report, you’ll see many of the ways the RPC’s services and projects benefited all 
of us, setting up Champaign County and East Central Illinois for continued success once 
the pandemic has come to an end. The RPC swiftly pivoted in early 2020 to make sure 
individuals, families, and businesses received much-needed support once the effects of 
COVID-19 became apparent. As chair of the agency, I saw firsthand how their innovation, 
strategic deployment of programs and resources, and empathy made a positive effect 
on our residents and member municipalities. 

The RPC adapted to a year unlike any other in myriad ways, including modifying some of 
their programs to directly respond to the needs of the community by delivering food and 
other essential goods and supplies to families. 

In these pages you’ll find numerous success stories about ways the RPC consistently 
fulfilled its mission throughout a tumultuous 2020, and how their staff’s dedication to 
our residents, small businesses, and local transportation and planning initiatives make 
our community a great place to call home every day. I have been honored to serve as 
Chair of the RPC and look forward to seeing all the things they will accomplish in the 
years ahead. 

Joan Dykstra, 2020 chair of the RPC 

Welcome 
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The 2020 Annual Report will provide the Champaign County Regional Planning 
Commission’s stakeholders with a snapshot of how pivotal this organization 
has been as a responder/provider through various services on the frontlines 

of the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic. Like most organizations, the RPC had 
to be nimble in response to the onset of the pandemic by reorganizing its mode 
of operations to continue to be the lifeline to the many residents it serves in its 
region. As an organization, we not only quickly realized that our services would be 
in higher demand by many of our residents who have not accessed our services 
before, but also to those whom we have served in the past. We also knew that 
other existing projects and services had to continue despite the pandemic. 

The following are some of the steps we undertook to deal with the set of 
multidimensional challenges we faced as an organization in 2020: 

• We fully implemented remote access for most employees by doing the following: 
✓ Purchasing additional VPN licenses so that staff with laptops would be able to access RPC servers remotely. 
✓ Purchasing additional laptops for staff to utilize from home. 
✓ Thanks to our IT team, developing an online application that allowed our employees to remotely access RPC 

desktop computers from a computer they may have at home. 
• We purchased a subscription to Zoom, allowing for video and audio conferencing. This has made it possible to continue 

hosting regular RPC meetings online. 
• We developed policies and procedures to allow for a seamless integration of virtual work into our organizational culture. 
• We modified some of our programs to directly respond to the needs of our community during the pandemic by 

delivering food and other essential goods and supplies to our families. 

During the pandemic, we also led in the efforts to draft and get legislation passed through the Illinois General Assembly 
to allow agencies like ours to serve households with incomes of up to 200% of poverty with LIHEAP. This level of poverty 
would mean a household of four making $52,000 would be eligible for utility assistance. I am truly humbled and proud to 
present the to you the great work exemplified through service that has been done by all our divisions at the RPC through 
the employees I am privileged to call my colleagues during one of the most challenging times of our history. I am grateful to 
them and to the Regional Planning Commissioners who have allowed me to lead this august organization these last three 
years. Finally, my appreciation extends to all our community partners with whom collaboration with our organization has 
meant seamless servicers to our collective community. 

“We make every effort to see that our actions live up to our words and be vigilant with regards to our behavior.” 
— Thomas Sankara 

In Service, 

Dalitso Sulamoyo, PhD 

Chief Executive Officer 
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Through our 100+ programs, the RPC touches lives in positive ways throughout 
East Central Illinois. One client, Sophie M. of Savoy, recently completed her two-
year experience with us through the Tenant-Based Rental Assistance (TBRA) 

program. This rental subsidy helps individual households afford housing costs such as 
rent and security deposits. Thanks to the program, Sophie was able to save up enough 
money for a big deposit at a nice apartment complex and decided to further her 
education by pursuing a Master’s in Social Work. 

We talked to Sophie about her experience with the RPC and her hopes for the future. “I 
have no idea how I would have gotten on my feet if it wasn’t for this program,” she says. At 
the RPC, we are committed to “People. Possibilities.” Sophie is a shining example of that. 

Q: What originally brought you to the RPC and the tenant-based rental assistance 
program? How did you hear about us? 

A: “I have a daughter who recently turned three-years-old. I used to live in southern 
Illinois with her dad, but he had a severe heroin and meth addiction. I had to leave 
him for my daughter's safety when she was only six months old and come back to 
Champaign, where I was raised. I originally moved in with my mom and I started looking 
for quality daycare. 

A Chat with Sophie— 
A 2020 RPC Client on Her 
Way to Success in Life 

“I truly believe that programs like these provide hope, 
opportunity, and a sense of empowerment for people who 

would otherwise be stuck in a cycle of survival.” 

– Sophie M. 
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“I finally found a great daycare to enroll my daughter 
in so that I could start working. I didn't know this at the 
time, but the daycare was a home Head Start program 
(run by Deloris Lee) and she asked me if I would like to 
sign up for Head Start. I agreed and got connected with 
my Family Advocate, Jacki Buckingham, who introduced 
me to TBRA, which I had previously never heard of. The 
application asked for some background information, so I 
told them my story, as well as my plan to graduate by the 
end of the program. According to Jacki, mine was the first 
application that was accepted, and it felt like the first step 
to finally getting my life back and becoming a strong and 
independent role model for my daughter.” 

Q: What has the program allowed you to do with 

your life? 

A: “Since I have been in this program, it has allowed 
me to work one job instead of multiple ones, to spend 
consistent quality time with my daughter, and to 
continue in school. It also allowed me to save enough 
money to make a large deposit on an apartment in 
Savoy. My rent will be low enough that I can sustain it 
on my own without future assistance, and it is a great 
neighborhood with tons of children for my daughter to 
play with. I could not be happier about this move and 
I certainly would never have been able to afford the 
deposit without this program.” 

Q: What was it like working with your Case Manager 
(Sara Wilham)? 

A: “Sara was great throughout the whole experience. I 
believe I was one of her first clients when I started the 
program two years ago. She always showed up to the 
meetings with the landlord, was very responsive to any 
questions or concerns I had, and is overall a kind, helpful, 
and wonderful person. It has been a pleasure to work 
with her, and I appreciate all the help she has given me.” 

Q: What do you think would have happened to you 
had a program like this not been available? 

A: “I'm honestly not sure where I would be if this program 
did not exist. I know that I couldn't have afforded the full 
cost of the rent. My options would probably have been 
to work multiple jobs, probably drop out of school, and 
to try to find different people to live with along the way. 
If I had to drop out of school, I may have been stuck in a 
cycle of working low-paying jobs and it would have been 
extremely difficult to get ahead. This program has made 
it so that my daughter has a present mother, a consistent 
place to live, and she has never known what it means to 
go to bed hungry or to not have clothes to wear. I cannot 
thank you enough for that.” 

Q: You are now pursuing a Master’s in Social Work. 
Was that decision inspired at all by your experience 
with the RPC and your interactions with our staff? 

A: “I always knew I wanted to get my Bachelor of Social 
Work. I have been working on it slowly but steadily since 
before my daughter was born. I have only been able 
to take two classes at a time since I also have to work, 
do my field practicum, and raise my daughter 100% 
by myself. I have always been determined to make it 
happen. I actually have one semester left, and then I 
graduate with my BSW. 

“My experience with the RPC has definitely changed the 
trajectory of what I want to do. I have experience with 
many different services besides TBRA. My daughter is 
still in the Head Start program, now with Juanita Rogers, 
and it has been a great experience for both of us. I am 
also doing my field practicum at Head Start. It has made 
me more interested in case management and finding 
and connecting clients to different resources in the 
community, as well as opening up new resources and 
opportunities to fulfill unmet needs. I know that without 
all the resources and assistance I received back when I 
had nothing, it would have been extremely difficult for 
me to be where I am today. 

“Without this program, it would have been very difficult 
for me to make it through my BSW, so I'm not sure if I 
would have felt that I could or should even pursue my 

MSW. I am very honored to have received the assistance 
that I have, and it makes me want to give back to the 
community and to help other families and individuals in 
the same way that I have been helped.” 

Q: How important 
are programs like 
this to people in the 
community who may 
be experiencing tough 
times? 

A: “Safe, affordable 
housing is one of the 
biggest barriers for 
people trying to pull 
themselves out of hard 
times. Especially for people who lack the education, skills, 
or experience to obtain a higher paying job. Programs 
like these give people the step up that they need to 
be able to further their education, to be able to spend 
time with their children, and to be able to seek better 
opportunities without the constant stress of how they are 
going to feed and clothe their families. 

“Quite often, people who receive public assistance get 
a bad reputation and those in the community wonder 
if the programs really help or if they just perpetuate a 
culture of poverty and dependence. I truly believe that 
programs like these do the opposite. They provide hope, 
opportunity, and a sense of empowerment for people 
who would otherwise be stuck in a cycle of survival.” 

Q: Anything else you’d like to add about your 
experience over these past couple of years and your 
dealings with the RPC? 

A: “I want to offer a sincere thank-you. I appreciate 
everyone who gave me this opportunity more than I can 
express, and I thank the RPC for giving me a chance and 
accepting my application. It has changed so much for me 
and given me so many opportunities. Someday I hope to 
do the same for someone else.” 
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Every year for more than 35 years, the RPC’s Community Services Division 
has been empowering people in Champaign County and beyond to 
achieve self-sufficiency and improve their lives and the lives of their loved 

ones. Safe to say, the division has never seen a year quite like 2020. 

The RPC became the designated Community Action Agency for the county in 
1984, administering a wide variety of valuable programs annually. While the 
RPC continues delivering services for the community’s low-income residents 
that touch the lives of thousands of individuals and families annually, the 
pandemic created financial and housing problems for a more diverse clientele 
than ever seen before. Dedicated staff in the Community Services Division 
were forced to act quickly and boldly in the face of one crisis after another. 

“I’ve always believed that the work we do in Community Services is important,” 
says Lisa Benson, the RPC’s Community Services Director. “Since social and 

human service work is delivered in a confidential manner, it is sometimes hard for 

the greater community to understand or relate to the work, unless they are direct 
service recipients or service providers themselves. Unfortunately, this sometimes 
results in these services being undervalued and overlooked. I never imagined that 
it would take a pandemic for others to have the opportunity to look through my 
lens and see the critical and important work provided to communities through 
the RPC’s talented social service and human service professionals.” 

Community Services Impact on the Community 

Taking the LIHEAP program as an example, the large increase in the number of 
households served by the RPC between July 2020* to the end of November, as 
compared to the four months between October 2019 and January 2020 (after 
the 2019-20 LIHEAP program began and before the pandemic hit), illustrates 
how crucial the RPC has been for the community’s residents. 

*The 2020-21 program started early 

RPC DIVISION OVERVIEW 

Community 
Services 

Delivering Relief to Thousands in Champaign 
County Affected by Financial and Housing 

Insecurity in 2020 

LIHEAP Households served 
during 2019-20 grant year 

3,647 
Funds distributed 

$1,925,802 

LIHEAP Households served 
during 2020-21 grant year 

4,681 
Funds distributed 

$2,653,673 
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Much of the year’s work was centered on new programs 
developed through the CARES Act, the Coronavirus 
Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act, a $2.2 trillion 
economic stimulus bill passed by the U.S. Congress. 
While administering numerous programs through the 
CARES Act (read more about these on page 12), the RPC 
delivered much needed relief to hundreds of Champaign 
County households in need. 

“When the state was shut down in April 2020, the 
Governor acknowledged human services as essential and 
called on them to continue to serve,” Benson points out. 
“The RPC’s Community Services staff not only continued 
providing all the services it had offered prior to the 
pandemic, but also developed a number of new services 
as a result of the pandemic. The quote ‘It is not the 
challenges that define us, but how we respond to those 
challenges’ is a very fitting way to summarize the success 
of our division in 2020.” 

While the RPC can lay claim to improving the community 
by being a leading voice in advocating for those in 
poverty, the pandemic has shown how the important 
community action work it does can improve the lives of 
people from all walks of life who are seeking a helping 
hand. The organization’s array of services addresses the 
many factors that affect an individual’s ability to rise out 
of poverty, such as housing, employment, food insecurity, 
health, and education. The Community Services Division 
designs these services to provide holistic support to 
program participants, addressing the needs of the 
whole family through a multifaceted approach to self-
sufficiency programming. 

Ensuring that clients find the path to economic 

security, comprehensive case management is at the 
root of all RPC programs, which include Home and 

Energy Services through LIHEAP and Weatherization 

(read more about LIHEAP’s work in 2020 on page 14), 

Homeless Services, Independent Service Coordination 

(read more about ISC’s work in 2020 on page 10), the 

Justice Diversion Program, No Limits, Senior Services, 
the Summer Youth Employment Program, and the 

Youth Assessment Center. The RPC collaborates with 

the surrounding community and partner agencies in 
all sectors to create effective, long-term solutions for 

those most in need of assistance. 

As the pandemic hopefully comes to an end sometime 
in 2021, the RPC will remain focused on finding new 
opportunities to expand and impact the community 
beyond the current measures of success. The Community 
Service Division’s committed staff of case managers 
and social workers intends to approach the future 
of Community Action with innovative practices and 
solutions that enable the RPC to more effectively reduce 
poverty, address family and community needs, and 
support sustainability for future growth. 
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For almost a quarter of a century, the RPC 
ran the Independent Service Coordination 
(ISC) program serving Champaign, Ford, 

and Iroquois Counties. The team of around 10 
staff members served approximately 500 clients 
annually through Individual Service and Support 
Advocacy services. In 2018, however, the RPC 
was awarded a grant to increase its service to 
a 13-county region starting in 2019 after ISC 
geographic regions across Illinois were revamped. 

With a team now made up of 36 staff members, 
the RPC serves over 3,000 clients in region H, which 

consists of Bureau, Champaign, Ford, Iroquois, 
LaSalle, Livingston, Marshall, Mason, McLean, 
Putnam, Tazewell, Vermilion, and Woodford Counties. 

The program helps individuals with intellectual 
and developmental disabilities and their families 
access individualized services and supports. 

The RPC’s Independent Service Coordinators 
strive to ensure those services and supports 
are responsive to the unique needs and desires 
of each individual, while effectively promoting 
independence, community inclusion, and self-
determination. During a pandemic, ISC has taken 
on added importance to the communities it 
serves. 

”During the pandemic, the ISC team continues 
to provide needed services to their clients. While 
most meetings are now held virtually, the ISC 
team has adapted to new ways of providing 
services,” said Katie Harmon, the Program 
Manager overseeing ISC. “While it has been 
challenging and we are looking forward to the 
day when we can see our clients in person again, 
I’m so appreciative of the staff for their flexibility 
and determination to meet the needs of those 
they serve.” 

The RPC’s ISC program is made up of several 
different programs and services, including:  

• Prioritization of Urgency of Need for Service 
(PUNS) – Provides assistance to individuals 
with intellectual and developmental disabilities 
who are potentially in need of services now 
or within the next five years to register on 
the PUNS statewide database. Information 
collected through this database allows the 
state to categorize needs for developmental 
disabilities services for individuals. 

• Pre-Admission Screening (PAS) – Provides 
a screening process to determine whether 
individuals are eligible for services funded 
through the Department of Human Services 
(DHS), Division of Developmental Disabilities. 
Hospitalized individuals with intellectual and 

SERVING AS ADVOCATES FOR INDIVIDUALS 
WITH INTELLECTUAL AND DEVELOPMENTAL 
DISABILITIES, ISC STAFF BOLDLY TOOK ON NEW 
CHALLENGES IN A DIFFICULT YEAR 

Members of the ISC region H-3 team pictured at their monthly meeting in January 2020 

RPC Program Spotlight 

Independent Service 
Coordination 
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developmental disabilities are also screened to 
determine if nursing home services are appropriate. 

• Individual Service and Support Advocacy (ISSA) 
– Provides advocacy services to individuals who 
participate in programs funded by the Home 
and Community Based Services, Medicaid Waiver 
Program. ISC staff work with individuals to develop 
annual Person-Centered Plans, identify goals that 
individuals have for the upcoming year, and monitor 
implementation of services to address their goals 
and service provision by provider agencies. ISC 
staff also determine service satisfaction and make 
yearly determinations of continued Medicaid-waiver 
eligibility for individuals receiving services. 

• Transition Consultant Services* – Provides 
support to individuals with intellectual and 
developmental disabilities and their families who 
are nearing graduation from secondary education. 
Transition Consultants assist with education and 
support regarding the transition to adult-based 
developmental disability services in Illinois. They 
also assist individuals and families with developing 
a transition plan and referral/linkage to appropriate 
community support services. *For Champaign County 
residents only. 

The RPC also receives funding through the Champaign 
County Developmental Disabilities Board to run the 
Decision Support Person Centered Planning Program. As 
the single point of intake for persons with intellectual and 
developmental disabilities seeking DHS Medicaid waiver 
funding, the RPC provides ISC services and conflict-free, 
person-centered planning. The RPC conducts extensive 
outreach, preference assessment, and person-centered 
planning services for Champaign County residents 
with intellectual and developmental disabilities who 
do not have Medicaid waiver funding, while also 
providing consultation and transition planning services 
to individuals with intellectual and developmental 
disabilities and their families who are nearing graduation 
from secondary education. 

The work done by the RPC’s ISC staff this year has 
touched the lives of thousands of people in Illinois 
struggling with the challenges of the pandemic. One 
Independent Service Coordinator relates this success 
story of a client who found himself in a very difficult 
situation: 

“We were contacted by a client’s case manager from one 
of the county-funded service providers from which he is 
currently receiving supports. This case manager informed 
us that the client was in an emergency situation in which his 
live-in girlfriend—who is also his caretaker—had a family 
emergency and needed to leave the state immediately for a 
few weeks, leaving the client in what could potentially be an 
unsafe environment. 

“In the past when this client had been left alone for a 
length of time there had been several situations in which he 
invited guests into his home that stole from him, destroyed 
his property, and caused physical harm to him. The client 
also relies heavily on his girlfriend/caretaker for meals 
and assistance with taking medication. He does not have 
any friends or family that can act as a caregiver while his 
girlfriend is away, and he does not receive any services 
that allow someone to check on him as often as needed 
in this situation. Due to these reasons the client’s case 
manager requested assistance from the ISC in locating 
respite placement or in-home services for the client while his 
caregiver was away. 

“We contacted local respite programs to seek assistance 
and we were able to connect to the Illinois Respite Coalition 
(IRC). The ISC explained the client’s situation and requested 
assistance. Together the ISC and a representative of IRC 
worked to determine the type of funding and care the 
client was eligible for. After IRC confirmed funding from 
DHS, the ISC set up a conference call between ISC, the IRC 
representative, and the client’s case manager. 

“A plan of action was discussed on this phone call and 
intake for the client was conducted. The IRC was able to 
locate a direct-support person that would be a good fit for 
the client, and it was arranged for the client to have daily 

check-ins in with the direct-support person who would check 
on the client’s safety, medication, and food intake. This 
support provided both the client and caregiver with a sense 
of security and a normal routine for the client while his 
caregiver was away.” 

The ISC staff’s dedication and level of care for clients 

has been even more evident during a year like 2020, 
with high hopes of making the program’s important 
work continue into 2021 and beyond once the 

pandemic is over. 

“Many of our clients have been significantly impacted 

by the pandemic in ways such as not being able to 
attend their Community Day Program, unable to work, 
and having limited visits with loved ones in their group 
homes, if any at all,” Harmon concludes. “It is important 
for the ISC team to maintain connection with their 

clients in order to offer support during this difficult 
time and I’m pleased that our team continues to put the 
safety and health of their clients above all else.” 

Community Outreach Events 

37 
Total clients served 

3,395 
Nearly 

42,000 
hours of service provided 

FY21 NUMBERS 
DHS- AND CCDDB-FUNDED PROGRAMS 
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RPC Program Spotlight 

CARES Act Funding 

RPC DELIVERS RELIEF TO HUNDREDS OF HOUSEHOLDS AFFECTED 
FINANCIALLY BY THE PANDEMIC THROUGH THE CARES ACT 

Households across America were impacted financially by the COVID-19 pandemic throughout 2020, 
but agencies like the RPC were able to provide crucial help to those in need through the CARES 
Act—the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act, a $2.2 trillion economic stimulus bill 

passed by the U.S. Congress in March. The RPC administered numerous programs through the CARES 
Act, delivering much needed relief to hundreds of Champaign County households in need. 

While the CARES Act also provided funding for the RPC’s Early Childhood Education and Planning & 
Community Development Divisions, the bulk of its effect was seen in the organization’s Community 
Services Division. Programs the RPC oversaw through Community Services included: 

• Low-Income Heating Energy Assistance Program CARES (LIHEAP-CARES) 
This program assisted households whose income did not exceed 200% of the federal poverty level 
(FPL). The funding also supported staff to administer client screenings and coordinate with utility 
vendors to complete direct payments toward clients’ energy bills. 

• CSBG COVID-19 Relief 

The largest of the CARES Act programs the RPC administered, CSBG COVID-19 Relief assisted 
households impacted by the pandemic whose income did not exceed 200% FPL. The funding also 
supported staff to administer relief programs assisting with past-due, mortgage, power, and water 
bills. In addition, the program supported prescription/medical assistance and provided staffing 
for the COVID-19 Specific Tenant-Based Rent Assistance program and supplies to support the 
implementation of safety protocols in response to COVID-19. 

• COVID-19 Emergency Lodging Fund 

These funds supported the emergency lodging needs of people experiencing homelessness in 
Champaign County. The program helped expand the availability of emergency shelter for families 
with children at the RPC’s Emergency Shelter for Families, as well as shelter operations of Austin’s 
Place Women’s Emergency Shelter, C-U at Home’s Men’s Shelter, and the Phoenix Drop-in Center. 
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• COVID-19 Specific Tenant-Based Rent Assistance (TBRA-CV) 
This program provided short-term rent subsidies for households financially impacted by COVID-19. 

• Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG-CV-1) 
Funding from this program expanded the RPC’s capacity to serve homeless families, providing 
a non-congregate setting to decrease the likelihood of virus transmission and the provision of 
isolated quarters in the event of quarantine. The enhanced funding was utilized to serve dozens 
of additional adults and children. Funds also supported expansion of Homeless Management 
Information System (HMIS) reporting. 

• FEMA-CARES Rent Assistance 

This program provided rental assistance for households who experienced a temporary financial 
hardship. 

Some of the clients the RPC worked with in 2020 talked about how the CARES Act funding 

impacted them: 

“This program and others that the RPC provides are necessary and make it possible for this community to 
survive. Especially during this pandemic, this program is making opportunities for us to survive. Most of all, 
it is giving hope where there is little. To be honest, if it wasn’t for this program I don’t know where I would be 
now. I can’t stress enough the necessity of these programs for young and old alike. This funding is a necessity.” 
– James, who was provided with rent assistance 

“I think if funding was not available and I did not receive the help I got, my family and I would be homeless 
and on the streets. I’m so grateful to have received the assistance.” – Latia, who was provided with rent and 
food assistance 

“This program is important in the community for people who may be facing lost jobs or decreased work hours. 
We never know what others may be facing at such difficult times.” – Maria, who was provided with rent, water 
bill, and food assistance 

“If it wasn’t for this program I would have been forced to sleep on the streets with my four children. The RPC 
has put my mind at ease and made sure my children and I have a roof over our heads, as I am sure this 
program has done for many families.” – Dawanna, who was provided with rent, sewer/wastewater bill, and 
food assistance 

“In receiving the assistance I am able to keep a roof over my children’s heads and running water in my home. 
The food assistance has helped me to be able to give my children healthy options to choose from and to 
ensure that we do not go without, which has happened before.” – Katara, who was provided with rent, water 
bill, and food assistance 
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After being forced by the pandemic to move all 
appointments with clients to phone consultations 
only in mid-March, the Low-Income Home Energy 

Assistance Program (LIHEAP) did something it 
had never done before when the 2020-21 season 

began. Starting earlier than normal (on July 27 

instead of the usual October 1), LIHEAP moved its 

operations into the Brookens Gymnasium for in-
person appointments, giving clients enough room 
for proper social distancing as they waited for their 
appointments with RPC staff to begin. 

In previous years, LIHEAP appointments were 

made available based on certain eligibility criteria, 
beginning with low-income seniors and persons with 

permanent disabilities. Those priority groups were 
done away with for the new program year since so 
many members of the community were being affected 

by wage fluctuations due to the pandemic, making 

LIHEAP appointments open to all eligible households 

right away. 

Also present during LIHEAP’s multi-week stay in 

the Brookens Gym were representatives from the 

RPC’s Workforce Development Division distributing 

information about programs and training 
opportunities, and representatives from the RPC’s 

Planning & Community Development Division, helping 

people fill out their U.S. Census forms. 

LIHEAP TAKES OVER BROOKENS GYM DURING 
AN UNPARALLELED YEAR FOR THE PROGRAM 

RPC Program Spotlight 

Low-Income Home Energy 
Assistance Program (LIHEAP) 

LIHEAP funds received by the RPC 

$4,385,100 
Number of people served with a LIHEAP benefit 

5,395 
Households that received DVP 

(Direct Vendor Payment) benefit from LIHEAP 

4,349 
Households that received 
Reconnection Assistance 

1,046 
Households that received 

Emergency Furnace Assistance 

20 

PIPP funding received by the RPC 

$935,486 
Number of people enrolled in the PIPP program 

606 

IMPACT 

PERCENTAGE OF INCOME 
PAYMENT PLAN FACTS 
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HOMELESS SERVICES 

Designed to help individuals attain housing stability, 
our Homeless Services are client-centered and address 
the unique needs of each individual and family served. 
These programs focus on increasing self-sufficiency and 
are available for individuals in Champaign County. (All 
statistics are from the most recent completed plan year.) 

Centralized Intake for Homeless (CI) Serving as an 

access point for households experiencing homelessness, 
CI staff members conduct assessments with individuals 

to determine their current housing situation and relevant 
services and supports needed. They make referrals to local 
community resources based on program eligibility and 
availability, as well as the needs of the individuals served. 

Description Total 

Number of persons experiencing literal 
homelessness: 

146 
screened 

Percentage of persons screened then 
connected with permanent housing 

55% 

Emergency Shelter for Families (ESF) – The ESF 
provides short-term emergency shelter for homeless 
families with children in Champaign County. During the 
shelter stay, ESF staff provide case management support 
to assist families in identifying permanent housing and 
other community resources they may need. This year, 
81% of families were discharged to a non-emergency 
situation while 63% exited to permanent housing. 

Homeless Prevention Rent Assistance Program – This 
program provides up to two months’ past-due rent to 
households at risk for homelessness. Additional services 
provided include information and referral to community 
resources, assistance with landlord negotiations, and 
housing counseling. 

Description Total 

Total households provided 
with rent assistance: 

224 

Total number of people impacted: 371 

Total funds allocated to program: $170,376 

Percentage of households stably 
housed at 180-day follow up 

97% 

Shelter Plus Care – We provide homeless individuals 
with disabilities (including serious mental illness, chronic 
problems with alcohol and/or drugs, developmental 
disabilities, physical disabilities, and/or HIV/AIDS) with 
rental assistance and supportive services. 

CSBG SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM 

Every year the RPC makes up to $10,000 in scholarship 

awards available to students in Champaign County 

through the Community Services Block Grant 
Scholarship program. Administered with funds from 
the Illinois Department of Commerce and Community 

Affairs, CSBG scholarships are awarded to students at 
or below 200% of the Federal Poverty Guidelines who 

have not yet completed a bachelor’s degree and are 
enrolled at or applying to an Illinois post-secondary 

educational/vocational school, a post-secondary 

educational/vocational college, or a vocational institute. 
They must also be full-time students (typically 12 

credit hours) and have a 3.0 cumulative grade point 
average (high school) or a 2.0 cumulative grade point 
average (post-secondary) on a 4.0 scale. In 2020, the 

RPC distributed $10,000 in scholarship funds to eight 
deserving students in Champaign County to help them 

continue pursuing their educational opportunities. 

NO LIMITS 

Participants in this step-by-step program learn to 

develop the kind of positive habits that lead to a 
prosperous future. Providing structure and guidance, 
No Limits helps qualifying members of the Champaign 

County community improve their quality of life and 

achieve a higher level of self-sufficiency. Our case 

managers partner with low-income individuals and 

families to establish long- and short-term goals focused 

on stability, establishing a relationship based on mutual 
respect, trust, responsibility, and hope. Goals include 

everything from employment and education to housing 
and budgeting. 

Other Community 
Service Programs 
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SENIOR SERVICES 

Connecting seniors to a wide variety of community 

programs, our staff collaborates with partner agencies 

to foster healthy aging, safety, and financial, legal, and 

housing support. We make it our mission to support 
and promote dignified living for people aged 60+ by 

providing accessible, accurate, and comprehensive 
information on issues, resources, and programs. Senior 
Services also offers help with navigating federal and 

state programs and systems while making home repair 
program options available. 

Senior Services – By the Numbers 

Description Total 

Total number of people 
who received services: 

313 people 

(225 female/87 male) 

Services provided: 

Description Total 

SHIP (Senior Health Insurance Program): 13 

License Sticker Discount: 226 

SNAP: 4 

LIHEAP: 65 

Home Repair: 8 

SUMMER YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM (SYEP) 

This coordinated youth employment plan for 
Champaign County youth helps teenagers obtain 

employment to improve their skills and gain income. 
Along with recruitment of youth and employer sites, 
SYEP assists local school districts with curriculum 

development related to career planning, job search, 
and job soft skills that connect the employment 
opportunity with an individual’s future career goals. 
SYEP serves as the employer of record for the 

participating individuals, providing wages, required 

taxes, and worker’s comp coverage. 

2020 SYEP Participants 

Description Total 

C4U CUSD YES 4 

C4U NON YES 3 

C4U URBANA 3 

CUSD #4 YES 16 

Total participants: 26 

No Limits Client Outcomes 

No Limits Client Status at Entry 

No Limits Client Status at Exit 

Entered “in crisis” 
or “vulnerable” 

Entered with 
some stability 

Remained the 
same 

Exited with 
stability 
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WEATHERIZATION 

The Weatherization program works to make the homes 
of low-income members of our community safe and 
energy-efficient. Services are comprehensive and 
include insulating walls, floors, perimeters, and attics; 
furnace work, including the replacement of existing 
low-efficiency furnaces or the cleaning and tuning of 
higher-efficiency furnaces; and air sealing. We install 
light-emitting diode (LED) lights and replace primary 
refrigerators if our testing shows the replacement to be 
cost effective. We test all gas combustion appliances for 
safety of operation and emissions from flue gasses. The 
RPC’s Weatherization Specialists ensure that all homes 
weatherized meet ASHRAE (American Society of Heath, 
Refrigerating, and Air-Conditioning Engineers) whole-
house ventilation standards. 

2020 Weatherization Program 

Description Total 

Total number of homes that received 
Weatherization services from the RPC: 

12 

Total number of individuals impacted by 
services: 

22 

Elderly persons in families impacted by 
services: 

5 

Disabled persons in families impacted by 
services: 

11 

Children under six-years-old in families 
impacted by services: 

1 

YOUTH ASSESSMENT CENTER 

The Youth Assessment Center (YAC) serves as the 
primary center for intake, screening, and service 
connection for Champaign County youth and families. 
Case managers screen at-risk juveniles and link them 
and their families with the community’s support and 
restorative services. Law enforcement personnel 
typically make referrals to the YAC as an alternative to 
prosecution and to prevent further delinquent activities. 

The YAC considers station-adjustment charges, police 
officer or school official recommendations, family input, 
and restorative justice methods. These include court 
diversion services to restore the relationship between 
the juvenile offender, their victim(s), and the community; 
mediation; and peer court. 

Restorative justice is a theory of justice that emphasizes 
repairing the harm caused by criminal behavior. It is 
best accomplished through cooperative processes that 
include all stakeholders. This can lead to transformation 
of people, relationships, and communities. The goal 
of the YAC is to connect youth with resources that 
help them to be resilient, resourceful, responsible, 
and restored to positive community involvement 
through prompt assessment, treatment/service 
recommendations, and follow-up. 

2020 SYEP Employers 

Description C4U CUSD 
YES 

C4U NON 
YES 

C4U 
URBANA 

CUSD #4 
YES 

Total 

Berkshire Hathaway Snyder Real Estate 1 1 

Broeren-Russo 1 1 

Curtis Orchard 1 1 

CUSD #4 1 2 3 

Don Moyer Boys & Girls Club 2 2 

DREEAM 2 2 

Fagan Scooters 1 1 

Hampton Inn & Suites 3 3 

Randolph Street Community Garden 2 2 

Sola Gratia 3 3 

UIUC STEM 3 4 7 

Grand Total 4 3 3 16 26 
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RPC DIVISION OVERVIEW 

Early Childhood 
Education 

Adapting to a New Normal in 2020, Early Childhood 
Education Keeps its Focus on the Children and 

Families Who Rely on RPC Programs 

An unprecedented year like 2020 was difficult for every division of the 
RPC, but no division took on as many challenges as Early Childhood 
Education. The stay-at-home orders and school closures enacted across 

the entire state in March forced RPC staff to quickly deal with the impact on 
the hundreds of children and families enrolled in the division’s programs, most 
notably Head Start and Early Head Start. 

Early Childhood Education identified several strategies to help staff continue 

providing services in some fashion, and was even honored with a prestigious 
award in 2020 praising the RPC for “strengthening the drive for innovation 

and ingenuity in the work of Head Start/Early Head Start programs 

throughout the state.” 

One of the first steps the division took was to create a Facebook group to 
share information, videos, motivational material, and much more. Climbing 
to well over 400 members, the “RPC Early Childhood Education” group is a 
platform for families to connect with the program and community. Many of 
the RPC’s community partners are not only members of the page, but also 
regularly contribute content for both the division’s teachers and families. 

RPC staff also worked diligently to provide virtual learning for the children who 
were unable to attend in person at the five Early Childhood Education centers 
in Champaign County. They designed lesson plans that provided structure 
and consistency of delivery, with the intention of providing the same quality of 
educational services for virtual learners as those received by children on-site. 
There was an intentional alignment between the virtual learning and on-site 
learning so that everyone received the same educational experiences. 

“After reviewing several online platforms and comparing costs, the Child 

Development team—including management and teaching staff—decided 

on Classroom DoJo,” according to Brandi Granse, the RPC’s Early Childhood 

Development Director. “It was very easy to use, and it was free for the program 

and families. Everyone worked together to make the best choice for our program.” 

Each week, teachers created engaging videos and provided the materials for 
activities so that children were able to participate virtually. The teachers also 
delivered activity kits on a weekly basis to all virtual learners. The contents of 
the activity kits included the materials for the upcoming week’s video lessons, 
as well as home-friendly educational resources that parents could use to 
scaffold and extend learning. In this sense, the parents and the teachers 
worked together as teaching teams for the children. 
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The Head Start program used Classroom DoJo to deliver 
the videos to the children/families in their specific 
classrooms. This provided an element of privacy 
for parents and created a new forum for two-way 
communication. Parents could view videos with their 
children at a time that best worked for their families, 
and a child’s favorite videos could be viewed as many 
times as they wanted. Teachers also posted updates to 
the Classroom DoJo account, such as food distribution 
information, community events, and more. 

“We are proud that our virtual learning program 
has proven to be successful, as we strived to meet 
the educational needs of every child during this 
unprecedented time,” Granse says. 

Meanwhile, the RPC’s Social-Emotional Development 
Team began offering weekly self-care workshops in late 
August, and Weekly Wellness Workshops were offered 
virtually to all staff through Zoom. Each week a new self-
care strategy was taught and practiced one to five days 
that week. Topics included 4-7-8 breathing, yoga, guided 
meditation, positive affirmation, laughing yoga, tapping, 
art, and body mapping. Between 6 to 12 staff members 
attended each session. 

In addition, wellness activities also started being offered 
to families and the community in collaboration with 
the CU Trauma & Resiliency Initiative. These offerings 
included listening sessions, creative self-care practices, 
mindful stretching, and 4-7-8 breathing. 
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STATUS FACTORS FOR 2019-2020 

Parents Working 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 

Families with at least one parent working 336 363 389 391 418 

Families with no parent working 111 103 22 114 69 

Families with at least one parent in school or training 134 127 130 104 122 

Family Type 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 

Two-parent families 37% 34% 25% 25% 24% 

One-parent families 78% 81% 75% 75% 75% 

Services to Families 2015-2016 2016-2017 2017-2018 2018-2019 2019-2020 

Number of emergencies, crisis assistance, and mental health services provided 163 194 188 153 105 

Number of Education, literacy or employment training services provided 
(Adult Ed., Parenting Ed., Health Ed., and ESL) 

705 794 1026 648 648 

Percent of family participants in Family Partnership Agreements 78% 85% 79% 74% 70% 

Percent of Families participating in WIC services 41% 53% 41% 36% 25% 

Income Eligible 
68% 

Public Assistance 
(TANF or SSI) 

3% 

Foster Children 
3% 

Homeless 
13% 

Over Income 
13% 

ELIGIBILITY 
Asian 

0% 

Black or African 
American 

56% 

Hispanic or Any Race 
9% 

Multiracial/Biracial 
0% 

White 
23% 

Other/Unspecified 
12% 

RACE/ETHNICITY OF CHILDREN 

EARLY CHILDHOOD ENROLLED FAMILY STATS 

The Early Childhood Education program is funded to serve 666 infants, toddlers, preschoolers, and pregnant women. During the program 
year, September 2019 through August 2020, the program enrolled a cumulative count of 707 children. 
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STATUS FACTORS FOR 2019-2020 

Family Well Being 

Housing Percentage 

Family is homeless – transient, shelter, living in car or on the verge of homelessness 19 families (0.05%) 

Housing is temporary or transitional housing 25 families (0.06%) 

Tenancy is secure for at least six months 55 families (13.3%) 

Tenancy is secure for more than one year 138 families (0.334%) 

Housing is safe and meets family’s needs 176 families (0.426%) 

Health 

Medical Issues (health, nutrition, dental) are not being addressed, family does not follow through with 
care or referrals 

2 families (0.0048%) 

Family reports inadequate or inaccessible health care 7 families (0.016) 

Child does not have health insurance, but guardian uses medical resources 22 families (0.05%) 

Child has health insurance; family does not have insurance but utilizes medical resources 147 families (35.5%) 

Family has access to total health care and all medical records are up to date 235 families (56.9%) 

Well Being Factors 

Family has suspected or untreated mental illness and / or reports issues with substance abuse 9 families (0.021%) 

Parent / guardian is incarcerated 11 families (0.026%) 

A referral for mental health services is in process 17 families (0.04%) 

Family is receiving services for mental illness or substance abuse 63 families (0.15%) 

Family is stable and has adequate coping skills (such as family/community support, exercise, 
counseling, stress management strategies, etc.) 

313 families (0.757%) 

Transportation 

Family has no transportation or access to public transportation 16 families 0.038%) 

Family has frequent transportation issues 17 families (0.041) 

Family has access to transportation when needed, including public transportation 51 families (0.12%) 

Family has automobile 66 families (0.15.9%) 

Family has automobile, driver’s license and ability 263 families 0.636%) 

Financial Security 

No money, unemployed and limited skills, cannot meet basic needs 12 families (0.029%) 

Poor credit, debt, received financial assistance, employment needs 23 families (0.055%) 

Minimally adequate income, seeking employment, no savings 107 families (0.259%) 
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EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAM 
HONORED WITH AWARD NAMED AFTER 
LONGTIME ADVOCATE FOR VULNERABLE 
CHILDREN AND FAMILIES 

The RPC’s Early Childhood Education program was named 
the 2020 winner of the Vanessa Rich Innovation and 
Leadership Program Award, presented annually by the 
Illinois Head Start Association (IHSA). The award is given 
to the Head Start program in the state of Illinois that best 
embodies the spirit and values of the late Vanessa Rich, 
the former Chair of the Board of the National Head Start 
Association. 

Symbolizing the persistence, creativity, and excellence 
personified by Rich, the award honors a program that 
strengthens the drive for innovation and ingenuity in 
other Head Start programs throughout the state. Rich, 
who passed away in 2015, was relentless in her quest 
for quality for the country’s most vulnerable children 
and families, and her courageous spirit empowered 
those around her. She remained a strong early learning 
advocate throughout a career lasting more than 40 years. 

“Similar to the previous winners of this award, the RPC’s Early Childhood Education 
program has its finger on the pulse of their community and is a key player among Head 
Start/Early Head Start, education, health, and human services providers,” commented 
Lauri Frichtl, Executive Director of the IHSA. “We presented this award to the RPC 
because they exhibit leadership and inspire other programs to engage in the pursuit of 
quality and assume leadership positions.” 

Recipients of the Vanessa Rich Innovation and Leadership Program Award are those programs 

who initiate and lead the often difficult and frustrating work that sustains the psychological 
and physical health of the Head Start/Early Head Start community. These programs: 

• Create an example for the rest of the Head Start/ 
Early Head Start community to follow, such as 
inspiring others to take on new ideas and even 
become champions themselves 

• Provide an occasion to highlight and explain 
challenges and issues and how leadership empowers 
others to overcome 

• Make other programs engaged in the community 
feel that they and their work are valued and 
appreciated 

• Help prepare the community for future initiatives by 
accentuating the need for ongoing work and for more 
leaders and innovators 

Frichtl said that honoring programs like the one 

administered by the RPC highlights not only their 

character and achievements, but also the work they do 
and the issues they grapple with every day. “It serves 
as inspiration and motivation to others to support their 
work and to become leaders themselves,” she stressed. 
“Tending the flame and passing on the legacy of Vanessa 

Rich will inspire and motivate us collectively to work even 
harder, to expand our reach even further, and to make a bigger contribution to the 
children and families we serve.” 

Vanessa Rich was a fierce advocate for children and families. She began her career 

in early childhood education in 1965 and was committed to helping children and 

families living in poverty until her passing. She served the field in many capacities, 
including Head Start Director in Galesburg, Dean of Adult Education at Wilbur 

Wright College in Chicago, Director of Region V Training and Technical Assistance 

for CSR, and finally Deputy Commissioner to the Chicago Department of Family 

and Support Services, serving more than 16,000 Head Start and Early Head Start 

children and families. 

Early Childhood Education Spotlight 

Vanessa Rich Innovation and Leadership Program Award 
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RPC’S FOOD DISTRIBUTION DAYS HELP EASE THE BURDEN ON MANY 
FAMILIES IN THE COMMUNITY 

Early Childhood Education Spotlight 

Food Distribution Days 
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The RPC’s Early Childhood Education Program was busy 
doing all it could for its families during the COVID-19 crisis. 
The program held Food Distribution Days throughout 
2020, making sure families with children involved with the 
program had food and supplies to help get them through 
these difficult times. RPC employees volunteered to put the 
boxes together and distribute them to families at the West 
Champaign, Urbana, and Rantoul Early Childhood Educa-
tion Centers. 

The boxes of food (enough food for breakfast and lunch for 
five days) accounted for hundreds of families and children 
served. In addition, families were also provided with items 
like diapers, wipes, toilet paper, educational activities, 
watercolor sets, and community resource information. 
Several members of the Early Childhood Education team 
volunteered to bring some light to the lives of many of the 
families in our program. 



RPC DIVISION OVERVIEW 

Planning & Community 
Development (PCD) 

Through Grants, Loans, Safety, Transportation, 
and More, PCD Steps Up to Help the Community 

Weather a Trying Year 

It was an eventful and meaningful year for the RPC’s Planning & Community 
Development Division (PCD). From leading U.S. Census efforts in Champaign 
County to helping save jobs in a difficult economy, and from making it 

possible for people to get free transportation to working with the Champaign 
County Highway Department and the Illinois Department of Transportation 
to ensure future safety along a dangerous highway, PCD staff was focused on 
doing all it could to help area residents deal with the impacts of the pandemic. 

Comprised of Planning, Transportation Engineering, Data and Technology, 
and Economic Development programs, PCD provides planning-related 
technical services to local governments throughout its service area; promotes 
the growth and development of Champaign County business; provides 
demographic, economic, and other data from a variety of sources for 
Champaign County and its municipalities; and coordinates metropolitan 
transportation planning and the use of federal transportation funds through 
the Champaign Urbana Urbanized Area Transportation Study (CUUATS). 

Here is a recap of a very busy 2020 for PCD. 
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PCD 2020 GRANT APPLICATIONS FOR INTERNAL FUNDING 

Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) State Planning and Research 

(SPR) Grants 

PCD staff applied for six competitive SPR grants in March. At the end of June, the RPC 
was notified by IDOT that the following five grants were selected for funding: 

State Planning and 
Research (SPR) Grants 

Federal 
Funding 

State Funding Local Funding Total Funding 

Florida Avenue Corridor 
Study 

$144,676.18 $36,169.05 $180,845.23 

Land Use Inventory and 
Parcel Model 

$324,071.73 $81,017.93 $405,089.66 

Champaign County Safety 
Plan Implementation 

$144,921.07 $36,230.27 $181,151.34 

Web-Based Regional 
Environmental Framework 

$147,493.49 $36,876.38 $184,369.87 

Systemic Safety Evaluation 
Tool (SSET) 

$304,078.10 $76,019.52 $380,097.62 

Total $1,065,240.57 $153,417.25 $112,895.90 $1,331,553.72 

Illinois Department of Human Services - Champaign County Census 2020 
(Hard To Count population) 

Grant Fiscal Year State Funding Status 

Illinois Census FY21 $79,097 Awarded 

Total $79,097 

Champaign County Area Rural Transit System (C-CARTS) 

Grant Purpose Amount Status 

Downstate Operating 
Assistance Program (State) 

FY21 $723,852 Awarded 

Section 5311 Funding 
(Federal) 

FY21 $153,871 Awarded 

C-CARTS CARES Grant Replace lost 
revenue 

(C-CARTS went 
fare-free as 

of March 18), 
Salaries and 
wages = 66% 

of budget, 
Materials and 

supplies = 33% 
of budget 

$579,840 Awarded 

C-CARTS REBUILD Illinois 
Capital Grant 

Purchase of bus 
cameras (interior 

and exterior) 
for 13 C-CARTS 
buses, Acquire 
a 14-passenger 

bus 

$107,000 Awarded 

Total $984,723 
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REBUILD Illinois Public Infrastructure (RIPI) Grants 

Agency Funding Requested Purpose Status 

City of Urbana    $394,641 Race Street 
Reconstruction 

Pending 

City of Hoopeston $1,090,000 Public 
infrastructure 

component 
commercial 

development 

Pending 

Village of Tolono $5,000,000 Tolono Wastewater 
Treatment Plant 

Pending 

Highway Safety Improvement (HSIP) Grant 

Agency Funding Requested Purpose Status 

Champaign 
County Highway 
Department

   $2,553,900 Safety 
Improvements on 
County Road 18 

(Philo Slab) 

Awarded 

Illinois Transportation Enhancement (ITEP) Grant 

Agency Funding Requested Purpose Status 

City of Urbana    $249,890 Construction of 
Bakers Lane shared 

use path 

Pending 

Downstate Small Business Stabilization Program 

Employer Name Employer Location Funding Requested Status 

L.A. Gourmet Champaign County $25,000 Pending 

Sagamore 
Publishing 

Champaign County $25,000 Pending 

Total $50,000 

Layoff Aversion Grants 

Employer Name Employer 
Location 

Number of 
Employees 

Number of 
Jobs Saved 

Annual Wages 
Saved 

Amount 
Awarded 

Onarga Dental Onarga 12 6 $180,000.00 $10,162.98 

Singleton Law Firm Champaign 4 4 $225,000.00 $9,900.00 

Karma Trade LLC Urbana 7 7 $100,000.00 $6,306.95 

CU Adventures in 
Time and Space 

Champaign 19 2 $40,300.00 $5,539.99 

Mettler Center Champaign 40 18 $440,000.00 $8,500.00 

Glesco Electric Urbana 40 2 $93,800.00 $7,880.00 

Scanics of Illinois Champaign 6 4 $42,464.00 $9,992.00 

Cobalt Digital Urbana 43 17 $875,854.00 $31,880.00 

Dreamscapes 
Design 

Champaign 3 2 $5,500.00 $7,936.00 

CVD Inc Champaign 13 13 $1,204,308.00 $10,000 

Sushi County Inc. Champaign 10 10 $66,720.00 $22,972 

Sagamore 
Publishing 

Champaign 10 5 $210,000.00 $15,748 

Totals 207 90 $3,483,946.00 $146,817.92 

PCD 2020 GRANT APPLICATIONS FOR EXTERNAL (OTHER AGENCIES, BUSINESSES) FUNDING 
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PCD 2020 HIGHLIGHTS 

Planning 

• C-CARTS Ridership 
• Urbana Kickapoo Rail Trail (KRT) Extension Study 

• Urbana Bicycle Wayfinding Plan 

• Urbana Pedestrian Master Plan 
• Champaign County Regional Environmental Framework (REF) 
• Census 2020 

Transportation Engineering 

• Highway Safety Improvement Funding for the Philo Slab 

• Traffic Safety Forecasting Tool/Traffic Crash Dashboard 

Data and Technology 

• Ameren Illinois Community Partner Data Portal 
• Danville Sanitary District Open Source GIS 

• Sustainable Neighborhoods Toolkit 
• Workforce Data Portal 

Economic Development 

• Workforce Development Report 
• COVID-19 Layoff Aversion Grants (CU Adventures in Time & Space 

• Loans (Downtown Contained Waste/Sewer System Project in the Village of Royal) 

C-CARTS RIDERSHIP 

C-CARTS responded quickly to implement several changes to its operations in response 

to the COVID-19 pandemic and saw ridership increase during the same period. To protect 
the heath and safety of vehicle operators and passengers, C-CARTS buses stopped 

collecting fares on March 18 and additional buses were sent on fixed routes to reduce 

the passenger loads and promote social distancing. For C-CARTS staff, separate offices 

were created for dispatchers to follow social-distancing procedure and a sick bank was 

implemented by the Champaign- Urbana Mass Transit District (MTD) to retain current 
staff and prevent lost wages. In addition, C-CARTS vehicles were utilized for periodic food 

delivery to schools and non-profits through CARES Act funding. 

C-CARTS experienced record ridership since the start of the pandemic, primarily for 

employment and medical trips. The increase in ridership can be partially attributed to the 
suspension of fares. C-CARTS ended fiscal year 2020 with a 1% increase in ridership from 

fiscal year 2019 and had a 25% increase in ridership from April-June to July-September. 

C-CARTS Total Ridership: 

Passenger Testimonies: 

“I have been able to stay home and care for my husband, instead of 
driving my son around the county. If C-CARTS wasn’t running, I would 

have to drive him to work, then stay in town, since I couldn’t afford the 
gas to go back and forth twice every day. C-CARTS being able to run with 
the suspended fares has really been a godsend for me and my family.” 

–Annaleen Jellen, mother of Christopher Jellen 

“The funding that you guys receive was definitely helpful to our patients, 
since most of them are low-income. The cost of buying tickets is a 

hardship, especially during the pandemic, so this has afforded them 
the chance to not worry about getting to and from their life-saving 

treatments. They need it, they have to have it, and not having to worry 
about how to get back and forth to dialysis has eliminated a lot of stress 

that they normally would have as a patient.” 

–Alicia, Social Worker at C-U Dialysis 
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URBANA KICKAPOO RAIL TRAIL (KRT) 
EXTENSION STUDY 

The 2020 Urbana KRT Extension Study analyzes the 
potential of extending the existing Kickapoo Rail Trail 
(KRT) westward from its current terminus in East 
Urbana through Downtown Urbana and the Carle 
medical campus to Lincoln Avenue. 

The study includes precedents for rails-with-trails 
in Midwest communities, existing transportation 
and environmental conditions, and an analysis of 
alternatives to build a rail-with-trail in Urbana. Input 
was incorporated from the study’s steering committee, 
the study’s stakeholder committee, and area residents 
who participated in a 30-day public comment period 
hosted on the RPC’s website in October. 

The final study provides information and guidance 

to implement the extension by partner agencies 
including, but not limited to, the City of Urbana, 
Urbana Park District, Champaign County Forest 
Preserve District, and the RPC. 

URBANA PEDESTRIAN MASTER PLAN 

The 2020 City of Urbana Pedestrian Master Plan 

(UPMP) was developed to help the City of Urbana 

become a more economically vibrant, healthy, and 
sustainable community by identifying steps to make 
Urbana more walkable.  The plan establishes the 
policies, programs, and projects that will further 
enhance pedestrian safety, comfort, and accessibility 
in all of Urbana’s neighborhoods.  Eleven public 

meetings were held in neighborhoods across Urbana 
(in 2017 and 2018) to gather input on where people 

like to walk, where they have issues walking, and 
where they want to walk.  The RPC used public input 
and other prioritization criteria to develop a strategy 

for implementing the recommended pedestrian 
improvements. 

URBANA BICYCLE WAYFINDING PLAN 

The 2020 City of Urbana Bicycle Wayfinding Plan 
(UBWP) builds on the 2016 Urbana Bicycle Master Plan 
(UBMP)—both completed by the RPC—by providing 
detailed guidance for installing bikeway and trail 
wayfinding signs to supplement existing and proposed 
bike route and trail signs in Urbana. 

The purpose of establishing a comprehensive bicycle 
wayfinding strategy is to facilitate bicycle navigation to 
riders’ destinations while conveying the community’s 
identity and encouraging people to ride. 

The RPC used best practices and information from 
peer cities to develop bicycle wayfinding sign designs 
for the City of Urbana and used public input and other 
prioritization criteria to develop recommendations on 
where to install signs. 
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CHAMPAIGN COUNTY REGIONAL 
ENVIRONMENTAL FRAMEWORK 

The Regional Environmental Framework (REF) is 
a comprehensive report on Champaign County’s 
environmental resources intended to strengthen 
environmental stewardship in the transportation 
planning process. The REF documents nine different 
environmental resource categories ranging from soil 
and topography to hydrology and historic bridges, each 
with unique regulatory and conservation considerations 
relevant to planning. With the REF, RPC member 
agencies and other local transportation planners, 
engineers, and stakeholders will be able to make 
informed decisions about transportation projects while 
laying the groundwork for potential NEPA and IDOT 
environmental review processes. PCD staff presented 
the REF project to over 130 transportation professionals 
during the 2020 IDOT Fall Planning Conference as part 
of a larger discussion of Planning and Environmental 
Linkages. The RPC recently received a State Planning 
and Research grant to carry out a second phase of the 
REF that will allow staff to transform the existing REF 
report into an interactive web application. The REF 
web application will leverage the Champaign Urbana 
Urbanized Area Transportation Study’s (CUUATS) 
existing web mapping tools to provide a more user-
friendly and in-depth inventory of the environmental 
resources documented in the REF. 

Champaign County is receiving more than $2.5 

million in local Highway Safety Improvement 

Funding from the Illinois Department of 
Transportation (IDOT) that will be used to improve 

safety along a five-mile stretch of the road 

otherwise known as the Philo Slab. 

The Champaign County Highway Department 
recognized the need to upgrade safety and operations 

along the Philo Slab, especially in regard to angle, 
turning, and fixed-object crashes, which resulted in 28 

crashes and two fatalities between 2014-2018. These 

improvements should lead to a reduction in crash 
frequency and severity along the Philo Slab segment. 
Design of the project that IDOT is providing funding for 

will begin in 2021 with construction anticipated in the 

summer of 2022 or 2023. 

At the request of Jeff Blue, the Champaign County 
Highway Engineer, CUUATS staff performed a traffic 
signal and all-way stop sign warrant analysis in 2018 
at the intersection of the Philo Slab (County Highway 
18) and County Road 1200E. That analysis led to 
several safety improvements at that specific location 
being implemented based on recommendations from 
the safety study, such as dual stop signs, a stop sign 
with blinking LED lights, rumble strips, and yellow 

“Watch for Vehicles” warning signs with blinking 
yellow lights on top. 

Then in June of 2020, CUUATS staff turned their 

attention to helping the Champaign County 

Highway Department complete and submit a 

Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) 
application to implement safety infrastructure 
improvements along the segment of the Philo Slab 
from the intersection of Illinois 130 in Philo to 

Route 45 just north of Tolono so that further safety 
improvements could be made. In August, IDOT 

formally selected Champaign County to receive 

funding that will allow for widening the shoulders 
of that section of the Philo Slab to six feet, 
including a four-foot asphalt shoulder; recycling 

the current roadway and replacing the asphalt 
surface; installing shoulder and centerline rumble 

strips; flattening sideslopes; replacing culverts as 

needed; and regrading the ditches. 

“Safety is our top priority, so receiving grant funding 
to help reduce traffic fatalities and severe injuries is 
great news,” said Rita Morocoima-Black, the RPC’s 
Planning & Community Development Director. 

HIGHWAY SAFETY IMPROVEMENT FUNDING FOR THE PHILO SLAB 
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CHAMPAIGN COUNTY SAFETY FORECASTING 
TOOL/CRASH DASHBOARD 

The Champaign County Safety Forecasting Tool aims to 
assist transportation professionals to identify locations 
with high crash risks in the Champaign County region 
through training machine learning models and 
leveraging the roadway, land use, demographic, and 
crash data currently available. 

The Champaign County Traffic Crash Dashboard is 

a tool developed as part of this project to visualize 

traffic crash patterns in the region. The dashboard 

allows users to filter for different geographies and 

years to explore traffic crash statistics, including 

total number of crashes, fatalities, severe injuries, 
and bicycle, pedestrian, and heavy vehicle crashes. 
In addition, the dashboard employs various charts 
to highlight top crash types and causes, monthly and 
daily distribution patterns, as well as weather, light, 
and roadway surface conditions. The crash map 
allows users to see the spatial distribution of the 
crash locations, color-coded by crash severity. 

Once completed, the crash risk map will highlight 
the locations with high crash risks. The dashboard 
can also direct users to data and analysis on regional 
safety performance measures and recommendations 
proposed to address the safety issues in various 
regional safety plans. 

DANVILLE SANITARY DISTRICT OPEN SOURCE GIS 

The Danville Sanitary District approached the 

RPC to implement an open source platform for 

managing its geographic information systems (GIS) 
data, which are critical for operations and planning. 
RPC Software Developer Wenhao Gu analyzed the 

District’s datasets and built a database based on 

the PostGIS database management system. He also 

developed a process to combine more than 900 

individual aerial images into a unified imagery layer, 
making them easier to use in maps. 

Currently Gu and RPC Data and Technology 

Manager Matt Yoder are developing a web-based 

map that can be used by the District’s staff. 

“CCRPC efficiently created a stable and fast GIS 

platform for the District’s analysis and asset 

management related to its sanitary sewers,” 
reflected Danville Sanitary District Director of 
Engineering and Facilities David Schnelle. “Rather 

than relying upon outdated paper maps, all District 

staff now has access to the same data in one 
repository.” 

AMEREN ILLINOIS COMMUNITY PARTNER 
DATA PORTAL 

The Ameren Illinois Community Partner Data Portal 
is an online tracking and reporting application for 
community energy efficiency projects. Ameren Illinois 

approached the RPC in 2018 to build the portal for 

its Market Development Initiative (MDI) after seeing 

the organization’s software development and data 

visualization work in applications like the Long Range 

Transportation Plan (LRTP) Report Card. To date, the 

portal has been used to record over 110,000 interactions 

with customers through events, digital outreach, kit 
distribution, and other initiatives. RPC Data Specialist 
Bethany Carroll developed reports based on the portal 
data that have helped Ameren Illinois tell the story of the 
Market Development Initiative to stakeholders and the 

Illinois Commerce Commission, which oversees its energy 

efficiency work. During 2020, RPC Software Developers 

Lei Jin and Ethan Allgood extended the portal’s analysis 

capabilities by developing an interactive demographics 
map. The map allows Ameren Illinois staff and project 
managers to explore Census data about population 

characteristics in order to identify future priority areas 
for MDI outreach. “Our partnership with the Champaign 

County Regional Planning Commission has been hugely 

beneficial to the Ameren Illinois Market Development 
Initiative and our network of partners. The database that 
the RPC has created allows us to track our key outcomes 

across dozens of partner organizations seamlessly, and 

their expertise in data analysis has opened up new doors 
to planning our projects so we can maximize the impact 
and benefit for our customers.” – Angie Ostaszewski 
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SUSTAINABLE NEIGHBORHOODS TOOLKIT 

Transportation planning operates at a regional scale, 
but factors like mobility, accessibility, and heath vary 
from neighborhood to neighborhood. Developed with 

support from the Illinois Department of Transportation, 
the Sustainable Neighborhoods Toolkit analyzes these 

factors and the local level and models the impacts of 
future transportation investments. A team consisting of 
RPC Data and Technology Manager Matt Yoder, Software 

Developer Edmond Lai, former RPC Transportation 

Planner Lori Morgan, and intern James Crouse developed 

the three technical tools that make up the toolkit. These 
tools automate the process of analyzing transportation 

data to determine how easy or difficult it is to reach 10 

types of destinations in Champaign County. The tools also 

assess the impacts of future transportation investments 
on mobility, accessibility, and health of Champaign County 

residents. The Access Score web application allows 
users to explore current and future accessibility patterns 
in the region on an interactive map. The Sustainable 
Neighborhoods Toolkit provides the foundation for some 

of the RPC’s current and forthcoming planning initiatives. 
In the Collaborative Engagement Technology project, 
PCD staff are extending the toolkit for use in virtual public 

meetings where participants can engage in real time 
with accessibility data and one another to inform the 
transportation planning process. The RPC is also seeking 

funding to partner with the Champaign-Urbana Mass 

Transit District to analyze possible changes to the District’s 

bus service using the toolkit. 

WORKFORCE DATA PORTAL 

Developed in partnership with the Illinois Department 
of Commerce and Economic Opportunity, the 
Workforce Data Portal provides a one-stop location 
for researchers and industry leaders to find economic 
and workforce data about East Central Illinois. RPC 
Software Developer Edmond Lai gathered data from a 
variety of federal and state agencies and presented it 
in a unified online portal. 

Users of the portal can filter the data by county, 
industry, worker type, and business type. The charts 
and tables in the portal update in real time to 
reflect the selections, creating a customized report. 
Individual datasets can be downloaded for further 
analysis and the portal links to the original data 
sources for users who want to learn more about the 
region’s workforce. 

WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT REPORT 

The RPC conducted a workforce pilot and research 
project funded by the Illinois Department of 
Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) 
through a Workforce Innovation and Opportunity 
Act grant. The main objective of the project was to 
assess the state of the regional workforce and the 
needs of employers in East Central Illinois. For that 
purpose, the RPC conducted primary data collection 
through a laborshed study and employer needs 
assessment survey and  completed a SWOT analysis 
aiming to identify gaps and opportunities to support 
workforce and economic development activities in the 
East Central Illinois Economic Development Region 
consisting of Champaign, Douglas, Ford, Iroquois, 
Piatt, and Vermilion Counties. 

The objective of the overall study was to collect and 
analyze primary survey data and existing secondary 
data for the region in an effort to promote business-
driven talent solutions that integrate education, 
workforce, and economic development resources 
across systems to provide businesses, individuals, 
and communities with the opportunity to prosper and 
contribute to a competitive state economy. 
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Grant funds made available for small businesses 
during the COVID-19 pandemic have helped a 

Champaign County business successfully adapt to 

the changing landscape in their industry. With assistance 

from the RPC, Champaign-Urbana Adventures in Time 

& Space received COVID-19 Layoff Aversion grant 
funding through the Illinois Department of Commerce 

& Economic Opportunity (DCEO) and reopened to 

customers in early July. 

Located in downtown Urbana, CU Adventures in Time & 
Space is the largest escape room facility in central Illinois. 
They offer immersive multi-room games designed for 
fans and veterans of escape rooms, and are often rented 
out for college social events, family outings, birthdays, 
bachelor/bachelorette parties, and even corporate team 
building activities. The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, 
however, forced owners Chris and Anne Lukeman to 
get creative and extend their offerings to digital escape 
rooms, something the Layoff Aversion grant funding 
helped them accomplish. 

The Lukemans used the Glow forge, an approved item 
on the Layoff Aversion grant, to make props for the 
Deluxe Edition of their acclaimed at-home game, “The 
Lost Temple.” They were also contacted by the Pygmalion 
Festival to produce a virtual escape room for the festival’s 
online-only event this year. 

“Making the props for the at-home game and producing 
the virtual escape room for the Pygmalion Festival 
absolutely would not have been possible without this 
grant providing the funds for the back-end technology,” 
said Chris Lukeman. “We were able to reopen our in-
person games in early July, and have been at about 25% 
capacity since then, which isn’t too bad.” 

RPC HELPS LARGEST ESCAPE ROOM IN CENTRAL ILLINOIS CONTINUE 
PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT TO AREA RESIDENTS DURING COVID-19 

PCD Spotlight 

COVID-19 Layoff Aversion Grants 

Anne and Chris Lukeman, 

owners of CU Adventures 

in Time & Space 
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Earlier in 2020, grant funds were made available to support small businesses in East 
Central Illinois practicing a number of layoff aversion activities. The funds had to be 
used to mitigate layoffs and adhere to social distancing provisions established by 
federal and state public health entities. This grant program was funded by the U.S. 
Department of Labor under the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA). 

“We are extremely happy to see our local businesses benefit from the Layoff Aversion 
funds in these trying times,” said RPC Economic Development Planner Sukanya Sharma. 
“This rapid response grant responded to the needs of businesses and aided with the 
creation of layoff aversion strategies.” 

The RPC helped businesses presenting these strategies in the writing and submitting 
of grant applications, enabling them to quickly adapt by going online or launching 
new products. All funded projects had to produce measurable outcomes including the 
number of jobs saved, estimated amount of annual wages saved, and other project-
specific results. 

“Success stories like that of CU Adventures in Time & Space motivate us to work harder 
for the businesses in our community,” said Sharma. 

Some of the props from the Deluxe Edition of CU Adventures in Time & Space’s at-home game, “The Lost Temple” 
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PCD Spotlight 

Loans 

SMALL CHAMPAIGN COUNTY COMMUNITY 
DEVELOPS STATE-OF-THE-ART SYSTEM WITH 
HELP FROM THE RPC 

A small community in Champaign County is now home to 
a groundbreaking project unique in the state of Illinois – a 
project that could attract new businesses and revitalize 
infrastructure. Recently completed in the Village of Royal, 
officials are hopeful that the Downtown Contained Waste/ 
Sewer System Project will help the community of 300 
residents grow business and lead the way for other rural 
municipalities within the county and state to do the same. 

The Village initiated the project in early 2019 when a 
vacated building was purchased by an individual who 
wanted to establish a restaurant/pub. However, due 
to an obsolete waste/sewer system where multiple 
buildings shared one tank, progress was not 
possible. The Village worked with the Champaign 
County Health Department and Fehr Graham 
engineers on a solution developed at Purdue 
University – a contained waste/sewer system for 
the downtown business area that meets new 
Health Department regulations. 

“Our grain elevator makes us a farming hub, 
while our multiple churches and generations 
of families make us a community rich in small-
town values,” said Kimberly Busboom, a Trustee 
on the Royal Village Board. “But we were faced 
with issues of growth and the challenges of 
keeping up with regulations familiar to many 
communities.” She says Royal wanted to 
maintain its existing businesses, attract new 

businesses, and support redevelopment of the downtown 
area but risked losing interest from prospective 
owners due to much-needed upgrades to the village 
infrastructure. 

Busboom went to Washington, D.C, and Springfield, 
Illinois, to campaign for project funding with the 
Champaign County First Group and many community 
leaders including RPC Chief Executive Officer Dalitso 
Sulamoyo. She also worked on securing a low-interest 
loan from Champaign County RPC’s Intermediary 
Relending Program with Kathy Larson, the RPC’s Economic 
Development Specialist. 

The Downtown Contained Waste/Sewer System 
Project received letters of support from State Senator 
Scott Bennett, the Champaign County Public Health 
Department, State Representative Mike Marron, and 
Illinois State Treasurer Michael Frerichs, who stated 

that funding for the project was “essential 
for the growth of the Village of Royal 

and for modification of their 
current infrastructure to 

meet the emerging needs 
and demographic 

changes.” 

The RPC low-interest, long-term loan was approved in 
the Fall of 2019 and the project was completed in June 
2020, making Royal a pioneering community in contained 
waste/sewer systems for Champaign County as well 
as the State of Illinois. Having an approved way for 
businesses to comply with the rules governing waste and 
sewage disposal means the Village of Royal can update 
and revitalize its downtown business district, which is 
essential for the community’s progress. The Village owns 
the system, maintains it, and develops utility fees for 
businesses to use it, helping Royal keep in step with its 
sister communities of Ogden, Penfield, Gifford, St. Joseph, 
and Homer. 

“Royal continues to welcome many young families with 
children as our school district flourishes as one of the 
best in the county,” Busboom stated. “Now the Downtown 
Contained Waste/Sewer System Project will help us 
promote business, increase revenues, and maintain the 
infrastructure and vibrancy of our Village, as well as that 
of Champaign County. It’s an investment in our future.” 

The unique filtering system processes waste and 
disperses purified water. Busboom says the Village is 
excited in anticipation of a new business that is projected 
to soon occupy a space in the downtown business district. 
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PCD Spotlight 

Census 2020 

THE RPC LEADS 2020 CENSUS COLLECTION EFFORTS IN 
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY 

“Champaign County residents should know their Census form is important 
because it increases the power of our local communities to provide the 
resources that residents deserve.” – RPC Planner Gabe Lewis 

The decennial U.S. Census came to an end in October across the country, with the 

RPC finding ways to engage with Champaign County residents throughout 2020 

in order to collect responses. RPC Planner Gabe Lewis served as coordinator for 

those efforts, leading a group that included Planning & Community Development 
Director Rita Morocoima-Black, Planner Sam Stewart, and former RPC interns 

Audrey Dombro, Destin Lembelembe, and Ana Mendoza. 

Gabe’s team participated in numerous events designed to encourage people 
to fill out their Census forms—while also dealing with challenges presented 
by the COVID-19 pandemic. In this Q&A, we talk to Gabe about the Census 
process and his team’s tremendous work in 2020 to make sure Champaign 
County was represented as accurately as possible. 

Q: Leading efforts to collect Census data probably presents a number 
of challenges already, but then you had to deal with a pandemic on top 
of those. What were some of those challenges that you and your team 
encountered throughout the year, and how did the pandemic change 
your plans? 

A: The biggest challenge was not being able to help people complete their 
Census forms in person during the spring and summer months. Last winter 
we ordered tablets and thank-you gifts while hiring multilingual staff to 
enable and encourage people to fill out their Census forms. We created a 
Census hub at the Brookens Center and planned to be available at locations 
where people travel in the community to help them fill out their forms. 
However, we had to dismiss the bilingual interns that we had hired and close 
the Brookens Census hub in March three days after the Census form opened 
due to the pandemic. 

RPC Planner Gabe Lewis at an 
event where people were offered 
information on the U.S. Census 
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The RPC leads the Champaign County Area Complete 
Count Committee (CCC)—and we all had to get a little 
creative. Since we could not meet with people in person, 
we created and installed yard signs with QR codes, phone 
numbers, and websites to remind people to fill out their 
Census forms. We pushed daily messages on the 2020 
Central Illinois Census Facebook and Twitter pages 
and other social media channels and used memes and 
multilingual messages to appeal to a wider audience. 
We also included reminder flyers and Census-themed 
placemats and books in food distribution packets for the 
RPC’s Early Childhood Education Program and local school 
districts to remind people to complete their forms. 

Q: How exactly is the RPC involved in the collecting of 
Census data and what happens to that data once it’s 
been collected? 

A: The RPC serves as a data resource and the local Census 

data clearinghouse for Champaign County communities 

and coordinates efforts to get people counted during 

each decennial Census through the Complete Count 
Committee. Once state pandemic restrictions were eased 

during the summer, the RPC followed safety protocols 

to help people complete their Census forms in person. 
RPC staff had tablets and WiFi hotspots available to allow 

people to complete their Census forms online. We also had 

the technical expertise and multilingual skills to address 
questions that people had when completing their forms. 

Now that the Census form has closed, the U.S. Census 
Bureau will process all of the responses and will start 
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releasing data in 2021. The Census Bureau must run 
differential privacy programs to ensure confidentiality 
so that responses for a neighborhood cannot be tracked 
back to a single household. Once the Census data is 
released, the RPC will work with Champaign County 
communities to help disseminate the information. 

Q: What were some of the different ways you and 
your team went about getting Champaign County 
residents to fill out their Census forms? 

A: When the State of Illinois eased pandemic restrictions 
over the summer, our team took safety precautions to 
work in-person with residents to help them fill out their 
Census forms. At first, we worked in outdoor locations 
as much as possible and sanitized tablets after each 
use. We ordered 2020 Census and RPC branded masks 
both for staff to wear and to give away to residents who 
completed their forms. We also ordered and distributed 
RPC/Census sanitizer bottles. Both items were very 
popular with residents. 

The RPC Census team worked with other RPC programs 

to be available to get Census forms filled out by clients, 
such as LIHEAP in the Brookens Gym and meeting parents 

outside Early Childhood Education Centers at pickup 

times. We worked with all our member agencies as well 
as CCC partners and businesses to be present at outdoor 

locations during the summer and fall with tablets and 
thank-you gifts. This includes the Champaign and Urbana 

farmer’s markets; the Douglass Branch, Urbana Free, 
Mahomet, and Tolono Public Libraries; University of Illinois 

Light the Night; Rantoul Clean-Up Day; Savoy Walmart; and 

the Kickapoo Rail Trail in St. Joseph. 

Spanish assistance was available at locations like El 
Progreso grocery store and Shadow Wood Mobile 
Home Park, and French assistance was available at 
Best of Africa Food Store. We also secured a space at 
Washington Park in Champaign outside a University of 
Illinois COVID-19 testing tent to reach students, a typically 
undercounted population. The RPC alone offered Census 
help at 46 locations throughout Champaign County. 

Q: Why is the collecting of Census data so important 
and how does getting as accurate a count as possible 
benefit Champaign County? 

A: A study from George Washington University estimates 
that Illinois will lose $1,400 per person per year in 
federal funding for each person who is uncounted 
in the 2020 Census, and that adds up until the next 
Census is completed in 10 years. Census counts tell 
the federal government how many people are living in 
our communities and how much funding needs to be 
distributed to these communities from 55 programs, 
including education, social services, transportation, and 
health care. Census counts also determine how many 
Congresspersons each state will have in the U.S. House 
of Representatives, while also providing data for states 
and communities to draw legislative boundaries. 

Planners rely on accurate Census data to determine where 

people live, what services they need, and the people most 
in need of those services. Champaign County residents 

should know their Census form is important because it 
increases the power of our local communities to provide 
the resources that residents deserve. 

Q: Anything else you’d like to say about the Census 
count this year in Champaign County or the process 
in general? 

A: I will remember the 2020 Census for the rest of my life, 
not only because of the challenges faced, but because 
of the incredibly resilient and cooperative work done by 
RPC staff and the CCC agencies. 
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RPC DIVISION OVERVIEW 

Workforce 
Development 

Providing Stability in a Year of Crisis, the RPC’s 
Workforce Development Division Continues to 

Support Job Seekers and Employers 

Previously a program of the RPC’s Community Services Division, Workforce 
Development broke out into its own division of the organization in 2020 
to better support job seekers and employers in East Central Illinois. 

Through program design, service delivery, and cross-sector collaboration, 
Workforce Development is building off the RPC’s tradition of engagement, 
planning, and service. 

As 2020 quickly became a year of challenges, the division responded by 
serving job seekers virtually, facilitating drive-through job fairs with employers, 
working with youth providers to provide youth with Chromebooks and online 
curriculum, and by making small businesses aware of State resources. 

One of the many changes that took place was the hiring of a new director, 
Dr. Justin Arnold. Joining the RPC in July, Dr. Arnold immediately went to work 

engaging the governing boards and stakeholders, evaluating the plans and 
economics of the region, and re-aligning the staff to be more responsive to all 
five counties. Now each county served by RPC’s Workforce Development Division 

have a full-time Case Manager. 

“The thing that allowed me to hit the ground 
running was all the work that the RPC and 

our regional partners had put into creating 
a comprehensive local plan,” Dr. Arnold 

comments. “After a review of the local plan, 
it became clear what the opportunities and 
challenges in our area were. Using the local plan 
as a blueprint, I was able to tackle some big 
issues relatively quickly.” 

Using the local plan as a guiding light, Dr. 
Arnold worked with county officials, industry 

representatives, and community organizations 

at East Central Illinois workNet to target 
local industries like Manufacturing, Construction, Logistics, Healthcare, and 

Information Technology with workforce best-practices. These best-practices 

were recently approved as policy for the region, and include the following seven 
key action areas: 

1. Sector Engagement 

2. Talent Pipeline Management 

3. Career Pathways 

4. Apprenticeships 

5. Workforce Research 

6. Performance 

7. Increased Public Awareness 

Dr. Justin Arnold 
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“Over the next two years our region will work together to 
achieve results in these seven key action areas,” says Dr. 
Arnold. “If we are successful, you will see more job seekers 
pursue and complete a meaningful credential that leads to 
employment, and you will see advancements in how the 
Champaign area attracts, retains, and expands the capital 
of employers.” 

To facilitate the execution of a regional vision, Dr. Arnold 

restructured the division into four teams: Adult, Youth, 
Business, and County. New staff were added to fill these 

strategic roles. 

✓ The Adult Team is responsible for providing career 
services to adults in Champaign, hosting a weekly 
orientation at the Mattis location, and helping clients 
use the ECIW resource room. 

✓ The Youth Team is responsible for providing career 
services to youth, managing youth providers, and 
connecting with other community organizations that 
serve youth in Champaign. 

✓ The Business Team is responsible for connecting with 
employers in Champaign County and promoting WIOA 

programs to employers (such as grant-funded training). 

✓ The County Team is comprised of four county case 
managers who are responsible for providing adult, 
youth, and business services to their county (i.e., 
Douglas, Ford, Iroquois, and Piatt). 

The entire workforce division has been re-energized with 

trainings on customer service, professional competencies, 
and team building. Under the leadership of Dr. Arnold, the 

staff have transitioned from reacting to the pandemic to 

preparing for the future. 

“We were able to work from home and provide services 

during a global crisis. Now, after getting buy-in from the 

community, we have made a plan and cast a vision. We are 

ready to grow the program and try to reach for new heights.” 

Adult Entered Employment 
Rate (the percentage of adults 
who exited the program who 
became employed): 

86.73% 
Adult Median Earnings Rate 

(the average quarterly earnings 
of participants who gained 
employment): 

$6,052.58 
Adult Credential Attainment 
Rate (the percentage of adults 
who exited the program who 
earned a credential): 

71.64% 
Adult Employment Retention 
Rate (the percentage 
of those who obtained 
employment that retained 
their employment when they 
checked in at 12 months after 
program discharge): 

73.2% 

Dislocated Worker Entered 

Employment Rate (the 

percentage of unemployed 
persons who exited the program 
that became employed): 

85.29% 
Dislocated Worker Median 

Earnings Rate (the average 

quarterly earnings of participants 

who gained employment): 

$6,760.02 
Dislocated Worker 
Credential Attainment Rate 
(the percentage of adults 
who exited the program that 
earned a credential): 

59.38% 
Dislocated Worker 

Employment Retention 

Rate (the percentage of those 

unemployed persons who 
obtained employment that 
retained their employment when 
they checked in at 12 months 

after program discharge): 

72.97% 

Youth Degree or Certification 

Rate (the percentage of 
youth served by the program 
who completed services 
and obtained a degree or 
certificate): 

83.95% 
Youth Placed in Employment 
Rate (the percentage of youth 
who exited the program that 
were placed in employment): 

86.89% 
Youth Placed in Employment 
Retention Rate (the 
percentage of youth who 
exited the program and were 
placed in employment that 
retained their employment 
when they checked in at 
12 months after program 
discharge): 

82.24% 
Workforce Development performance 
numbers are from the most recent 
completed program year. 

PERFORMANCE
NUMBERS 
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT 
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In lieu of in-person hiring events and indoor job 
fairs for residents interested in getting back to 
work or school, the Workforce Development 

team switched gears and utilized the warm sum 

mer months to hold drive-thru job fairs outdoors in 
the counties it serves. These opportunities for job 
seekers and businesses were conducted in Cham 

paign, Tuscola (Douglas County), Monticello (Piatt 
County), and Watseka (Iroquois County). 

Designed to directly connect area employers who 
were hiring with residents who had seen their 
employment affected by the COVID-19 pandem 

ic, Workforce Development staff also provided 
information about their job training and placement 
services, as well as the array of other services they 
provide. Not only did the fairs help people learn 

about jobs that were available, it helped them 
learn how to get assistance paying for the training 
they needed. 

People attending the drive-thru job fairs were able 
to simply drive through the parks and parking lots 
where everything had been set up to receive in 
formation on available employment opportunities 
and training services, as well as fill out applications. 
In addition, the Workforce Development team 
worked with representatives from Costco in August 
for a drive-thru job fair to fill positions at the new 
Champaign store that opened in the Fall, and with 
representatives from FedEx Ground in Champaign 
in September for a series of drive-thru job fairs to 
fill full-time, part-time, and weekend positions. 

Workforce Development Spotlight 

Drive-Thru Job Fairs 

DRIVE-THRU JOB FAIRS GIVE JOB SEEKERS A 
CHANCE TO DISCOVER NEW OPPORTUNITIES 
AND ADVANCE THEIR CAREERS 
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One of the major programs funded by 
Workforce Development and East 
Central Illinois workNet is Incumbent 

Worker Training (IWT), which helps 
companies train their existing employees, 
increase productivity, and boost their 
competitiveness by addressing skill gaps in 
their existing workforce and averting layoffs. 
In 2020 the RPC assisted two Champaign 
companies with earning funding for IWT 
programs that could set them on a course 
to becoming international providers—and 
in the case of one of them, perhaps even an 
interstellar provider. 

First, a Quality Management System (QMS) 
approved for CU Aerospace (CUA) will 
allow the company to bring all aspects of 
manufacturing its innovative NASA-funded 
micropropulsion systems inhouse— 
and establish it internationally as a 
micropropulsion provider while growing its 
sales and creating new jobs. The 22-year-
old small business is engaged in identifying 
and developing innovative new aerospace 
technologies. 

CUA saw the need for the QMS after being 
selected as one of 14 awardees for the 2019 
NASA Tipping Point Technology solicitation 
to fabricate, launch, and perform in-space 
operations with a nano/microsatellite. CUA 
co-founder and President David Carroll says 
that in the past CUA has had to outsource 
production of various thruster parts to other 
companies, but doing the manufacturing 
themselves will help them become more 
competitive and increase profit margins. 

“Our goal is to successfully launch and fly 
one or more of our micropropulsion systems 
in space to become one of a very select 
group with such success, thereby solidifying 
our reputation of being able to deliver 
flightqualified systems,” Carroll explained. 
“Doing so should provide excellent long-term 
stability for this part of our business and 
dramatically accelerate sales.” 

The QMS will make the company eligible for 
AS9100D certification, a widely adopted and 
standardized quality management system 
for the aerospace industry. Without the 
certification, Carroll says that sales of CUA’s 

Workforce Development Spotlight 

Incumbent Worker 
Training Programs 

INCUMBENT WORKER TRAINING PROGRAMS HELPING CHAMPAIGN 
BUSINESSES POSITION THEMSELVES INTERNATIONALLY 
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thruster systems would be severely limited, but by taking 
part in the training they can go ahead and sign contracts 
with aerospace companies who know that CUA will meet 
the essential requirements. 

“This training will enable us to expand our production 
dramatically and thereby hire several new employees,” 
Carroll said. “We want to be able to produce space-rated/ 
qualified systems that we can formally sell to customers. 
Not only will the QMS allow 
that production to happen, it 
will also allow us to sell on the 
order of 50 to 100 of those 
systems annually, which means 
we would have to hire five to 10 
new employees to handle the 
production load.” 

All CUA personnel, including 
Senior Engineers, Senior 
Scientists, and even Carroll 
himself, are taking part in the 
training. Carroll believes it 
will help CUA support existing 
customer requirements while 
providing the company with a 
competitive advantage that will 
help it develop new business. 

“The East Central Illinois workNet 
funding was a critical factor in our 
ability to receive this AS9100D 

training now as opposed to later” 
Carroll stresses. “This means that 
we can be proactive rather than 
reactive about an important certification in our industry and 

be ready for anticipated future growth for our company.” 

Another company in Champaign will soon be 
positioned as an internationally certified Medical Device 
manufacturer thanks to certification made possible 
by East Central Illinois workNet. Startup PhotoniCare, 
founded in 2013, plans to pursue certification through the 

Medical Device Single Audit Program (MDSAP) in hopes 
of opening significant new sales opportunities. The IWT 
program funded by East Central Illinois workNet will help 
the company’s employees complete that certification and 
expand their expertise. 

PhotoniCare designs and manufactures a device called 

the TOMi Scope, an imaging device that allows doctors 

to see whether fluid is present behind the ear drum 

and make more informed decisions regarding ear 
infection diagnosis and treatment. At the beginning of 
2020 the company received FDA approval to market 
the TOMi Scope and in response they built out a 

manufacturing facility to produce it, with plans to 
continue growing their manufacturing capacity to meet 
increasing demand, which could also add jobs to the 
local economy. 

In order to expand internationally, grow their sales, and 
diversify against market disruption, PhotoniCare needs to 
complete the MDSAP, which is required for international 
approvals and makes the TOMi Scope compliant with the 
regulatory systems of the United States, Canada, Brazil, 
Japan, and Australia. PhotoniCare already has an exclusive 
distribution agreement with a company in Japan and is 
ready to move into the market there once the necessary 
approvals have been obtained. 

“We also have contacts in 
Canada and Australia, who are 
excited about the product and 
want to be able to purchase 
it,” explains Heather Howard, 
PhotoniCare’s Director of 
Manufacturing. “These areas 
are recovering more quickly 
than the United States from 
the recent economic shocks 
and having sales opportunities 
in multiple countries may also 
help PhotoniCare maintain sales 
during market disruptions.” 

The IWT will enable PhotoniCare 

employees to create and 
maintain a quality system that is 

fully compliant with the MDSAP 

regulations, allowing the company 
to expand its assembly workforce 
and make sure that every device 
built is made to the highest quality 

standards. These skills will give 
PhotoniCare’s employees job 

security and increased responsibilities, critical elements that 
will ensure the future success of the company. 

“The Incumbent Worker Training funded by East Central 
Illinois workNet creates an excellent opportunity for 
training investment in our employees,” Howard says. “It 
will increase their skills and help PhotoniCare grow and 
emerge successful from the impact of COVID-19.” 
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With the help of a new website available to job 
seekers and businesses, East Central Illinois 
workNet ensured that its services were 

still available during a time of social distancing and 
sheltering in place in 2020. Thanks to the development 
of www.eciwork.net, individuals can now apply for 
career planning, training, and job search services, while 
businesses can complete a business needs assessment 
to determine what services and programs are the best 
match for them. 

The site gives job seekers a look at all the free career 
resources offered by East Central Illinois workNet, 
including workshops and resume reviews, a Resource 
Center, career counseling, job leads from local 
businesses that are hiring, and help paying for certificate 
programs—up to $16,100 for getting new skills or 
certifications. Meanwhile, the site show businesses 
how to get recruiting assistance, worker training and 
upskilling grants, apprenticeships, pre-layoff workshops, 
labor market analytics, and employer hiring credits. 

The new website also has resources for young adults 
(ages 16-24), pointing them toward a future of success 
through paid internships, scholarships, and professional 
career advice. It includes information on scholarship 
assistance and on-the-job training in a number of 
promising occupations and fields. 

Workforce Development Spotlight 

New Website 

NEW WEBSITE HELPS CONNECT EAST CENTRAL 
ILLINOIS BUSINESSES AND JOB SEEKERS 

www.eciwork.net 
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RPC DIVISION OVERVIEW 

East Central Illinois 
Police Training Project 

Keeping Champaign County and the Surrounding Area 
Safer and More Connected  
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One of the stated goals of the East Central Illinois Police Training 
Project is to make law enforcement training more accessible and 
flexible in meeting the needs of local agencies and practitioners. 

The Training Project offered nearly 20 different courses in 2020 while 
dealing with all of the cancellations, closures, and quarantines brought 
on by the COVID-19 pandemic. The Training Project is delivering on its 
promise by increasing the percentage of officers receiving a minimum of 
40 hours of annual in-service training. 

This regional training program of the RPC serves law enforcement 
agencies in Champaign, Piatt, and Vermilion Counties, as well as the 
towns of Farmer City, Gibson City, and Paxton. Operating under the 
authority of the Illinois Law Enforcement Training and Standards Board, 
the Training Project has established itself as the major delivery system for 
career development and advanced training in the region, offering courses 
like “Criminal Law & Procedure,” “Advanced Roadside Impaired Driving 
Enforcement,” “Policing Demonstrations, Protests & Civil Unrest,” and 
“Criminal Interview & Interrogation Techniques.” 

The Training Project is one of 14 Mobile Training Units serving local units 
of government throughout the state of Illinois. After getting off the ground 
in November 1977, the East Central Illinois Police Training Project now 
serves more than 800 sworn officers from 46 units of local government. 
It maintains close, ongoing contact with all levels of law enforcement 
personnel in the region to help it identify the current training needs of 
local agencies. 

A local Advisory Board composed of police executives, training officers, 
and locally elected officials oversees the development and delivery of the 
Training Project’s programs. Their direction enhances the delivery of high-
quality programs while ensuring that customized courses meet the specific 
training needs of local law enforcement. The Training Project makes 
specialized training available for upper and middle management, as well 
as for operational level personnel, providing training across these areas 
when appropriate. 

In keeping with the expressed interest of local law enforcement and 
the basic philosophy of regional training, the East Central Illinois Police 
Training Project significantly improves the quality and quantity of in-service 
training for its user agencies while enhancing the cost-effectiveness of 
training by encouraging multi-jurisdictional participation and the sharing 
of local resources. In other words, the Training Project is helping keep 
Champaign County and the surrounding area safer and more connected. 

EAST CENTRAL ILLINOIS POLICE TRAINING PROJECT SPOTLIGHT – 
COURSES OFFERED IN 2020 

More than 480 area police officers received training through these courses: 

• 4-hour Abbreviated Mandatory Firearms Training 

• Advanced Critical Infrastructure Protection 

• Advanced Roadside Impaired Driving Enforcement 

• Arrest & Control Tactics Instructor 

• Criminal Interview & Interrogation Techniques 

• Criminal Law & Procedure 

• Critical Asset Risk Management 

• De-Escalation, Firearms & Legal Review 

• Legal Tips For Police Officers 

• Physical Evidence in Burglary Investigations 

• PLI February 2020 Legal Update & Review 

• PLI January 2020 Legal Update & Review 

• PLI March 2020 Legal Update & Review 

• Police Firearms Instructor 

• Police Strategy & Tactics 

• Policing Demonstrations, Protests & Civil Unrest 

• SWAT & Tactical Operations Liability 
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RPC STAFF MEMBER WINS AWARD FOR 
OUTSTANDING NEW SOCIAL WORKER 

Annie Bruno. 

The University of Illinois School of Social Work Alumni 
Association awarded Annie Bruno with the 2019-20 
Outstanding New Social Worker Award. Bruno is a Case 
Worker in the RPC’s Independent Service Coordination 
program and has been employed with the RPC since 
2017, where she provides case management support 
to individuals with intellectual and developmental 
disabilities. 

The Outstanding New Social Worker Award is presented 
to a recent graduate of the School of Social Work’s Master 
of Social Work (MSW) program who has demonstrated 
unique accomplishments in his or her first five years of 
post-MSW practice. 

“Annie is a tireless advocate for people with disabilities,” 
commented Katie Harmon, an RPC program manager and 
Bruno’s supervisor. 

LOCAL PATROLMAN GIVES BACK TO THE RPC’S 
WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM 

Mario Martinez during his visit. 

Patrolman Mario Martinez with the City of Kankakee 
Police Department—who completed his Law Enforcement 
degree in 2016 as a dislocated worker through the RPC’s 
Workforce Development program—returned to speak 
to local youth about the law enforcement pathway. 
Martinez talked about his journey from dislocated worker 
to student; how he completed his law enforcement 
degree and went through Physical Training Instruction 
and Field Training; and, finally, how he got hired on by a 
police department. The group discussed the emphasis on 
making a favorable first impression and acquiring good 
contacts along the way. 

Mr. Martinez expressed his sincere gratitude to the 
Workforce Development program and talked about how 
his success can serve as a model to youth interested in 
pursuing law enforcement or any career they have always 
wanted to pursue. 

CSBG SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS SHINE 

Asia and Ani Jia Wallace. 

Not only are Asia (left) and Ani’Jia (right) Wallace twin 
sisters, both were also recipients of scholarships through 
the CSBG Scholarship program coordinated by the RPC. 
Freshmen at Parkland College in Champaign at the time of 
this photo, Asia is majoring in Nursing and Ani’Jia in Early 
Childhood Education. 

Sharing her inspiring hopes for the future, Ani’Jia said, “I 
chose this specific career because I love serving people 
and impacting lives in different ways, especially children. 
It’s rewarding to understand children and special to me to 
know that I can help them grow academically, as well as 
empower them as their role model. 

Becoming an educator to me is not just about the 
education or pay, it is about being dedicated and 
committed to helping all students succeed, not struggle. 
I want to be the change. I am passionate about making a 
difference.” 

2020 Other Notable Achievements and News from the RPC 
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RANTOUL MOTHER CREDITS RPC FOR HELPING 
HER GET BACK TO SCHOOL AND WORK 

Cassandra. 

Cassandra, a mother who had two daughters at the 
Rantoul Early Childhood Education Center, says that 
without the RPC’s Early Childhood Education Program, 
she would never have been able to return to school. 

She commented, “When my girls’ father and I decided to 
go our separate ways, I was left with knowing I had to get 
back into the workforce to provide for my girls. 

With no family nearby, however, and no money to afford 
full-time daycare, my options were severely limited and 
I was beginning to think I’d be stuck making less than 
minimum wage forever! 

That’s when I received a flyer in the mail from the RPC! 
Little did I know there was help out there! I have to admit, 
I was a little worried at first because my girls had never 
gone a day without me and I knew I couldn’t trust just 
anyone with their care, but I filled out an application and 
scheduled a meeting with one of your parent advocates 
and it’s been one of the best decisions I’ve made!” 

COMMUNITY SERVICES MAKES MARCH MEAL 
DELIVERIES 

Community Services Case Management team. 

Along with practicing social distancing, our Community 
Services Case Management team was out delivering 
meals on the morning of Thursday, March 26. Pictured 
(left to right): Tammy Ward, former RPC employee Jakob 
Cihak, Lena Hoch, Nicole Martin, Markie Gentry, and 
Krist Sallee. We were very thankful for their dedication to 
people in our community. 

GRIT, DETERMINATION, AND HARD WORK 
DEFINE THE RPC’S 2020 FAMILIES OF 
DISTINCTION AWARDEE 

The RPC helped put a Champaign mother and her family 
on a path to self-sufficiency. Asia Williams, our 2020 
Families of Distinction Awardee, came to the Emergency 
Shelter for Families in a desperate situation. Not only did 
she have no money and nothing in savings, she had been 
evicted from her housing, resulting in her and her five 
children being homeless and living in a car. Less than a 
year later, however, the way she turned her life around 
to begin healing from a traumatic past was nothing short 

of inspiring. After helping Asia and her family secure 
shelter, the RPC provided her with a case manager as 
part of the Community Services Division’s No Limits 
program, which helped her identify barriers to stability 
while connecting her to additional resources and services 
in the community that could provide further assistance. 
The RPC is extremely proud of Asia’s accomplishments 
and believes that she is an excellent representative of 
how the RPC’s Community Action Agency programming 
can help families. 

EMERGENCY LODGING FUND HELPS 
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY MEET THE NEEDS OF 
HOMELESS POPULATION DURING COVID-19 
PANDEMIC 

Thanks to additional funding authorized by the Illinois 
Department of Human Services, the Champaign County 
Continuum of Service Providers to the Homeless (CSPH), 
of which the RPC is a member, helped ensure that 
families and individuals experiencing homelessness had 
a safe place to shelter during the COVID-19 emergency. 
“I’m proud of our homeless services system for coming 
together at such a critical time so that we could utilize 
our limited resources creatively,” said CSPH Coordinator 
Thomas Bates. “This funding allowed us to take care of 
our most vulnerable citizens, while helping us bolster our 
emergency shelter system and provide space for healing 
during this crisis.” The Emergency Lodging Fund helped 
programs like the RPC’s Emergency Shelter for Families 
continue to serve people experiencing homelessness. 

RPC INSTRUMENTAL IN FIRST WAVE 
OF FUNDS BEING DISTRIBUTED FROM 
CHAMPAIGN COUNTY COVID-19 RELIEF 
FUND 

The first wave of funds from the Champaign County 
COVID-19 Relief Fund provided housing assistance 
to people who lost wages or employment due to the 
pandemic. The RPC played a big role in the distribution of 
these funds by screening people for eligibility, collecting 
required documentation, and connecting individuals with 
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the City of Champaign Township or Cunningham township 
for one-time assistance payments. “Congratulations 
and thank you to RPC Community Services Director Lisa 
Benson and her team for being instrumental in launching 
this initiative for families and individuals impacted by 
COVID-19,” said RPC CEO Dalitso Sulamoyo. The RPC was 
joined by the United Way of Champaign County and the 
Community Foundation to make the assistance possible. 

RPC HELPS HUNDREDS OF CHAMPAIGN 
COUNTY HOUSEHOLDS HIT HARD 
FINANCIALLY BY THE COVID-19 CRISIS 

Through the implementation of a grant specific to 
COVID-19 relief, the RPC provided much-needed 
assistance to nearly 500 low-income households in 
Champaign County during the early months of the crisis. 
The program helped low-income households maintain the 
basic need of housing with running utilities through rent 
assistance, mortgage assistance, water bill assistance, 
and power bill assistance through the LIHEAP program. 
“Although households had protection from legal evictions 
at the time, it did not provide assistance with the actual 
bills,” explained Lisa Benson, the RPC’s Community 
Services Director. “Providing financial assistance to low-
income households who were not able to cover their 
housing costs during the pandemic provided a household 
with immediate relief while also increasing safety when 
the eviction moratorium was lifted.” 

RPC WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT HELPS 
PLACE SEVEN SUMMER INTERNS AT 
IROQUOIS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 

Our Iroquois County Workforce Development office in 

Watseka had seven new Work Experience placements over 

the summer with Iroquois Memorial Hospital. “We are very 

excited to partner with IMH as they supervise the youth at 
their worksite and help them gain valuable knowledge about 
prospective medical careers,” said Teri Tincher, a Career 

Planner at the Iroquois County office who worked with 

the hospital on the partnership. The high school students 
started their internships at the hospital in mid-June. 

Work Experience placements in the summer with Iroquois Memorial Hospital. 

RPC THROWS ITS SUPPORT BEHIND SMALL 
BUSINESSES DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC 

The RPC’s Planning & Community Development Division 
worked with numerous businesses in Champaign 
County interested in applying for CDBG Downstate 
Small Business Stabilization Grants. The program made 
funds available for 60 days of verifiable working capital 
up to a grant ceiling of $25,000 and was available for 
businesses that employ 50 people or less. The State of 
Illinois adjusted Community Development Block Grant 
allocations to address specific needs to benefit the state’s 
non-entitlement communities in case of unforeseen 
circumstances such as COVID-19. 

PNC BANK CHARITABLE EFFORTS BENEFIT 
THE RPC’S EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
PROGRAM DURING A DIFFICULT YEAR 

PNC Bank helped enrich the education of students enrolled 

in the RPC’s Early Childhood Education Program when they 

donated five iPads to the RPC in September. In April, PNC 

provided a grant to supply food to families with children 
enrolled in Head Start and Early Head Start, both of which 

the RPC operates in Champaign County. The grant allowed 

families to pick up food through a drive-up process while 

also making it possible for Early Childhood Education staff 

to maintain some interaction with the families, serving as 
a critical touchpoint during a stressful time to ensure child 
welfare and overall family health, safety, and security. Also, 
for nearly 10 years PNC has been working with WILL/Illinois 

Public Media and the RPC supporting the Book Mentor 

Project to increase literacy and provide support materials 
for teachers, students, and parents. 

PNC Bank donated five iPads to the RPC in September. 

RPC’S EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION 
PROGRAM RECEIVES FUNDING TO BEGIN 
INNOVATIVE NEW PARENT DISCUSSION 
GROUP 

Funding from the Illinois Head Start Association (IHSA) is 
making it possible for parents with children in the RPC’s 
Early Childhood Education Program to become leaders 
and share their wisdom. In October, the IHSA approved 
the RPC’s application to be part of a new initiative called 
Parent Cafés—engaging, reflective discussions hosted 
by parents, for parents. The RPC’s is one of only 18 Head 
Start programs in the state to receive approval. During 
Parent Cafés, parents use the insights gained from their 
own experiences, as well as those of their peers and 
communities, to keep their families strong. According 
to Brandi Granse, the RPC’s Early Childhood Division 
Director, “The funding and training from IHSA will help our 
program continue efforts to support parents, strengthen 
relationships, and offer a unique leadership opportunity 
for parents.” 
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2020 RPC Board/ 
Committee 
Members 

The RPC draws its commissioners and various 
committee members from a combination of 
elected/appointed officials and community 
members from around Champaign County and 
the surrounding area. 

RPC COMMISSIONERS 

Joan Dykstra, Chair 
Village of Savoy 

Diane Marlin, Vice-Chair 
City of Urbana 

Charles Smith 
Village of Rantoul 

Tami Fruhling-Voges 
Village of St. Joseph 

Patrick Brown 
Village of Mahomet 

Giraldo Rosales 
Champaign County 

Steve Summers 
Champaign County 

Jim Goss 
Champaign County 

Dennis Roberts 
City of Urbana 

Deb Frank Feinen 
City of Champaign 

Will Kyles 
City of Champaign 

Katina Wilcher 
Community Member 

Ana Olguin 
Community Member 

COMMUNITY ACTION 
BOARD 

Matthew Roeschley – Chair 
Public Representative – 
City of Champaign 

Kathryn Woodcock – 
Vice-Chair 
Client Representative 

Cathy Bedard 
Private Representative 

Cindy Bell 
Client Representative 

Carol Bradford 
Private Representative 

Karen Carlson 
Private Representative 

Donna Kaufman 
Client Representative 

Jewel Kelly 
Public Representative – 
Village of Rantoul 

Jim McGuire 
Public Representative – 
Champaign County Board 

Richard Norton 
Private Representative 

Joel Sanders 
Public Representative 

Chris Stohr 
Public Representative – 
Champaign County Board 

Lindsey Trout 
Private Representative 

Jane Webber 
Client Representative 

Gloria Yen 
Client Representative 

CUUATS POLICY 
COMMITTEE 

Diane Marlin, Chair 
City of Urbana 

Bradley Diel, Vice-Chair 
MTD 

Giraldo Rosales 
Champaign County 

Deb Frank Feinen 
City of Champaign 

Joan Dykstra 
Village of Savoy 

Scott Neihart 
IDOT District 5 

Mohamed Attalla 
University of Illinois 

CUUATS TECHNICAL 
COMMITTEE 

Karl Gnadt, Chair 
MTD 

Carol Mitten, Vice-Chair 
City of Urbana 

Jeff Blue 
County Highway 
Department 

John Cooper 
County Highway 
Department 

Amy Snyder 
MTD 

Dalitso Sulamoyo 
Regional Planning 
Commission 

David Clark 
City of Champaign 

Rob Kowalski 
City of Champaign 

Lorrie Pearson 
City of Urbana 

Robert Nelson 
IDOT District 5 

Daniel Magee 
IDOT District 5 

Stacey DeLorenzo 
University of Illinois 

Ehab Kamarah 
University of Illinois 
Village of Savoy 

Tom Caldwell 
IDOT Central Office 

Betsy Tracy 
FHWA Illinois Office 
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HEAD START POLICY 
COUNCIL 

Parent Representatives 

Rita Conerly 
Champaign Full-Day Early 
Head Start 

Carmen Cueva 
Champaign Full-Day Head 
Start and Early Head Start 

Tavares Smith, Sr. 
Champaign Full-Day Head 
Start 

Mary Hollingsworth 
Savoy Six-Hour Head Start 

Lanyne Tracy 
Savoy Six-Hour Head Start 

Jessica Parks 
Savoy Six-Hour Head Start 

L. Felix Lockhart 
Family Child Care Full-Day 
Head Start 

Joyce Wells 
Urbana Full-Day Head Start 

Zandra Davis 
Family Child Care Full-Day 
Early Head Start 

Kylie Williams 
Family Child Care Full-Day 
Head Start 

Ajaya Ram Burri 
Home-Based Head Start 

Community 
Representatives 

C. Pius Weibel 
Community Member 

Ana Olguin 
WILL Book Mentor 
Program 

Katina Wilcher 
Champaign County 
Regional Planning 
Commission 

Kyle Hubert 
Past Parent 

Leah Taylor 
Champaign County Board 

WORKFORCE 
INNOVATION BOARD 

Board Members 

James Ayers, Chair 

Tina Smith, Vice-Chair 

Jennifer Heather 

James McNeely 

Todd McNutt 

Megan Parsons 

Dean Rose 

LaMae Ryan 

Joe Siedenburg 

Lauren Schmid 

Jarrett Clem 

Kevin Sage 

Shawna Scherer 

Tom Ramage 

Aletha Alexander 

Gwen DuPree-Pryor 

Carly McCrory-McKay 

Brian Moody 

Executive Committee 

James Ayers, Chair 

Tina Smith, Vice-Chair 

TBD, Employer 
Engagement Chair 

Dean Rose, Youth 
Committee Chair 

Employer Engagement 
Committee 

Aletha Alexander 

James Ayers 

Jarrett Clem 

Jennifer Heather 

James McNeely 

Todd McNutt 

Brian Moody 

Megan Parsons 

Tom Ramage 

Kevin Sage 

Carly McCrory-McKay 

LaMae Ryan 

Lauren Schmid 

Joe Siedenburg 

Youth Committee 

Michael Bryant 

Gwen DuPree-Pryor 

Nick Elder 

Deb Lewis 

Donna Kaufman 

Jim Mayer 

Shawna Scherer 

Dean Rose 

CHIEF ELECTED 
OFFICIALS 

Darlene Kloeppel, Chair 
Champaign County 
Executive 

Donald Munson 
Douglas County Board 
Chair 

John Shure 
Iroquois County Board 
Chair 

Debbie Smith 
Ford County Board Chair 

Ray Spencer, Vice Chair 
Piatt County Board Chair 
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REGION 8 
HUMAN SERVICE 
TRANSPORTATION 
PLAN COMMITTEE 

Technical Committee 

Emily Dobson, Chair 
Soyland Access to 
Independent Living 

Evan Alvarez, Vice-Chair 
Champaign County Area 
Rural Transit System 

Larry Fisher 
CCAR Industries 

Beth Beck-Marts 
Central Illinois Public Transit 

Amy Brown 
CRIS Rural MTD 

Joe Rassmussen 
Crosspoint Human Services 

Mike Brown 
CTF Illinois 

Brad Parks 
Developmental Services 
Center 

Kaycie Sanders 
Dial-A-Ride 

Patrick Harness 
East Central Illinois Area 
Agency on Aging 

Mervet Adams 
Health Alliance 

Jonathan Burns 
Human Resources Center 
of Edgar & Clark 

Lynette Ashmore 
LifeLinks 

Ryan Raleigh 
Macon Resources Inc. 

Cory Young 
Marion County Horizon 
Center 

Paul Cook 
Moultrie County Beacon 

Sherry Longcor 
PACE, Inc. 

Jami Trybom 
Piatt County Public 
Transportation 

Jeffrey Drake 
Rides Mass Transit District 

Susan Love 
Shelby County Community 
Services 

Laura Dick 
SHOW BUS 

Gale Kirkpatrick 
Swann Special Care Center 

Policy Committee 

Kelly Lockhart, Chair 
Coles County 

Don Munson, Vice-Chair 
Douglas County 

Giraldo Rosales 
Champaign County 

Vacant 
Clark County 

Luke Parr 
Cumberland County 

Vacant 
DeWitt County 

Vacant 
Edgar County 

Debra Kraft 
Macon County 

Roger Glazebrook 
Moultrie County 

Dale Lattz 
Piatt County 

Barbara Bennett 
Shelby County 

Steve Gulick 
Vermillion County 

Advisory Committee 

Rita Morocoima-Black 
Champaign County 
Regional Planning 
Commission 

Karl Gnadt 
Champaign-Urbana Mass 
Transit District 

Sam Cole 
Danville Transportation 
Study 

Lisa Beith 
Danville Mass Transit 

Lisa Olsen 
Decatur Public Transit 
System 

Joselyn Stewart 
Decatur Urbanized Area 
Transportation Study 
(DUATS) 

CHAMPAIGN-URBANA 
URBANIZED AREA 
HUMAN SERVICE 
TRANSPORTATION 
PLAN WORKING 
GROUP 

Jonathan Woods 
Carle Community Healthy 
Initiatives 

Evan Alvarez 
Champaign-Urbana Mass 
Transit District 

Kathy Rhoads 
Circle of Friends – Adult 
Day Care Center 

Amy Brown 
CRIS Rural Mass Transit 
District 

Rosanna McLain 
Family Services 

Mervet Adams 
Health Alliance 

Linda Tauber-Olsen 
OSF Heart of Mary Medical 
Center 

Dr. Jeffrey Woods 
UIUC Center on Health, 
Aging, and Disability 

CHAMPAIGN COUNTY 
CONTINUUM OF 
SERVICE PROVIDERS 
TO THE HOMELESS 

Thomas Bates 
Continuum of Care 
Coordinator 

Jennifer Carlson 
Continuum of Service 
Providers to the Homeless 
Chair 

Memorandum of 
Understanding 

American Legion Auxiliary 
Unit 24 

Carle Health – Community 
Health Initiatives 

Center for Youth & Family 
Solutions 

Champaign County 
Regional Planning 
Commission 

Champaign-Ford Regional 
Office of Education 

Champaign Park District 

Champaign-Urbana Public 
Health District 

Child Care Resource 
Service 

City of Champaign 

City of Champaign 
Township 

City of Urbana 

Community Service Center 
of Northern Champaign 
County 

Courage Connection 

Crisis Nursery 
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Memorandum of 
Understanding 
(continued) 

C-U at Home 

Cunningham Children’s 
Home 

Cunningham Township 

Department of Veterans Affairs 
– Illiana Health Care System 

Developmental Services 
Center 

Eastern Illinois Foodbank 

Faith United Methodist Church 

First Followers 

Greater Community AIDS 
Project of East Central 
Illinois 

Habitat for Humanity of 
Champaign County 

Hope Center of Vineyard 
Church 

Housing Authority of 
Champaign County 

Land of Lincoln Legal Aid 

OSF – Community 
Resource Center 

The Pavilion 

Rosecrance, Inc. 

The Salvation Army 

United Way of Champaign 
County 

University of Illinois, School 
of Social Work 

UP Center 

Village of Rantoul 

EAST CENTRAL 
ILLINOIS POLICE 
TRAINING PROJECT 

Mobile Team 12 (MTU 12) 
Training Advisory Board 

Mike Metzler, Chair, Chief 
of Police 
Mahomet Police 
Department 

Pat Hartshorn, Sheriff 
Vermilion County Sheriff’s 
Department 

Dustin Heuerman, Sheriff 
Champaign County 
Sheriff’s Office 

David Hunt, Sheriff 
Piatt County Sheriff’s Office 

Christopher Yates, Chief of 
Police 
Danville Police Department 

Anthony Cobb, Chief of 
Police 
Champaign Police 
Department 

Alice Cary, Chief of Police 
University of Illinois Police 
Department 

Bryant Seraphin, Chief of 
Police 
Urbana Police Department 

Tony Brown, Chief of Police 
Rantoul Police Department 

William Colbrook, Chief of 
Police 
Parkland College Police 
Department 

Nathan Guest, Chief of 
Police 
Farmer City Police 
Department 

Coy Cornett, Chief of Police 
Paxton Police Department 

Adam Rosendahl, Chief of 
Police 
Gibson City Police 
Department 

John Carter, Chief of Police 
Monticello Police 
Department 

RPC’S CULTURAL 
COMPETENCY 
COMMITTEE 

Katie Harmon, Chair 

Hollie Hutchcraft-Ronk, 
Co-Chair 

Maria Acanda 

Jasmine Ash 

Artinese Myrick 

Margaret Potter 

Mary Rascher 

Krist Sallee 

Claudia Sparrow 

Irene Weathersby 

Maurey Williamson 
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RPC Locations 

The Champaign County Regional 
Planning Commission is based 
at the Brookens Administrative 

Center (1776 E. Washington 
Street, Urbana). 

We have nine other locations 
around the county, as well 
as offices in Douglas, Ford, 

Iroquois, and Piatt Counties. 

Brookens Administrative Center 

1776 E. Washington Street 
Urbana, IL 61802 

Phone: (217) 328-3313 

Champaign Early Childhood Education Center 

809 N. Neil Street 
Champaign, IL 61820 

Phone: (217) 384-1200 

RPC Early Childhood Education Center 
at West Champaign 

103 S. Country Fair Drive 

Champaign, IL 61821 

Phone: (217) 239-5951 

Rantoul Early Childhood Education Center 

104 Nightingale Court 
Rantoul, IL 61866 

Phone: (217) 893-0886 

Savoy Early Childhood Education Center 

210 W. Church Street 
Savoy, IL 61874 

Phone: (217) 384-1252 

Urbana Early Childhood Education Center 

1603 E. Mumford Drive 

Urbana, IL 61802 

Phone: (217) 278-4461 

Savoy Head Start Transportation Office/Warehouse 

101 W. Tomaras Ave., Bldg. B 

Savoy, IL 61874 

Phone: (217) 607-1089 

Court Diversion Services/Youth Assessment Center 

2011 Round Barn Road 

Champaign, IL 61821 

Phone: (217) 239-5933 

Emergency Shelter for Families 

302 E. Park Street 
Champaign, IL 61820 

Phone: (217) 819-4117 

Workforce Development Services – Champaign County 

East Central Illinois workNet Center 

1307 N. Mattis Avenue 

Champaign, IL 61821 

Phone: (217) 531-8282 

Workforce Development Services – Douglas County 

401 S. Main Street 
Tuscola, IL 61953 

Phone: (217) 599-1426 

Workforce Development Services – Iroquois County 

1001 E. Grant Street 
Watseka, IL 60970 

Phone: (217) 432-5246 

Workforce Development Services – Ford County 

258 W. State Street 
Paxton, IL 60957 

Phone: (217) 579-1010 

Workforce Development Services – Piatt County 

1115 N. State Street 
Monticello, IL 61856 

Phone: (217) 762-8404 
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Sources of Funds Total 

Federal $16,198,633 

State $5,803,784 

Local $1,231,233 

Contracts & Fees $2,255,543 

Interest $239,209 

Gifts, Donations, Misc. $105,738 

Reimbursements/Transfers $566,455 

TOTAL  $26,400,595 

Uses of Funds Total 

Early Childhood Development $9,859,891 

Workforce and Economic Development $3,099,976 

Community and Social Services $3,475,538 

Transportation Planning & Development $1,646,912 

Energy Assistance $4,167,556 

Fringe Benefits $1,522,231 

Administration $1,617,453 

Transfers $566,455 

TOTAL  $25,956,012 

Here you will find the Champaign 
County Regional Planning Commission 
Financial Report for the most recently 

completed fiscal year. 

*Balance represents less than federally authorized 
threshold for working capital reserve. 

Sources Uses 

Financial 
Report 
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	The ability of the Champaign County Regional Planning Commission to achieve our vision and fulfill our mission is based on the consistent application of our organizational values, which are practiced every day by the members of our team.
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	o say that 2020 was a challenging year is a massive understatement. Across the world, people struggled with the economic and housing impacts of the pandemic, looking for assistance and a helping hand wherever they could find it. Our community here in Champaign County and the surrounding area was no different, but the way local organizations and government agencies stepped up to do all they could to make sure families and individuals survived was truly inspiring. This includes some of the tremendous work don
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	In this report, you’ll see many of the ways the RPC’s services and projects benefited all of us, setting up Champaign County and East Central Illinois for continued success once the pandemic has come to an end. The RPC swiftly pivoted in early 2020 to make sure individuals, families, and businesses received much-needed support once the effects of COVID-19 became apparent. As chair of the agency, I saw firsthand how their innovation, strategic deployment of programs and resources, and empathy made a positive
	The RPC adapted to a year unlike any other in myriad ways, including modifying some of their programs to directly respond to the needs of the community by delivering food and other essential goods and supplies to families.
	In these pages you’ll find numerous success stories about ways the RPC consistently fulfilled its mission throughout a tumultuous 2020, and how their staff’s dedication to our residents, small businesses, and local transportation and planning initiatives make our community a great place to call home every day. I have been honored to serve as Chair of the RPC and look forward to seeing all the things they will accomplish in the years ahead.
	Joan Dykstra, 2020 chair of the RPC
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	he 2020 Annual Report will provide the Champaign County Regional Planning Commission’s stakeholders with a snapshot of how pivotal this organization has been as a responder/provider through various services on the frontlines of the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic. Like most organizations, the RPC had to be nimble in response to the onset of the pandemic by reorganizing its mode of operations to continue to be the lifeline to the many residents it serves in its region. As an organization, we not only qui
	he 2020 Annual Report will provide the Champaign County Regional Planning Commission’s stakeholders with a snapshot of how pivotal this organization has been as a responder/provider through various services on the frontlines of the fight against the COVID-19 pandemic. Like most organizations, the RPC had to be nimble in response to the onset of the pandemic by reorganizing its mode of operations to continue to be the lifeline to the many residents it serves in its region. As an organization, we not only qui
	T

	The following are some of the steps we undertook to deal with the set of multidimensional challenges we faced as an organization in 2020:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	We fully implemented remote access for most employees by doing the following:
	✓
	✓
	✓
	✓
	 

	Purchasing additional VPN licenses so that staff with laptops would be able to access RPC servers remotely.

	✓
	✓
	✓
	 

	Purchasing additional laptops for staff to utilize from home.

	✓
	✓
	✓
	 

	Thanks to our IT team, developing an online application that allowed our employees to remotely access RPC desktop computers from a computer they may have at home.



	• 
	• 
	• 

	We purchased a subscription to Zoom, allowing for video and audio conferencing. This has made it possible to continue hosting regular RPC meetings online.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	We developed policies and procedures to allow for a seamless integration of virtual work into our organizational culture.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	We modified some of our programs to directly respond to the needs of our community during the pandemic by delivering food and other essential goods and supplies to our families.


	During the pandemic, we also led in the efforts to draft and get legislation passed through the Illinois General Assembly to allow agencies like ours to serve households with incomes of up to 200% of poverty with LIHEAP. This level of poverty would mean a household of four making $52,000 would be eligible for utility assistance. I am truly humbled and proud to present the to you the great work exemplified through service that has been done by all our divisions at the RPC through the employees I am privilege
	“We make every effort to see that our actions live up to our words and be vigilant with regards to our behavior.” — Thomas Sankara
	 

	In Service, 
	 

	Dalitso Sulamoyo, PhD
	Chief Executive Officer

	Figure
	hrough our 100+ programs, the RPC touches lives in positive ways throughout East Central Illinois. One client, Sophie M. of Savoy, recently completed her two-year experience with us through the Tenant-Based Rental Assistance (TBRA) program. This rental subsidy helps individual households afford housing costs such as rent and security deposits. Thanks to the program, Sophie was able to save up enough money for a big deposit at a nice apartment complex and decided to further her education by pursuing a Master
	hrough our 100+ programs, the RPC touches lives in positive ways throughout East Central Illinois. One client, Sophie M. of Savoy, recently completed her two-year experience with us through the Tenant-Based Rental Assistance (TBRA) program. This rental subsidy helps individual households afford housing costs such as rent and security deposits. Thanks to the program, Sophie was able to save up enough money for a big deposit at a nice apartment complex and decided to further her education by pursuing a Master
	T

	We talked to Sophie about her experience with the RPC and her hopes for the future. “I have no idea how I would have gotten on my feet if it wasn’t for this program,” she says. At the RPC, we are committed to “People. Possibilities.” Sophie is a shining example of that.
	Q: What originally brought you to the RPC and the tenant-based rental assistance program? How did you hear about us?
	A: “I have a daughter who recently turned three-years-old. I used to live in southern Illinois with her dad, but he had a severe heroin and meth addiction. I had to leave him for my daughter's safety when she was only six months old and come back to Champaign, where I was raised. I originally moved in with my mom and I started looking for quality daycare.
	“I finally found a great daycare to enroll my daughter in so that I could start working. I didn't know this at the time, but the daycare was a home Head Start program (run by Deloris Lee) and she asked me if I would like to sign up for Head Start. I agreed and got connected with my Family Advocate, Jacki Buckingham, who introduced me to TBRA, which I had previously never heard of. The application asked for some background information, so I told them my story, as well as my plan to graduate by the end of the
	Q: What has the program allowed you to do with your life?
	A: “Since I have been in this program, it has allowed me to work one job instead of multiple ones, to spend consistent quality time with my daughter, and to continue in school. It also allowed me to save enough money to make a large deposit on an apartment in Savoy. My rent will be low enough that I can sustain it on my own without future assistance, and it is a great neighborhood with tons of children for my daughter to play with. I could not be happier about this move and I certainly would never have been
	Q: What was it like working with your Case Manager (Sara Wilham)?
	A: “Sara was great throughout the whole experience. I believe I was one of her first clients when I started the program two years ago. She always showed up to the meetings with the landlord, was very responsive to any questions or concerns I had, and is overall a kind, helpful, and wonderful person. It has been a pleasure to work with her, and I appreciate all the help she has given me.”
	Q: What do you think would have happened to you had a program like this not been available?
	A: “I'm honestly not sure where I would be if this program did not exist. I know that I couldn't have afforded the full cost of the rent. My options would probably have been to work multiple jobs, probably drop out of school, and to try to find different people to live with along the way. If I had to drop out of school, I may have been stuck in a cycle of working low-paying jobs and it would have been extremely difficult to get ahead. This program has made it so that my daughter has a present mother, a cons
	Q: You are now pursuing a Master’s in Social Work. Was that decision inspired at all by your experience with the RPC and your interactions with our staff?
	A: “I always knew I wanted to get my Bachelor of Social Work. I have been working on it slowly but steadily since before my daughter was born. I have only been able to take two classes at a time since I also have to work, do my field practicum, and raise my daughter 100% by myself. I have always been determined to make it happen. I actually have one semester left, and then I graduate with my BSW.
	“My experience with the RPC has definitely changed the trajectory of what I want to do. I have experience with many different services besides TBRA. My daughter is still in the Head Start program, now with Juanita Rogers, and it has been a great experience for both of us. I am also doing my field practicum at Head Start. It has made me more interested in case management and finding and connecting clients to different resources in the community, as well as opening up new resources and opportunities to fulfil
	“Without this program, it would have been very difficult for me to make it through my BSW, so I'm not sure if I would have felt that I could or should even pursue my MSW. I am very honored to have received the assistance that I have, and it makes me want to give back to the community and to help other families and individuals in the same way that I have been helped.”
	Q: How important are programs like this to people in the community who may be experiencing tough times?
	A: “Safe, affordable housing is one of the biggest barriers for people trying to pull themselves out of hard times. Especially for people who lack the education, skills, or experience to obtain a higher paying job. Programs like these give people the step up that they need to be able to further their education, to be able to spend time with their children, and to be able to seek better opportunities without the constant stress of how they are going to feed and clothe their families.
	“Quite often, people who receive public assistance get a bad reputation and those in the community wonder if the programs really help or if they just perpetuate a culture of poverty and dependence. I truly believe that programs like these do the opposite. They provide hope, opportunity, and a sense of empowerment for people who would otherwise be stuck in a cycle of survival.”
	Q: Anything else you’d like to add about your experience over these past couple of years and your dealings with the RPC?
	A: “I want to offer a sincere thank-you. I appreciate everyone who gave me this opportunity more than I can express, and I thank the RPC for giving me a chance and accepting my application. It has changed so much for me and given me so many opportunities. Someday I hope to do the same for someone else.”
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	very year for more than 35 years, the RPC’s Community Services Division has been empowering people in Champaign County and beyond to achieve self-sufficiency and improve their lives and the lives of their loved ones. Safe to say, the division has never seen a year quite like 2020.
	very year for more than 35 years, the RPC’s Community Services Division has been empowering people in Champaign County and beyond to achieve self-sufficiency and improve their lives and the lives of their loved ones. Safe to say, the division has never seen a year quite like 2020.
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	The RPC became the designated Community Action Agency for the county in 1984, administering a wide variety of valuable programs annually. While the RPC continues delivering services for the community’s low-income residents that touch the lives of thousands of individuals and families annually, the pandemic created financial and housing problems for a more diverse clientele than ever seen before. Dedicated staff in the Community Services Division were forced to act quickly and boldly in the face of one crisi
	“I’ve always believed that the work we do in Community Services is important,” says Lisa Benson, the RPC’s Community Services Director. “Since social and human service work is delivered in a confidential manner, it is sometimes hard for the greater community to understand or relate to the work, unless they are direct service recipients or service providers themselves. Unfortunately, this sometimes results in these services being undervalued and overlooked. I never imagined that it would take a pandemic for 
	Community Services Impact on the Community
	Taking the LIHEAP program as an example, the large increase in the number of households served by the RPC between July 2020* to the end of November, as compared to the four months between October 2019 and January 2020 (after the 2019-20 LIHEAP program began and before the pandemic hit), illustrates how crucial the RPC has been for the community’s residents.
	Much of the year’s work was centered on new programs developed through the CARES Act, the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act, a $2.2 trillion economic stimulus bill passed by the U.S. Congress. While administering numerous programs through the CARES Act (read more about these on page 12), the RPC delivered much needed relief to hundreds of Champaign County households in need.
	*The 2020-21 program started early
	 

	“When the state was shut down in April 2020, the Governor acknowledged human services as essential and called on them to continue to serve,” Benson points out. “The RPC’s Community Services staff not only continued providing all the services it had offered prior to the pandemic, but also developed a number of new services as a result of the pandemic. The quote ‘It is not the challenges that define us, but how we respond to those challenges’ is a very fitting way to summarize the success of our division in 2
	While the RPC can lay claim to improving the community by being a leading voice in advocating for those in poverty, the pandemic has shown how the important community action work it does can improve the lives of people from all walks of life who are seeking a helping hand. The organization’s array of services addresses the many factors that affect an individual’s ability to rise out of poverty, such as housing, employment, food insecurity, health, and education. The Community Services Division designs these
	Ensuring that clients find the path to economic security, comprehensive case management is at the root of all RPC programs, which include Home and Energy Services through LIHEAP and Weatherization (read more about LIHEAP’s work in 2020 on page 14), Homeless Services, Independent Service Coordination (read more about ISC’s work in 2020 on page 10), the Justice Diversion Program, No Limits, Senior Services, the Summer Youth Employment Program, and the Youth Assessment Center. The RPC collaborates with the sur
	As the pandemic hopefully comes to an end sometime in 2021, the RPC will remain focused on finding new opportunities to expand and impact the community beyond the current measures of success. The Community Service Division’s committed staff of case managers and social workers intends to approach the future of Community Action with innovative practices and solutions that enable the RPC to more effectively reduce poverty, address family and community needs, and support sustainability for future growth.
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	LIHEAP Households served during 2019-20 grant year
	LIHEAP Households served during 2019-20 grant year
	3,647
	3,647

	Funds distributed
	$1,925,802
	$1,925,802


	LIHEAP Households served during 2020-21 grant year
	LIHEAP Households served during 2020-21 grant year
	4,681
	4,681

	Funds distributed
	$2,653,673
	$2,653,673
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	or almost a quarter of a century, the RPC ran the Independent Service Coordination (ISC) program serving Champaign, Ford, and Iroquois Counties. The team of around 10 staff members served approximately 500 clients annually through Individual Service and Support Advocacy services. In 2018, however, the RPC was awarded a grant to increase its service to a 13-county region starting in 2019 after ISC geographic regions across Illinois were revamped.  
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	With a team now made up of 36 staff members, the RPC serves over 3,000 clients in region H, which consists of Bureau, Champaign, Ford, Iroquois, LaSalle, Livingston, Marshall, Mason, McLean, Putnam, Tazewell, Vermilion, and Woodford Counties. The program helps individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities and their families access individualized services and supports.
	The RPC’s Independent Service Coordinators strive to ensure those services and supports are responsive to the unique needs and desires of each individual, while effectively promoting independence, community inclusion, and self-determination. During a pandemic, ISC has taken on added importance to the communities it serves.
	”During the pandemic, the ISC team continues to provide needed services to their clients. While most meetings are now held virtually, the ISC team has adapted to new ways of providing services,” said Katie Harmon, the Program Manager overseeing ISC. “While it has been challenging and we are looking forward to the day when we can see our clients in person again, I’m so appreciative of the staff for their flexibility and determination to meet the needs of those they serve.”
	The RPC’s ISC program is made up of several different programs and services, including:  
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Prioritization of Urgency of Need for Service (PUNS) – Provides assistance to individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities who are potentially in need of services now or within the next five years to register on the PUNS statewide database. Information collected through this database allows the state to categorize needs for developmental disabilities services for individuals.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Pre-Admission Screening (PAS) – Provides a screening process to determine whether individuals are eligible for services funded through the Department of Human Services (DHS), Division of Developmental Disabilities. Hospitalized individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities are also screened to determine if nursing home services are appropriate.

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Individual Service and Support Advocacy (ISSA) – Provides advocacy services to individuals who participate in programs funded by the Home and Community Based Services, Medicaid Waiver Program. ISC staff work with individuals to develop annual Person-Centered Plans, identify goals that individuals have for the upcoming year, and monitor implementation of services to address their goals and service provision by provider agencies. ISC staff also determine service satisfaction and make yearly determinations of 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Transition Consultant Services* – Provides support to individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities and their families who are nearing graduation from secondary education. Transition Consultants assist with education and support regarding the transition to adult-based developmental disability services in Illinois. They also assist individuals and families with developing a transition plan and referral/linkage to appropriate community support services. *For Champaign County residents only.


	The RPC also receives funding through the Champaign County Developmental Disabilities Board to run the Decision Support Person Centered Planning Program. As the single point of intake for persons with intellectual and developmental disabilities seeking DHS Medicaid waiver funding, the RPC provides ISC services and conflict-free, person-centered planning. The RPC conducts extensive outreach, preference assessment, and person-centered planning services for Champaign County residents with intellectual and deve
	The work done by the RPC’s ISC staff this year has touched the lives of thousands of people in Illinois struggling with the challenges of the pandemic. One Independent Service Coordinator relates this success story of a client who found himself in a very difficult situation:
	“We were contacted by a client’s case manager from one of the county-funded service providers from which he is currently receiving supports. This case manager informed us that the client was in an emergency situation in which his live-in girlfriend—who is also his caretaker—had a family emergency and needed to leave the state immediately for a few weeks, leaving the client in what could potentially be an unsafe environment.
	“In the past when this client had been left alone for a length of time there had been several situations in which he invited guests into his home that stole from him, destroyed his property, and caused physical harm to him. The client also relies heavily on his girlfriend/caretaker for meals and assistance with taking medication. He does not have any friends or family that can act as a caregiver while his girlfriend is away, and he does not receive any services that allow someone to check on him as often as
	“We contacted local respite programs to seek assistance and we were able to connect to the Illinois Respite Coalition (IRC). The ISC explained the client’s situation and requested assistance. Together the ISC and a representative of IRC worked to determine the type of funding and care the client was eligible for. After IRC confirmed funding from DHS, the ISC set up a conference call between ISC, the IRC representative, and the client’s case manager.
	“A plan of action was discussed on this phone call and intake for the client was conducted. The IRC was able to locate a direct-support person that would be a good fit for the client, and it was arranged for the client to have daily check-ins in with the direct-support person who would check on the client’s safety, medication, and food intake. This support provided both the client and caregiver with a sense of security and a normal routine for the client while his caregiver was away.”
	The ISC staff’s dedication and level of care for clients has been even more evident during a year like 2020, with high hopes of making the program’s important work continue into 2021 and beyond once the pandemic is over.
	“Many of our clients have been significantly impacted by the pandemic in ways such as not being able to attend their Community Day Program, unable to work, and having limited visits with loved ones in their group homes, if any at all,” Harmon concludes. “It is important for the ISC team to maintain connection with their clients in order to offer support during this difficult time and I’m pleased that our team continues to put the safety and health of their clients above all else.”

	Members of the ISC region H-3 team pictured at their monthly meeting in January 2020
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	Community Outreach Events
	Community Outreach Events
	37
	37

	Total clients served
	3,395
	3,395

	Nearly 
	hours of service provided
	42,000 
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	RPC DELIVERS RELIEF TO HUNDREDS OF HOUSEHOLDS AFFECTED FINANCIALLY BY THE PANDEMIC THROUGH THE CARES ACT
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	ouseholds across America were impacted financially by the COVID-19 pandemic throughout 2020, but agencies like the RPC were able to provide crucial help to those in need through the CARES Act—the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act, a $2.2 trillion economic stimulus bill passed by the U.S. Congress in March. The RPC administered numerous programs through the CARES Act, delivering much needed relief to hundreds of Champaign County households in need.
	ouseholds across America were impacted financially by the COVID-19 pandemic throughout 2020, but agencies like the RPC were able to provide crucial help to those in need through the CARES Act—the Coronavirus Aid, Relief, and Economic Security Act, a $2.2 trillion economic stimulus bill passed by the U.S. Congress in March. The RPC administered numerous programs through the CARES Act, delivering much needed relief to hundreds of Champaign County households in need.
	H

	While the CARES Act also provided funding for the RPC’s Early Childhood Education and Planning & Community Development Divisions, the bulk of its effect was seen in the organization’s Community Services Division. Programs the RPC oversaw through Community Services included:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Low-Income Heating Energy Assistance Program CARES (LIHEAP-CARES)This program assisted households whose income did not exceed 200% of the federal poverty level (FPL). The funding also supported staff to administer client screenings and coordinate with utility vendors to complete direct payments toward clients’ energy bills.
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	CSBG COVID-19 ReliefThe largest of the CARES Act programs the RPC administered, CSBG COVID-19 Relief assisted households impacted by the pandemic whose income did not exceed 200% FPL. The funding also supported staff to administer relief programs assisting with past-due, mortgage, power, and water bills. In addition, the program supported prescription/medical assistance and provided staffing for the COVID-19 Specific Tenant-Based Rent Assistance program and supplies to support the implementation of safety p
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	COVID-19 Emergency Lodging FundThese funds supported the emergency lodging needs of people experiencing homelessness in Champaign County. The program helped expand the availability of emergency shelter for families with children at the RPC’s Emergency Shelter for Families, as well as shelter operations of Austin’s Place Women’s Emergency Shelter, C-U at Home’s Men’s Shelter, and the Phoenix Drop-in Center.
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	COVID-19 Specific Tenant-Based Rent Assistance (TBRA-CV)This program provided short-term rent subsidies for households financially impacted by COVID-19.
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	Emergency Solutions Grant (ESG-CV-1)Funding from this program expanded the RPC’s capacity to serve homeless families, providing a non-congregate setting to decrease the likelihood of virus transmission and the provision of isolated quarters in the event of quarantine. The enhanced funding was utilized to serve dozens of additional adults and children. Funds also supported expansion of Homeless Management Information System (HMIS) reporting.
	 


	• 
	• 
	• 

	FEMA-CARES Rent AssistanceThis program provided rental assistance for households who experienced a temporary financial hardship.
	 



	Some of the clients the RPC worked with in 2020 talked about how the CARES Act funding impacted them:
	“This program and others that the RPC provides are necessary and make it possible for this community to survive. Especially during this pandemic, this program is making opportunities for us to survive. Most of all, it is giving hope where there is little. To be honest, if it wasn’t for this program I don’t know where I would be now. I can’t stress enough the necessity of these programs for young and old alike. This funding is a necessity.” – James, who was provided with rent assistance
	“I think if funding was not available and I did not receive the help I got, my family and I would be homeless and on the streets. I’m so grateful to have received the assistance.” – Latia, who was provided with rent and food assistance
	“This program is important in the community for people who may be facing lost jobs or decreased work hours. We never know what others may be facing at such difficult times.” – Maria, who was provided with rent, water bill, and food assistance
	“If it wasn’t for this program I would have been forced to sleep on the streets with my four children. The RPC has put my mind at ease and made sure my children and I have a roof over our heads, as I am sure this program has done for many families.” – Dawanna, who was provided with rent, sewer/wastewater bill, and food assistance
	“In receiving the assistance I am able to keep a roof over my children’s heads and running water in my home. The food assistance has helped me to be able to give my children healthy options to choose from and to ensure that we do not go without, which has happened before.” – Katara, who was provided with rent, water bill, and food assistance
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	LIHEAP funds received by the RPC
	LIHEAP funds received by the RPC
	$4,385,100
	$4,385,100

	Number of people served with a LIHEAP benefit 
	5,395
	5,395

	Households that received DVP (Direct Vendor Payment) benefit from LIHEAP
	 

	4,349
	4,349

	Households that received Reconnection Assistance
	 

	1,046
	1,046

	Households that received Emergency Furnace Assistance
	 

	20
	20
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	LIHEAP TAKES OVER BROOKENS GYM DURING AN UNPARALLELED YEAR FOR THE PROGRAM
	LIHEAP TAKES OVER BROOKENS GYM DURING AN UNPARALLELED YEAR FOR THE PROGRAM

	After being forced by the pandemic to move all appointments with clients to phone consultations only in mid-March, the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) did something it had never done before when the 2020-21 season began. Starting earlier than normal (on July 27 instead of the usual October 1), LIHEAP moved its operations into the Brookens Gymnasium for in-person appointments, giving clients enough room for proper social distancing as they waited for their appointments with RPC staff to be
	After being forced by the pandemic to move all appointments with clients to phone consultations only in mid-March, the Low-Income Home Energy Assistance Program (LIHEAP) did something it had never done before when the 2020-21 season began. Starting earlier than normal (on July 27 instead of the usual October 1), LIHEAP moved its operations into the Brookens Gymnasium for in-person appointments, giving clients enough room for proper social distancing as they waited for their appointments with RPC staff to be
	In previous years, LIHEAP appointments were made available based on certain eligibility criteria, beginning with low-income seniors and persons with permanent disabilities. Those priority groups were done away with for the new program year since so many members of the community were being affected by wage fluctuations due to the pandemic, making LIHEAP appointments open to all eligible households right away.
	Also present during LIHEAP’s multi-week stay in the Brookens Gym were representatives from the RPC’s Workforce Development Division distributing information about programs and training opportunities, and representatives from the RPC’s Planning & Community Development Division, helping people fill out their U.S. Census forms.
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	PIPP funding received by the RPC
	PIPP funding received by the RPC
	$935,486
	$935,486

	Number of people enrolled in the PIPP program
	606
	606
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	Service Programs


	HOMELESS SERVICES
	HOMELESS SERVICES
	Designed to help individuals attain housing stability, our Homeless Services are client-centered and address the unique needs of each individual and family served. These programs focus on increasing self-sufficiency and are available for individuals in Champaign County. (All statistics are from the most recent completed plan year.)
	Centralized Intake for Homeless (CI) – Serving as an access point for households experiencing homelessness, CI staff members conduct assessments with individuals to determine their current housing situation and relevant services and supports needed. They make referrals to local community resources based on program eligibility and availability, as well as the needs of the individuals served.
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description

	Total
	Total


	Number of persons experiencing literal homelessness:
	Number of persons experiencing literal homelessness:
	Number of persons experiencing literal homelessness:

	146 screened
	146 screened


	Percentage of persons screened then connected with permanent housing
	Percentage of persons screened then connected with permanent housing
	Percentage of persons screened then connected with permanent housing

	55%
	55%





	Emergency Shelter for Families (ESF) – The ESF provides short-term emergency shelter for homeless families with children in Champaign County. During the shelter stay, ESF staff provide case management support to assist families in identifying permanent housing and other community resources they may need. This year, 81% of families were discharged to a non-emergency situation while 63% exited to permanent housing.
	Homeless Prevention Rent Assistance Program – This program provides up to two months’ past-due rent to households at risk for homelessness. Additional services provided include information and referral to community resources, assistance with landlord negotiations, and housing counseling.
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description

	Total
	Total


	Total households provided with rent assistance:
	Total households provided with rent assistance:
	Total households provided with rent assistance:
	 


	224
	224


	Total number of people impacted:
	Total number of people impacted:
	Total number of people impacted:

	371
	371


	Total funds allocated to program:
	Total funds allocated to program:
	Total funds allocated to program:

	$170,376
	$170,376


	Percentage of households stably housed at 180-day follow up
	Percentage of households stably housed at 180-day follow up
	Percentage of households stably housed at 180-day follow up

	97%
	97%





	Shelter Plus Care – We provide homeless individuals with disabilities (including serious mental illness, chronic problems with alcohol and/or drugs, developmental disabilities, physical disabilities, and/or HIV/AIDS) with rental assistance and supportive services.
	CSBG SCHOLARSHIP PROGRAM
	Every year the RPC makes up to $10,000 in scholarship awards available to students in Champaign County through the Community Services Block Grant Scholarship program. Administered with funds from the Illinois Department of Commerce and Community Affairs, CSBG scholarships are awarded to students at or below 200% of the Federal Poverty Guidelines who have not yet completed a bachelor’s degree and are enrolled at or applying to an Illinois post-secondary educational/vocational school, a post-secondary educati
	NO LIMITS
	Participants in this step-by-step program learn to develop the kind of positive habits that lead to a prosperous future. Providing structure and guidance, No Limits helps qualifying members of the Champaign County community improve their quality of life and achieve a higher level of self-sufficiency. Our case managers partner with low-income individuals and families to establish long- and short-term goals focused on stability, establishing a relationship based on mutual respect, trust, responsibility, and h
	SENIOR SERVICES
	SENIOR SERVICES

	Connecting seniors to a wide variety of community programs, our staff collaborates with partner agencies to foster healthy aging, safety, and financial, legal, and housing support. We make it our mission to support and promote dignified living for people aged 60+ by providing accessible, accurate, and comprehensive information on issues, resources, and programs. Senior Services also offers help with navigating federal and state programs and systems while making home repair program options available.
	Senior Services – By the Numbers
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description

	Total
	Total


	Total number of people who received services:
	Total number of people who received services:
	Total number of people who received services:

	313 people(225 female/87 male)
	313 people(225 female/87 male)
	 






	Services provided:
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description

	Total
	Total


	SHIP (Senior Health Insurance Program):
	SHIP (Senior Health Insurance Program):
	SHIP (Senior Health Insurance Program):

	13
	13


	License Sticker Discount:
	License Sticker Discount:
	License Sticker Discount:

	226
	226


	SNAP:
	SNAP:
	SNAP:

	4
	4


	LIHEAP:
	LIHEAP:
	LIHEAP:

	65
	65


	Home Repair:
	Home Repair:
	Home Repair:

	8
	8





	SUMMER YOUTH EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM (SYEP)
	This coordinated youth employment plan for Champaign County youth helps teenagers obtain employment to improve their skills and gain income. Along with recruitment of youth and employer sites, SYEP assists local school districts with curriculum development related to career planning, job search, and job soft skills that connect the employment opportunity with an individual’s future career goals. SYEP serves as the employer of record for the participating individuals, providing wages, required taxes, and wor
	2020 SYEP Participants
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description

	Total
	Total


	C4U CUSD YES
	C4U CUSD YES
	C4U CUSD YES

	4
	4


	C4U NON YES
	C4U NON YES
	C4U NON YES

	3
	3


	C4U URBANA
	C4U URBANA
	C4U URBANA

	3
	3


	CUSD #4 YES
	CUSD #4 YES
	CUSD #4 YES

	16
	16


	Total participants:
	Total participants:
	Total participants:

	26 
	26 





	WEATHERIZATION
	The Weatherization program works to make the homes of low-income members of our community safe and energy-efficient. Services are comprehensive and include insulating walls, floors, perimeters, and attics; furnace work, including the replacement of existing low-efficiency furnaces or the cleaning and tuning of higher-efficiency furnaces; and air sealing. We install light-emitting diode (LED) lights and replace primary refrigerators if our testing shows the replacement to be cost effective. We test all gas c
	2020 Weatherization Program
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description

	Total
	Total


	Total number of homes that received Weatherization services from the RPC:
	Total number of homes that received Weatherization services from the RPC:
	Total number of homes that received Weatherization services from the RPC:

	12
	12


	Total number of individuals impacted by services:
	Total number of individuals impacted by services:
	Total number of individuals impacted by services:

	22
	22


	Elderly persons in families impacted by services:
	Elderly persons in families impacted by services:
	Elderly persons in families impacted by services:

	5
	5


	Disabled persons in families impacted by services:
	Disabled persons in families impacted by services:
	Disabled persons in families impacted by services:

	11
	11


	Children under six-years-old in families impacted by services:
	Children under six-years-old in families impacted by services:
	Children under six-years-old in families impacted by services:

	1
	1





	YOUTH ASSESSMENT CENTER
	The Youth Assessment Center (YAC) serves as the primary center for intake, screening, and service connection for Champaign County youth and families. Case managers screen at-risk juveniles and link them and their families with the community’s support and restorative services. Law enforcement personnel typically make referrals to the YAC as an alternative to prosecution and to prevent further delinquent activities.
	The YAC considers station-adjustment charges, police officer or school official recommendations, family input, and restorative justice methods. These include court diversion services to restore the relationship between the juvenile offender, their victim(s), and the community; mediation; and peer court.
	Restorative justice is a theory of justice that emphasizes repairing the harm caused by criminal behavior. It is best accomplished through cooperative processes that include all stakeholders. This can lead to transformation of people, relationships, and communities. The goal of the YAC is to connect youth with resources that help them to be resilient, resourceful, responsible, and restored to positive community involvement through prompt assessment, treatment/service recommendations, and follow-up.
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	2020 SYEP Employers
	2020 SYEP Employers
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description
	Description

	C4U CUSD YES
	C4U CUSD YES

	C4U NON YES
	C4U NON YES

	C4U URBANA
	C4U URBANA

	CUSD #4 YES
	CUSD #4 YES

	Total
	Total


	Berkshire Hathaway Snyder Real Estate
	Berkshire Hathaway Snyder Real Estate
	Berkshire Hathaway Snyder Real Estate

	1
	1

	1
	1


	Broeren-Russo
	Broeren-Russo
	Broeren-Russo

	1
	1

	1
	1


	Curtis Orchard
	Curtis Orchard
	Curtis Orchard

	1
	1

	1
	1


	CUSD #4
	CUSD #4
	CUSD #4

	1
	1

	2
	2

	3
	3


	Don Moyer Boys & Girls Club
	Don Moyer Boys & Girls Club
	Don Moyer Boys & Girls Club

	2
	2

	2
	2


	DREEAM
	DREEAM
	DREEAM

	2
	2

	2
	2


	Fagan Scooters
	Fagan Scooters
	Fagan Scooters

	1
	1

	1
	1


	Hampton Inn & Suites
	Hampton Inn & Suites
	Hampton Inn & Suites

	3
	3

	3
	3


	Randolph Street Community Garden
	Randolph Street Community Garden
	Randolph Street Community Garden

	2
	2

	2
	2


	Sola Gratia
	Sola Gratia
	Sola Gratia

	3
	3

	3
	3


	UIUC STEM
	UIUC STEM
	UIUC STEM

	3
	3

	4
	4

	7
	7


	Grand Total
	Grand Total
	Grand Total

	4
	4

	3
	3

	3
	3

	16
	16

	26
	26
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	Early Childhood 
	Early Childhood 
	Education


	n unprecedented year like 2020 was difficult for every division of the RPC, but no division took on as many challenges as Early Childhood Education. The stay-at-home orders and school closures enacted across the entire state in March forced RPC staff to quickly deal with the impact on the hundreds of children and families enrolled in the division’s programs, most notably Head Start and Early Head Start.
	n unprecedented year like 2020 was difficult for every division of the RPC, but no division took on as many challenges as Early Childhood Education. The stay-at-home orders and school closures enacted across the entire state in March forced RPC staff to quickly deal with the impact on the hundreds of children and families enrolled in the division’s programs, most notably Head Start and Early Head Start.
	A

	Early Childhood Education identified several strategies to help staff continue providing services in some fashion, and was even honored with a prestigious award in 2020 praising the RPC for “strengthening the drive for innovation and ingenuity in the work of Head Start/Early Head Start programs throughout the state.”   
	One of the first steps the division took was to create a Facebook group to share information, videos, motivational material, and much more. Climbing to well over 400 members, the “RPC Early Childhood Education” group is a platform for families to connect with the program and community. Many of the RPC’s community partners are not only members of the page, but also regularly contribute content for both the division’s teachers and families.
	RPC staff also worked diligently to provide virtual learning for the children who were unable to attend in person at the five Early Childhood Education centers in Champaign County. They designed lesson plans that provided structure and consistency of delivery, with the intention of providing the same quality of educational services for virtual learners as those received by children on-site. There was an intentional alignment between the virtual learning and on-site learning so that everyone received the sam
	“After reviewing several online platforms and comparing costs, the Child Development team—including management and teaching staff—decided on Classroom DoJo,” according to Brandi Granse, the RPC’s Early Childhood Development Director. “It was very easy to use, and it was free for the program and families. Everyone worked together to make the best choice for our program.”
	Each week, teachers created engaging videos and provided the materials for activities so that children were able to participate virtually. The teachers also delivered activity kits on a weekly basis to all virtual learners. The contents of the activity kits included the materials for the upcoming week’s video lessons, as well as home-friendly educational resources that parents could use to scaffold and extend learning. In this sense, the parents and the teachers worked together as teaching teams for the chi
	The Head Start program used Classroom DoJo to deliver the videos to the children/families in their specific classrooms. This provided an element of privacy for parents and created a new forum for two-way communication. Parents could view videos with their children at a time that best worked for their families, and a child’s favorite videos could be viewed as many times as they wanted. Teachers also posted updates to the Classroom DoJo account, such as food distribution information, community events, and mor
	“We are proud that our virtual learning program has proven to be successful, as we strived to meet the educational needs of every child during this unprecedented time,” Granse says.
	Meanwhile, the RPC’s Social-Emotional Development Team began offering weekly self-care workshops in late August, and Weekly Wellness Workshops were offered virtually to all staff through Zoom. Each week a new self-care strategy was taught and practiced one to five days that week. Topics included 4-7-8 breathing, yoga, guided meditation, positive affirmation, laughing yoga, tapping, art, and body mapping. Between 6 to 12 staff members attended each session.
	In addition, wellness activities also started being offered to families and the community in collaboration with the CU Trauma & Resiliency Initiative. These offerings included listening sessions, creative self-care practices, mindful stretching, and 4-7-8 breathing.
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	EARLY CHILDHOOD ENROLLED FAMILY STATS
	EARLY CHILDHOOD ENROLLED FAMILY STATS
	The Early Childhood Education program is funded to serve 666 infants, toddlers, preschoolers, and pregnant women. During the program year, September 2019 through August 2020, the program enrolled a cumulative count of 707 children.

	Page 33 of 1111         Data on family status factors for 2019-2020 shows the following information as reported by enrolled families: FFaammiillyy  AAsssseessssmmeenntt  SSttaattiissttiiccss  FFaammiillyy  WWeellll  BBeeiinngg  Housing Percentage Family is homeless – transient, shelter, living in car or on the verge of homelessness 19 families (0.05%) Housing is temporary or transitional housing 25 families (0.06%) Tenancy is secure for at least six months 55 families (13.3%) Tenancy is secure for more than
	Page 22 of 1111  EEAARRLLYY  CCHHIILLDDHHOOOODD  FFUUNNDDEEDD  EENNRROOLLLLMMEENNTT  AANNDD  PPRROOGGRRAAMM  OOPPTTIIOONNSS   The Early Childhood Education program is funded to serve 666 infants, toddlers, preschoolers, and pregnant women.  During the program year, September 2019 through August 2020, the program enrolled a cumulative count of 707 children.  Program options include:  •Center-based (children in a classroom setting) •Home-based (services are provided by a home visitor in the family’s home) •Fa
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	STATUS FACTORS FOR 2019-2020
	STATUS FACTORS FOR 2019-2020
	Parents Working
	Parents Working
	Parents Working
	Parents Working
	Parents Working
	Parents Working

	2015-2016
	2015-2016

	2016-2017
	2016-2017

	2017-2018
	2017-2018

	2018-2019
	2018-2019

	2019-2020
	2019-2020


	Families with at least one parent working
	Families with at least one parent working
	Families with at least one parent working

	336
	336

	363
	363

	389
	389

	391
	391

	418
	418


	Families with no parent working
	Families with no parent working
	Families with no parent working

	111
	111

	103
	103

	22
	22

	114
	114

	69
	69


	Families with at least one parent in school or training
	Families with at least one parent in school or training
	Families with at least one parent in school or training

	134
	134

	127
	127

	130
	130

	104
	104

	122
	122


	Family Type
	Family Type
	Family Type

	2015-2016
	2015-2016

	2016-2017
	2016-2017

	2017-2018
	2017-2018

	2018-2019
	2018-2019

	2019-2020
	2019-2020


	Two-parent families
	Two-parent families
	Two-parent families

	37%
	37%

	34%
	34%

	25%
	25%

	25%
	25%

	24%
	24%


	One-parent families
	One-parent families
	One-parent families

	78%
	78%

	81%
	81%

	75%
	75%

	75%
	75%

	75%
	75%


	Services to Families
	Services to Families
	Services to Families

	2015-2016
	2015-2016

	2016-2017
	2016-2017

	2017-2018
	2017-2018

	2018-2019
	2018-2019

	2019-2020
	2019-2020


	Number of emergencies, crisis assistance, and mental health services provided
	Number of emergencies, crisis assistance, and mental health services provided
	Number of emergencies, crisis assistance, and mental health services provided

	163
	163

	194
	194

	188
	188

	153
	153

	105
	105


	Number of Education, literacy or employment training services provided (Adult Ed., Parenting Ed., Health Ed., and ESL)
	Number of Education, literacy or employment training services provided (Adult Ed., Parenting Ed., Health Ed., and ESL)
	Number of Education, literacy or employment training services provided (Adult Ed., Parenting Ed., Health Ed., and ESL)

	705
	705

	794
	794

	1026
	1026

	648
	648

	648
	648


	Percent of family participants in Family Partnership Agreements
	Percent of family participants in Family Partnership Agreements
	Percent of family participants in Family Partnership Agreements

	78%
	78%

	85%
	85%

	79%
	79%

	74%
	74%

	70%
	70%


	Percent of Families participating in WIC services
	Percent of Families participating in WIC services
	Percent of Families participating in WIC services

	41%
	41%

	53%
	53%

	41%
	41%

	36%
	36%

	25%
	25%
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	STATUS FACTORS FOR 2019-2020
	STATUS FACTORS FOR 2019-2020
	Family Well Being
	Family Well Being
	Family Well Being
	Family Well Being
	Family Well Being
	Family Well Being


	Housing
	Housing
	Housing

	Percentage
	Percentage


	Family is homeless – transient, shelter, living in car or on the verge of homelessness
	Family is homeless – transient, shelter, living in car or on the verge of homelessness
	Family is homeless – transient, shelter, living in car or on the verge of homelessness

	19 families (0.05%)
	19 families (0.05%)


	Housing is temporary or transitional housing
	Housing is temporary or transitional housing
	Housing is temporary or transitional housing

	25 families (0.06%)
	25 families (0.06%)


	Tenancy is secure for at least six months
	Tenancy is secure for at least six months
	Tenancy is secure for at least six months

	55 families (13.3%)
	55 families (13.3%)


	Tenancy is secure for more than one year
	Tenancy is secure for more than one year
	Tenancy is secure for more than one year

	138 families (0.334%)
	138 families (0.334%)


	Housing is safe and meets family’s needs
	Housing is safe and meets family’s needs
	Housing is safe and meets family’s needs

	176 families (0.426%)
	176 families (0.426%)


	Health
	Health
	Health


	Medical Issues (health, nutrition, dental) are not being addressed, family does not follow through with care or referrals
	Medical Issues (health, nutrition, dental) are not being addressed, family does not follow through with care or referrals
	Medical Issues (health, nutrition, dental) are not being addressed, family does not follow through with care or referrals

	2 families (0.0048%)
	2 families (0.0048%)


	Family reports inadequate or inaccessible health care
	Family reports inadequate or inaccessible health care
	Family reports inadequate or inaccessible health care

	7 families (0.016)
	7 families (0.016)


	Child does not have health insurance, but guardian uses medical resources
	Child does not have health insurance, but guardian uses medical resources
	Child does not have health insurance, but guardian uses medical resources

	22 families (0.05%)
	22 families (0.05%)


	Child has health insurance; family does not have insurance but utilizes medical resources
	Child has health insurance; family does not have insurance but utilizes medical resources
	Child has health insurance; family does not have insurance but utilizes medical resources

	147 families (35.5%)
	147 families (35.5%)


	Family has access to total health care and all medical records are up to date
	Family has access to total health care and all medical records are up to date
	Family has access to total health care and all medical records are up to date

	235 families (56.9%)
	235 families (56.9%)


	Well Being Factors
	Well Being Factors
	Well Being Factors


	Family has suspected or untreated mental illness and / or reports issues with substance abuse
	Family has suspected or untreated mental illness and / or reports issues with substance abuse
	Family has suspected or untreated mental illness and / or reports issues with substance abuse

	9 families (0.021%)
	9 families (0.021%)


	Parent / guardian is incarcerated
	Parent / guardian is incarcerated
	Parent / guardian is incarcerated

	11 families (0.026%)
	11 families (0.026%)


	A referral for mental health services is in process
	A referral for mental health services is in process
	A referral for mental health services is in process

	17 families (0.04%)
	17 families (0.04%)


	Family is receiving services for mental illness or substance abuse
	Family is receiving services for mental illness or substance abuse
	Family is receiving services for mental illness or substance abuse

	63 families (0.15%)
	63 families (0.15%)


	Family is stable and has adequate coping skills (such as family/community support, exercise, counseling, stress management strategies, etc.)
	Family is stable and has adequate coping skills (such as family/community support, exercise, counseling, stress management strategies, etc.)
	Family is stable and has adequate coping skills (such as family/community support, exercise, counseling, stress management strategies, etc.)

	313 families (0.757%)
	313 families (0.757%)


	Transportation
	Transportation
	Transportation


	Family has no transportation or access to public transportation
	Family has no transportation or access to public transportation
	Family has no transportation or access to public transportation

	16 families 0.038%)
	16 families 0.038%)


	Family has frequent transportation issues
	Family has frequent transportation issues
	Family has frequent transportation issues

	17 families (0.041)
	17 families (0.041)


	Family has access to transportation when needed, including public transportation
	Family has access to transportation when needed, including public transportation
	Family has access to transportation when needed, including public transportation

	51 families (0.12%)
	51 families (0.12%)


	Family has automobile
	Family has automobile
	Family has automobile

	66 families (0.15.9%)
	66 families (0.15.9%)


	Family has automobile, driver’s license and ability
	Family has automobile, driver’s license and ability
	Family has automobile, driver’s license and ability

	263 families 0.636%)
	263 families 0.636%)


	Financial Security
	Financial Security
	Financial Security


	No money, unemployed and limited skills, cannot meet basic needs
	No money, unemployed and limited skills, cannot meet basic needs
	No money, unemployed and limited skills, cannot meet basic needs

	12 families (0.029%)
	12 families (0.029%)


	Poor credit, debt, received financial assistance, employment needs
	Poor credit, debt, received financial assistance, employment needs
	Poor credit, debt, received financial assistance, employment needs

	23 families (0.055%)
	23 families (0.055%)


	Minimally adequate income, seeking employment, no savings
	Minimally adequate income, seeking employment, no savings
	Minimally adequate income, seeking employment, no savings

	107 families (0.259%)
	107 families (0.259%)
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	Vanessa Rich Innovation and Leadership Program Award


	Figure
	EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAM HONORED WITH AWARD NAMED AFTER LONGTIME ADVOCATE FOR VULNERABLE CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
	EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAM HONORED WITH AWARD NAMED AFTER LONGTIME ADVOCATE FOR VULNERABLE CHILDREN AND FAMILIES
	The RPC’s Early Childhood Education program was named the 2020 winner of the Vanessa Rich Innovation and Leadership Program Award, presented annually by the Illinois Head Start Association (IHSA). The award is given to the Head Start program in the state of Illinois that best embodies the spirit and values of the late Vanessa Rich, the former Chair of the Board of the National Head Start Association.
	Symbolizing the persistence, creativity, and excellence personified by Rich, the award honors a program that strengthens the drive for innovation and ingenuity in other Head Start programs throughout the state. Rich, who passed away in 2015, was relentless in her quest for quality for the country’s most vulnerable children and families, and her courageous spirit empowered those around her. She remained a strong early learning advocate throughout a career lasting more than 40 years.
	“Similar to the previous winners of this award, the RPC’s Early Childhood Education program has its finger on the pulse of their community and is a key player among Head Start/Early Head Start, education, health, and human services providers,” commented Lauri Frichtl, Executive Director of the IHSA. “We presented this award to the RPC because they exhibit leadership and inspire other programs to engage in the pursuit of quality and assume leadership positions.”
	Recipients of the Vanessa Rich Innovation and Leadership Program Award are those programs who initiate and lead the often difficult and frustrating work that sustains the psychological and physical health of the Head Start/Early Head Start community. These programs:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Create an example for the rest of the Head Start/Early Head Start community to follow, such as inspiring others to take on new ideas and even become champions themselves

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Provide an occasion to highlight and explain challenges and issues and how leadership empowers others to overcome

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Make other programs engaged in the community feel that they and their work are valued and appreciated

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Help prepare the community for future initiatives by accentuating the need for ongoing work and for more leaders and innovators


	Frichtl said that honoring programs like the one administered by the RPC highlights not only their character and achievements, but also the work they do and the issues they grapple with every day. “It serves as inspiration and motivation to others to support their work and to become leaders themselves,” she stressed. “Tending the flame and passing on the legacy of Vanessa Rich will inspire and motivate us collectively to work even harder, to expand our reach even further, and to make a bigger contribution t
	Vanessa Rich was a fierce advocate for children and families. She began her career in early childhood education in 1965 and was committed to helping children and families living in poverty until her passing. She served the field in many capacities, including Head Start Director in Galesburg, Dean of Adult Education at Wilbur Wright College in Chicago, Director of Region V Training and Technical Assistance for CSR, and finally Deputy Commissioner to the Chicago Department of Family and Support Services, serv
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	The RPC’s Early Childhood Education Program was busy doing all it could for its families during the COVID-19 crisis. The program held Food Distribution Days throughout 2020, making sure families with children involved with the program had food and supplies to help get them through these difficult times. RPC employees volunteered to put the boxes together and distribute them to families at the West Champaign, Urbana, and Rantoul Early Childhood Education Centers.
	The RPC’s Early Childhood Education Program was busy doing all it could for its families during the COVID-19 crisis. The program held Food Distribution Days throughout 2020, making sure families with children involved with the program had food and supplies to help get them through these difficult times. RPC employees volunteered to put the boxes together and distribute them to families at the West Champaign, Urbana, and Rantoul Early Childhood Education Centers.
	-

	The boxes of food (enough food for breakfast and lunch for five days) accounted for hundreds of families and children served. In addition, families were also provided with items like diapers, wipes, toilet paper, educational activities, watercolor sets, and community resource information. Several members of the Early Childhood Education team volunteered to bring some light to the lives of many of the families in our program.
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	Food Distribution Days


	RPC’S FOOD DISTRIBUTION DAYS HELP EASE THE BURDEN ON MANY FAMILIES IN THE COMMUNITY
	RPC’S FOOD DISTRIBUTION DAYS HELP EASE THE BURDEN ON MANY FAMILIES IN THE COMMUNITY
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	Planning & Community 
	Planning & Community 
	Development (PCD)


	t was an eventful and meaningful year for the RPC’s Planning & Community Development Division (PCD). From leading U.S. Census efforts in Champaign County to helping save jobs in a difficult economy, and from making it possible for people to get free transportation to working with the Champaign County Highway Department and the Illinois Department of Transportation to ensure future safety along a dangerous highway, PCD staff was focused on doing all it could to help area residents deal with the impacts of th
	t was an eventful and meaningful year for the RPC’s Planning & Community Development Division (PCD). From leading U.S. Census efforts in Champaign County to helping save jobs in a difficult economy, and from making it possible for people to get free transportation to working with the Champaign County Highway Department and the Illinois Department of Transportation to ensure future safety along a dangerous highway, PCD staff was focused on doing all it could to help area residents deal with the impacts of th
	I

	Comprised of Planning, Transportation Engineering, Data and Technology, and Economic Development programs, PCD provides planning-related technical services to local governments throughout its service area; promotes the growth and development of Champaign County business; provides demographic, economic, and other data from a variety of sources for Champaign County and its municipalities; and coordinates metropolitan transportation planning and the use of federal transportation funds through the Champaign Urb
	Here is a recap of a very busy 2020 for PCD.
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	Weather a Trying Year
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	PCD 2020 GRANT APPLICATIONS FOR INTERNAL FUNDING
	PCD 2020 GRANT APPLICATIONS FOR INTERNAL FUNDING
	Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) State Planning and Research (SPR) Grants 
	PCD staff applied for six competitive SPR grants in March. At the end of June, the RPC was notified by IDOT that the following five grants were selected for funding:
	State Planning and Research (SPR) Grants
	State Planning and Research (SPR) Grants
	State Planning and Research (SPR) Grants
	State Planning and Research (SPR) Grants
	State Planning and Research (SPR) Grants
	State Planning and Research (SPR) Grants

	Federal Funding
	Federal Funding

	State Funding
	State Funding

	Local Funding
	Local Funding

	Total Funding
	Total Funding


	Florida Avenue Corridor Study
	Florida Avenue Corridor Study
	Florida Avenue Corridor Study

	$144,676.18
	$144,676.18

	$36,169.05
	$36,169.05

	 
	 

	$180,845.23
	$180,845.23


	Land Use Inventory and Parcel Model
	Land Use Inventory and Parcel Model
	Land Use Inventory and Parcel Model

	$324,071.73
	$324,071.73

	$81,017.93
	$81,017.93

	 
	 

	$405,089.66
	$405,089.66


	Champaign County Safety Plan Implementation 
	Champaign County Safety Plan Implementation 
	Champaign County Safety Plan Implementation 

	$144,921.07
	$144,921.07

	$36,230.27
	$36,230.27

	 
	 

	$181,151.34
	$181,151.34


	Web-Based Regional Environmental Framework
	Web-Based Regional Environmental Framework
	Web-Based Regional Environmental Framework

	$147,493.49
	$147,493.49

	 
	 

	$36,876.38
	$36,876.38

	$184,369.87
	$184,369.87


	Systemic Safety Evaluation Tool (SSET)
	Systemic Safety Evaluation Tool (SSET)
	Systemic Safety Evaluation Tool (SSET)

	$304,078.10
	$304,078.10

	 
	 

	$76,019.52
	$76,019.52

	$380,097.62
	$380,097.62


	Total
	Total
	Total

	$1,065,240.57
	$1,065,240.57

	$153,417.25
	$153,417.25

	$112,895.90
	$112,895.90

	$1,331,553.72
	$1,331,553.72





	Illinois Department of Human Services - Champaign County Census 2020 (Hard To Count population) 
	 
	 

	Grant
	Grant
	Grant
	Grant
	Grant
	Grant

	Fiscal Year
	Fiscal Year

	State Funding
	State Funding

	Status
	Status


	Illinois Census
	Illinois Census
	Illinois Census

	FY21
	FY21

	$79,097
	$79,097

	Awarded
	Awarded


	Total
	Total
	Total

	$79,097
	$79,097





	REBUILD Illinois Public Infrastructure (RIPI) Grants 
	Agency
	Agency
	Agency
	Agency
	Agency
	Agency

	Funding Requested
	Funding Requested

	Purpose
	Purpose

	Status
	Status


	City of Urbana
	City of Urbana
	City of Urbana

	   $394,641
	   $394,641

	Race Street Reconstruction
	Race Street Reconstruction

	Pending
	Pending


	City of Hoopeston
	City of Hoopeston
	City of Hoopeston

	$1,090,000
	$1,090,000

	Public infrastructure component commercial development
	Public infrastructure component commercial development

	Pending
	Pending


	Village of Tolono
	Village of Tolono
	Village of Tolono

	$5,000,000
	$5,000,000

	Tolono Wastewater Treatment Plant
	Tolono Wastewater Treatment Plant

	Pending
	Pending





	Highway Safety Improvement (HSIP) Grant
	Agency
	Agency
	Agency
	Agency
	Agency
	Agency

	Funding Requested
	Funding Requested

	Purpose
	Purpose

	Status
	Status


	Champaign County Highway Department
	Champaign County Highway Department
	Champaign County Highway Department

	   $2,553,900
	   $2,553,900

	Safety Improvements on County Road 18 (Philo Slab)
	Safety Improvements on County Road 18 (Philo Slab)

	Awarded
	Awarded





	Illinois Transportation Enhancement (ITEP) Grant 
	Agency
	Agency
	Agency
	Agency
	Agency
	Agency

	Funding Requested
	Funding Requested

	Purpose
	Purpose

	Status
	Status


	City of Urbana
	City of Urbana
	City of Urbana

	   $249,890
	   $249,890

	Construction of Bakers Lane shared use path
	Construction of Bakers Lane shared use path

	Pending
	Pending





	Downstate Small Business Stabilization Program
	Employer Name
	Employer Name
	Employer Name
	Employer Name
	Employer Name
	Employer Name

	Employer Location
	Employer Location

	Funding Requested
	Funding Requested

	Status
	Status


	L.A. Gourmet
	L.A. Gourmet
	L.A. Gourmet

	Champaign County
	Champaign County

	$25,000
	$25,000

	Pending
	Pending


	Sagamore Publishing
	Sagamore Publishing
	Sagamore Publishing

	Champaign County
	Champaign County

	$25,000
	$25,000

	Pending
	Pending


	Total
	Total
	Total

	$50,000
	$50,000





	Layoff Aversion Grants
	Employer Name
	Employer Name
	Employer Name
	Employer Name
	Employer Name
	Employer Name

	Employer Location
	Employer Location

	Number of Employees
	Number of Employees

	Number of Jobs Saved
	Number of Jobs Saved

	Annual Wages Saved
	Annual Wages Saved

	Amount Awarded
	Amount Awarded


	Onarga Dental
	Onarga Dental
	Onarga Dental

	Onarga
	Onarga

	12
	12

	6
	6

	$180,000.00
	$180,000.00

	$10,162.98 
	$10,162.98 


	Singleton Law Firm
	Singleton Law Firm
	Singleton Law Firm

	Champaign
	Champaign

	4
	4

	4
	4

	$225,000.00
	$225,000.00

	$9,900.00
	$9,900.00


	Karma Trade LLC
	Karma Trade LLC
	Karma Trade LLC

	Urbana
	Urbana

	7
	7

	7
	7

	$100,000.00
	$100,000.00

	$6,306.95
	$6,306.95


	CU Adventures in Time and Space
	CU Adventures in Time and Space
	CU Adventures in Time and Space

	Champaign
	Champaign

	19
	19

	2
	2

	$40,300.00
	$40,300.00

	$5,539.99
	$5,539.99


	Mettler Center
	Mettler Center
	Mettler Center

	Champaign
	Champaign

	40
	40

	18
	18

	$440,000.00
	$440,000.00

	$8,500.00
	$8,500.00


	Glesco Electric
	Glesco Electric
	Glesco Electric

	Urbana
	Urbana

	40
	40

	2
	2

	$93,800.00
	$93,800.00

	$7,880.00
	$7,880.00


	Scanics of Illinois
	Scanics of Illinois
	Scanics of Illinois

	Champaign
	Champaign

	6
	6

	4
	4

	$42,464.00
	$42,464.00

	$9,992.00
	$9,992.00


	Cobalt Digital
	Cobalt Digital
	Cobalt Digital

	Urbana
	Urbana

	43
	43

	17
	17

	$875,854.00
	$875,854.00

	$31,880.00
	$31,880.00


	Dreamscapes Design
	Dreamscapes Design
	Dreamscapes Design

	Champaign
	Champaign

	3
	3

	2
	2

	$5,500.00
	$5,500.00

	$7,936.00
	$7,936.00


	CVD Inc
	CVD Inc
	CVD Inc

	Champaign
	Champaign

	13
	13

	13
	13

	$1,204,308.00 
	$1,204,308.00 

	$10,000 
	$10,000 


	Sushi County Inc.
	Sushi County Inc.
	Sushi County Inc.

	Champaign
	Champaign

	10
	10

	10
	10

	$66,720.00 
	$66,720.00 

	$22,972 
	$22,972 


	Sagamore Publishing
	Sagamore Publishing
	Sagamore Publishing

	Champaign
	Champaign

	10
	10

	5
	5

	$210,000.00 
	$210,000.00 

	$15,748 
	$15,748 


	Totals
	Totals
	Totals

	207
	207

	90
	90

	$3,483,946.00
	$3,483,946.00

	$146,817.92
	$146,817.92





	PCD 2020 HIGHLIGHTS
	Planning
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	C-CARTS Ridership 

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Urbana Kickapoo Rail Trail (KRT) Extension Study

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Urbana Bicycle Wayfinding Plan

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Urbana Pedestrian Master Plan

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Champaign County Regional Environmental Framework (REF)

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Census 2020


	Transportation Engineering
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Highway Safety Improvement Funding for the Philo Slab

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Traffic Safety Forecasting Tool/Traffic Crash Dashboard


	Data and Technology
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Ameren Illinois Community Partner Data Portal

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Danville Sanitary District Open Source GIS

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Sustainable Neighborhoods Toolkit

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Workforce Data Portal


	Economic Development
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	Workforce Development Report

	• 
	• 
	• 

	COVID-19 Layoff Aversion Grants (CU Adventures in Time & Space

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Loans (Downtown Contained Waste/Sewer System Project in the Village of Royal)


	C-CARTS RIDERSHIP
	C-CARTS responded quickly to implement several changes to its operations in response to the COVID-19 pandemic and saw ridership increase during the same period. To protect the heath and safety of vehicle operators and passengers, C-CARTS buses stopped collecting fares on March 18 and additional buses were sent on fixed routes to reduce the passenger loads and promote social distancing. For C-CARTS staff, separate offices were created for dispatchers to follow social-distancing procedure and a sick bank was 
	C-CARTS experienced record ridership since the start of the pandemic, primarily for employment and medical trips. The increase in ridership can be partially attributed to the suspension of fares. C-CARTS ended fiscal year 2020 with a 1% increase in ridership from fiscal year 2019 and had a 25% increase in ridership from April-June to July-September.
	C-CARTS Total Ridership:
	Passenger Testimonies:

	Champaign County Area Rural Transit System (C-CARTS) 
	Champaign County Area Rural Transit System (C-CARTS) 
	Grant
	Grant
	Grant
	Grant
	Grant
	Grant

	Purpose
	Purpose

	Amount
	Amount

	Status
	Status


	Downstate Operating Assistance Program (State)
	Downstate Operating Assistance Program (State)
	Downstate Operating Assistance Program (State)

	FY21
	FY21

	$723,852
	$723,852

	Awarded
	Awarded


	Section 5311 Funding (Federal)
	Section 5311 Funding (Federal)
	Section 5311 Funding (Federal)

	FY21
	FY21

	$153,871
	$153,871

	Awarded
	Awarded


	C-CARTS CARES Grant
	C-CARTS CARES Grant
	C-CARTS CARES Grant

	Replace lost revenue (C-CARTS went fare-free as of March 18), Salaries and wages = 66% of budget, Materials and supplies = 33% of budget
	Replace lost revenue (C-CARTS went fare-free as of March 18), Salaries and wages = 66% of budget, Materials and supplies = 33% of budget

	$579,840
	$579,840

	Awarded
	Awarded


	C-CARTS REBUILD Illinois Capital Grant
	C-CARTS REBUILD Illinois Capital Grant
	C-CARTS REBUILD Illinois Capital Grant

	Purchase of bus cameras (interior and exterior) for 13 C-CARTS buses, Acquire a 14-passenger bus
	Purchase of bus cameras (interior and exterior) for 13 C-CARTS buses, Acquire a 14-passenger bus

	$107,000
	$107,000

	Awarded
	Awarded


	Total
	Total
	Total

	$984,723
	$984,723






	PCD 2020 GRANT APPLICATIONS FOR EXTERNAL (OTHER AGENCIES, BUSINESSES) FUNDING
	PCD 2020 GRANT APPLICATIONS FOR EXTERNAL (OTHER AGENCIES, BUSINESSES) FUNDING

	Figure
	PLANNING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (PCD)
	PLANNING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (PCD)
	PLANNING AND COMMUNITY DEVELOPMENT (PCD)


	Figure
	Figure
	“I have been able to stay home and care for my husband, instead of 
	“I have been able to stay home and care for my husband, instead of 
	“I have been able to stay home and care for my husband, instead of 
	driving my son around the county. If C-CARTS wasn’t running, I would 
	have to drive him to work, then stay in town, since I couldn’t afford the 
	gas to go back and forth twice every day. C-CARTS being able to run with 
	the suspended fares has really been a godsend for me and my family.”

	–Annaleen Jellen, mother of Christopher Jellen
	–Annaleen Jellen, mother of Christopher Jellen

	 
	 
	“The funding that you guys receive was definitely helpful to our patients, 
	since most of them are low-income. The cost of buying tickets is a 
	hardship, especially during the pandemic, so this has afforded them 
	the chance to not worry about getting to and from their life-saving 
	treatments. They need it, they have to have it, and not having to worry 
	about how to get back and forth to dialysis has eliminated a lot of stress 
	that they normally would have as a patient.”

	–Alicia, Social Worker at C-U Dialysis
	–Alicia, Social Worker at C-U Dialysis


	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	Figure
	URBANA KICKAPOO RAIL TRAIL (KRT) EXTENSION STUDY
	URBANA KICKAPOO RAIL TRAIL (KRT) EXTENSION STUDY
	The 2020 Urbana KRT Extension Study analyzes the potential of extending the existing Kickapoo Rail Trail (KRT) westward from its current terminus in East Urbana through Downtown Urbana and the Carle medical campus to Lincoln Avenue. 
	The study includes precedents for rails-with-trails in Midwest communities, existing transportation and environmental conditions, and an analysis of alternatives to build a rail-with-trail in Urbana. Input was incorporated from the study’s steering committee, the study’s stakeholder committee, and area residents who participated in a 30-day public comment period hosted on the RPC’s website in October. 
	The final study provides information and guidance to implement the extension by partner agencies including, but not limited to, the City of Urbana, Urbana Park District, Champaign County Forest Preserve District, and the RPC.
	URBANA BICYCLE WAYFINDING PLAN
	The 2020 City of Urbana Bicycle Wayfinding Plan (UBWP) builds on the 2016 Urbana Bicycle Master Plan (UBMP)—both completed by the RPC—by providing detailed guidance for installing bikeway and trail wayfinding signs to supplement existing and proposed bike route and trail signs in Urbana. 
	The purpose of establishing a comprehensive bicycle wayfinding strategy is to facilitate bicycle navigation to riders’ destinations while conveying the community’s identity and encouraging people to ride. 
	The RPC used best practices and information from peer cities to develop bicycle wayfinding sign designs for the City of Urbana and used public input and other prioritization criteria to develop recommendations on where to install signs.
	URBANA PEDESTRIAN MASTER PLAN
	The 2020 City of Urbana Pedestrian Master Plan (UPMP) was developed to help the City of Urbana become a more economically vibrant, healthy, and sustainable community by identifying steps to make Urbana more walkable.  The plan establishes the policies, programs, and projects that will further enhance pedestrian safety, comfort, and accessibility in all of Urbana’s neighborhoods.  Eleven public meetings were held in neighborhoods across Urbana (in 2017 and 2018) to gather input on where people like to walk, 
	CHAMPAIGN COUNTY REGIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL FRAMEWORK
	The Regional Environmental Framework (REF) is a comprehensive report on Champaign County’s environmental resources intended to strengthen environmental stewardship in the transportation planning process. The REF documents nine different environmental resource categories ranging from soil and topography to hydrology and historic bridges, each with unique regulatory and conservation considerations relevant to planning. With the REF, RPC member agencies and other local transportation planners, engineers, and s
	Champaign County is receiving more than $2.5 million in local Highway Safety Improvement Funding from the Illinois Department of Transportation (IDOT) that will be used to improve safety along a five-mile stretch of the road otherwise known as the Philo Slab.
	The Champaign County Highway Department recognized the need to upgrade safety and operations along the Philo Slab, especially in regard to angle, turning, and fixed-object crashes, which resulted in 28 crashes and two fatalities between 2014-2018. These improvements should lead to a reduction in crash frequency and severity along the Philo Slab segment. Design of the project that IDOT is providing funding for will begin in 2021 with construction anticipated in the summer of 2022 or 2023.
	At the request of Jeff Blue, the Champaign County Highway Engineer, CUUATS staff performed a traffic signal and all-way stop sign warrant analysis in 2018 at the intersection of the Philo Slab (County Highway 18) and County Road 1200E. That analysis led to several safety improvements at that specific location being implemented based on recommendations from the safety study, such as dual stop signs, a stop sign with blinking LED lights, rumble strips, and yellow “Watch for Vehicles” warning signs with blinki
	Then in June of 2020, CUUATS staff turned their attention to helping the Champaign County Highway Department complete and submit a Highway Safety Improvement Program (HSIP) application to implement safety infrastructure improvements along the segment of the Philo Slab from the intersection of Illinois 130 in Philo to Route 45 just north of Tolono so that further safety improvements could be made. In August, IDOT formally selected Champaign County to receive funding that will allow for widening the shoulders
	“Safety is our top priority, so receiving grant funding to help reduce traffic fatalities and severe injuries is great news,” said Rita Morocoima-Black, the RPC’s Planning & Community Development Director.
	CHAMPAIGN COUNTY SAFETY FORECASTING TOOL/CRASH DASHBOARD
	The Champaign County Safety Forecasting Tool aims to assist transportation professionals to identify locations with high crash risks in the Champaign County region through training machine learning models and leveraging the roadway, land use, demographic, and crash data currently available. 
	The Champaign County Traffic Crash Dashboard is a tool developed as part of this project to visualize traffic crash patterns in the region. The dashboard allows users to filter for different geographies and years to explore traffic crash statistics, including total number of crashes, fatalities, severe injuries, and bicycle, pedestrian, and heavy vehicle crashes. In addition, the dashboard employs various charts to highlight top crash types and causes, monthly and daily distribution patterns, as well as wea
	Once completed, the crash risk map will highlight the locations with high crash risks. The dashboard can also direct users to data and analysis on regional safety performance measures and recommendations proposed to address the safety issues in various regional safety plans.
	AMEREN ILLINOIS COMMUNITY PARTNER DATA PORTAL
	The Ameren Illinois Community Partner Data Portal is an online tracking and reporting application for community energy efficiency projects. Ameren Illinois approached the RPC in 2018 to build the portal for its Market Development Initiative (MDI) after seeing the organization’s software development and data visualization work in applications like the Long Range Transportation Plan (LRTP) Report Card. To date, the portal has been used to record over 110,000 interactions with customers through events, digital
	DANVILLE SANITARY DISTRICT OPEN SOURCE GIS
	The Danville Sanitary District approached the RPC to implement an open source platform for managing its geographic information systems (GIS) data, which are critical for operations and planning. RPC Software Developer Wenhao Gu analyzed the District’s datasets and built a database based on the PostGIS database management system. He also developed a process to combine more than 900 individual aerial images into a unified imagery layer, making them easier to use in maps. 
	Currently Gu and RPC Data and Technology Manager Matt Yoder are developing a web-based map that can be used by the District’s staff. 
	“CCRPC efficiently created a stable and fast GIS platform for the District’s analysis and asset management related to its sanitary sewers,” reflected Danville Sanitary District Director of Engineering and Facilities David Schnelle. “Rather than relying upon outdated paper maps, all District staff now has access to the same data in one repository.”
	SUSTAINABLE NEIGHBORHOODS TOOLKIT
	Transportation planning operates at a regional scale, but factors like mobility, accessibility, and heath vary from neighborhood to neighborhood. Developed with support from the Illinois Department of Transportation, the Sustainable Neighborhoods Toolkit analyzes these factors and the local level and models the impacts of future transportation investments. A team consisting of RPC Data and Technology Manager Matt Yoder, Software Developer Edmond Lai, former RPC Transportation Planner Lori Morgan, and intern
	WORKFORCE DATA PORTAL
	Developed in partnership with the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity, the Workforce Data Portal provides a one-stop location for researchers and industry leaders to find economic and workforce data about East Central Illinois. RPC Software Developer Edmond Lai gathered data from a variety of federal and state agencies and presented it in a unified online portal.
	Users of the portal can filter the data by county, industry, worker type, and business type. The charts and tables in the portal update in real time to reflect the selections, creating a customized report. Individual datasets can be downloaded for further analysis and the portal links to the original data sources for users who want to learn more about the region’s workforce.
	WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT REPORT
	The RPC conducted a workforce pilot and research project funded by the Illinois Department of Commerce and Economic Opportunity (DCEO) through a Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act grant. The main objective of the project was to assess the state of the regional workforce and the needs of employers in East Central Illinois. For that purpose, the RPC conducted primary data collection through a laborshed study and employer needs assessment survey and  completed a SWOT analysis aiming to identify gaps and 
	The objective of the overall study was to collect and analyze primary survey data and existing secondary data for the region in an effort to promote business-driven talent solutions that integrate education, workforce, and economic development resources across systems to provide businesses, individuals, and communities with the opportunity to prosper and contribute to a competitive state economy.
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	HIGHWAY SAFETY IMPROVEMENT FUNDING FOR THE PHILO SLAB 
	HIGHWAY SAFETY IMPROVEMENT FUNDING FOR THE PHILO SLAB 
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	rant funds made available for small businesses during the COVID-19 pandemic have helped a Champaign County business successfully adapt to the changing landscape in their industry. With assistance from the RPC, Champaign-Urbana Adventures in Time & Space received COVID-19 Layoff Aversion grant funding through the Illinois Department of Commerce & Economic Opportunity (DCEO) and reopened to customers in early July.
	rant funds made available for small businesses during the COVID-19 pandemic have helped a Champaign County business successfully adapt to the changing landscape in their industry. With assistance from the RPC, Champaign-Urbana Adventures in Time & Space received COVID-19 Layoff Aversion grant funding through the Illinois Department of Commerce & Economic Opportunity (DCEO) and reopened to customers in early July.
	G

	Located in downtown Urbana, CU Adventures in Time & Space is the largest escape room facility in central Illinois. They offer immersive multi-room games designed for fans and veterans of escape rooms, and are often rented out for college social events, family outings, birthdays, bachelor/bachelorette parties, and even corporate team building activities. The onset of the COVID-19 pandemic, however, forced owners Chris and Anne Lukeman to get creative and extend their offerings to digital escape rooms, someth
	The Lukemans used the Glow forge, an approved item on the Layoff Aversion grant, to make props for the Deluxe Edition of their acclaimed at-home game, “The Lost Temple.” They were also contacted by the Pygmalion Festival to produce a virtual escape room for the festival’s online-only event this year.
	“Making the props for the at-home game and producing the virtual escape room for the Pygmalion Festival absolutely would not have been possible without this grant providing the funds for the back-end technology,” said Chris Lukeman. “We were able to reopen our in-person games in early July, and have been at about 25% capacity since then, which isn’t too bad.”
	Earlier in 2020, grant funds were made available to support small businesses in East Central Illinois practicing a number of layoff aversion activities. The funds had to be used to mitigate layoffs and adhere to social distancing provisions established by federal and state public health entities. This grant program was funded by the U.S. Department of Labor under the Workforce Innovation and Opportunity Act (WIOA).
	“We are extremely happy to see our local businesses benefit from the Layoff Aversion funds in these trying times,” said RPC Economic Development Planner Sukanya Sharma. “This rapid response grant responded to the needs of businesses and aided with the creation of layoff aversion strategies.”
	The RPC helped businesses presenting these strategies in the writing and submitting of grant applications, enabling them to quickly adapt by going online or launching new products. All funded projects had to produce measurable outcomes including the number of jobs saved, estimated amount of annual wages saved, and other project-specific results.
	“Success stories like that of CU Adventures in Time & Space motivate us to work harder for the businesses in our community,” said Sharma.

	Anne and Chris Lukeman, owners of CU Adventures in Time & Space
	Anne and Chris Lukeman, owners of CU Adventures in Time & Space
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	COVID-19 Layoff Aversion Grants


	RPC HELPS LARGEST ESCAPE ROOM IN CENTRAL ILLINOIS CONTINUE PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT TO AREA RESIDENTS DURING COVID-19
	RPC HELPS LARGEST ESCAPE ROOM IN CENTRAL ILLINOIS CONTINUE PROVIDING ENTERTAINMENT TO AREA RESIDENTS DURING COVID-19
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	Figure
	Some of the props from the Deluxe Edition of CU Adventures in Time & Space’s at-home game, “The Lost Temple”
	Some of the props from the Deluxe Edition of CU Adventures in Time & Space’s at-home game, “The Lost Temple”
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	Loans
	Loans

	SMALL CHAMPAIGN COUNTY COMMUNITY DEVELOPS STATE-OF-THE-ART SYSTEM WITH HELP FROM THE RPC
	A small community in Champaign County is now home to a groundbreaking project unique in the state of Illinois – a project that could attract new businesses and revitalize infrastructure. Recently completed in the Village of Royal, officials are hopeful that the Downtown Contained Waste/Sewer System Project will help the community of 300 residents grow business and lead the way for other rural municipalities within the county and state to do the same.
	The Village initiated the project in early 2019 when a vacated building was purchased by an individual who wanted to establish a restaurant/pub. However, due to an obsolete waste/sewer system where multiple buildings shared one tank, progress was not possible. The Village worked with the Champaign County Health Department and Fehr Graham engineers on a solution developed at Purdue University – a contained waste/sewer system for the downtown business area that meets new Health Department regulations.
	“Our grain elevator makes us a farming hub, while our multiple churches and generations of families make us a community rich in small-town values,” said Kimberly Busboom, a Trustee on the Royal Village Board. “But we were faced with issues of growth and the challenges of keeping up with regulations familiar to many communities.” She says Royal wanted to maintain its existing businesses, attract new businesses, and support redevelopment of the downtown area but risked losing interest from prospective owners 
	Busboom went to Washington, D.C, and Springfield, Illinois, to campaign for project funding with the Champaign County First Group and many community leaders including RPC Chief Executive Officer Dalitso Sulamoyo. She also worked on securing a low-interest loan from Champaign County RPC’s Intermediary Relending Program with Kathy Larson, the RPC’s Economic Development Specialist.
	The Downtown Contained Waste/Sewer System Project received letters of support from State Senator Scott Bennett, the Champaign County Public Health Department, State Representative Mike Marron, and Illinois State Treasurer Michael Frerichs, who stated that funding for the project was “essential for the growth of the Village of Royal and for modification of their current infrastructure to meet the emerging needs and demographic changes.”
	The RPC low-interest, long-term loan was approved in the Fall of 2019 and the project was completed in June 2020, making Royal a pioneering community in contained waste/sewer systems for Champaign County as well as the State of Illinois. Having an approved way for businesses to comply with the rules governing waste and sewage disposal means the Village of Royal can update and revitalize its downtown business district, which is essential for the community’s progress. The Village owns the system, maintains it
	“Royal continues to welcome many young families with children as our school district flourishes as one of the best in the county,” Busboom stated. “Now the Downtown Contained Waste/Sewer System Project will help us promote business, increase revenues, and maintain the infrastructure and vibrancy of our Village, as well as that of Champaign County. It’s an investment in our future.”
	The unique filtering system processes waste and disperses purified water. Busboom says the Village is excited in anticipation of a new business that is projected to soon occupy a space in the downtown business district.

	Figure
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	THE RPC LEADS 2020 CENSUS COLLECTION EFFORTS IN CHAMPAIGN COUNTY
	“Champaign County residents should know their Census form is important because it increases the power of our local communities to provide the resources that residents deserve.” – RPC Planner Gabe Lewis
	The decennial U.S. Census came to an end in October across the country, with the RPC finding ways to engage with Champaign County residents throughout 2020 in order to collect responses. RPC Planner Gabe Lewis served as coordinator for those efforts, leading a group that included Planning & Community Development Director Rita Morocoima-Black, Planner Sam Stewart, and former RPC interns Audrey Dombro, Destin Lembelembe, and Ana Mendoza.
	Gabe’s team participated in numerous events designed to encourage people to fill out their Census forms—while also dealing with challenges presented by the COVID-19 pandemic. In this Q&A, we talk to Gabe about the Census process and his team’s tremendous work in 2020 to make sure Champaign County was represented as accurately as possible.
	Q: Leading efforts to collect Census data probably presents a number of challenges already, but then you had to deal with a pandemic on top of those. What were some of those challenges that you and your team encountered throughout the year, and how did the pandemic change your plans?
	A: The biggest challenge was not being able to help people complete their Census forms in person during the spring and summer months. Last winter we ordered tablets and thank-you gifts while hiring multilingual staff to enable and encourage people to fill out their Census forms. We created a Census hub at the Brookens Center and planned to be available at locations where people travel in the community to help them fill out their forms. However, we had to dismiss the bilingual interns that we had hired and c
	The RPC leads the Champaign County Area Complete Count Committee (CCC)—and we all had to get a little creative. Since we could not meet with people in person, we created and installed yard signs with QR codes, phone numbers, and websites to remind people to fill out their Census forms. We pushed daily messages on the 2020 Central Illinois Census Facebook and Twitter pages and other social media channels and used memes and multilingual messages to appeal to a wider audience. We also included reminder flyers 
	Q: How exactly is the RPC involved in the collecting of Census data and what happens to that data once it’s been collected?
	A: The RPC serves as a data resource and the local Census data clearinghouse for Champaign County communities and coordinates efforts to get people counted during each decennial Census through the Complete Count Committee. Once state pandemic restrictions were eased during the summer, the RPC followed safety protocols to help people complete their Census forms in person. RPC staff had tablets and WiFi hotspots available to allow people to complete their Census forms online. We also had the technical experti
	Now that the Census form has closed, the U.S. Census Bureau will process all of the responses and will start releasing data in 2021. The Census Bureau must run differential privacy programs to ensure confidentiality so that responses for a neighborhood cannot be tracked back to a single household. Once the Census data is released, the RPC will work with Champaign County communities to help disseminate the information.
	Q: What were some of the different ways you and your team went about getting Champaign County residents to fill out their Census forms?
	A: When the State of Illinois eased pandemic restrictions over the summer, our team took safety precautions to work in-person with residents to help them fill out their Census forms. At first, we worked in outdoor locations as much as possible and sanitized tablets after each use. We ordered 2020 Census and RPC branded masks both for staff to wear and to give away to residents who completed their forms. We also ordered and distributed RPC/Census sanitizer bottles. Both items were very popular with residents
	The RPC Census team worked with other RPC programs to be available to get Census forms filled out by clients, such as LIHEAP in the Brookens Gym and meeting parents outside Early Childhood Education Centers at pickup times. We worked with all our member agencies as well as CCC partners and businesses to be present at outdoor locations during the summer and fall with tablets and thank-you gifts. This includes the Champaign and Urbana farmer’s markets; the Douglass Branch, Urbana Free, Mahomet, and Tolono Pub
	Spanish assistance was available at locations like El Progreso grocery store and Shadow Wood Mobile Home Park, and French assistance was available at Best of Africa Food Store. We also secured a space at Washington Park in Champaign outside a University of Illinois COVID-19 testing tent to reach students, a typically undercounted population. The RPC alone offered Census help at 46 locations throughout Champaign County.
	Q: Why is the collecting of Census data so important and how does getting as accurate a count as possible benefit Champaign County?
	A: A study from George Washington University estimates that Illinois will lose $1,400 per person per year in federal funding for each person who is uncounted in the 2020 Census, and that adds up until the next Census is completed in 10 years. Census counts tell the federal government how many people are living in our communities and how much funding needs to be distributed to these communities from 55 programs, including education, social services, transportation, and health care. Census counts also determi
	Planners rely on accurate Census data to determine where people live, what services they need, and the people most in need of those services. Champaign County residents should know their Census form is important because it increases the power of our local communities to provide the resources that residents deserve.
	Q: Anything else you’d like to say about the Census count this year in Champaign County or the process in general?
	A: I will remember the 2020 Census for the rest of my life, not only because of the challenges faced, but because of the incredibly resilient and cooperative work done by RPC staff and the CCC agencies.

	RPC Planner Gabe Lewis at an event where people were offered information on the U.S. Census
	RPC Planner Gabe Lewis at an event where people were offered information on the U.S. Census
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	reviously a program of the RPC’s Community Services Division, Workforce Development broke out into its own division of the organization in 2020 to better support job seekers and employers in East Central Illinois. Through program design, service delivery, and cross-sector collaboration, Workforce Development is building off the RPC’s tradition of engagement, planning, and service.
	reviously a program of the RPC’s Community Services Division, Workforce Development broke out into its own division of the organization in 2020 to better support job seekers and employers in East Central Illinois. Through program design, service delivery, and cross-sector collaboration, Workforce Development is building off the RPC’s tradition of engagement, planning, and service.
	P

	As 2020 quickly became a year of challenges, the division responded by serving job seekers virtually, facilitating drive-through job fairs with employers, working with youth providers to provide youth with Chromebooks and online curriculum, and by making small businesses aware of State resources.
	One of the many changes that took place was the hiring of a new director, Dr. Justin Arnold. Joining the RPC in July, Dr. Arnold immediately went to work engaging the governing boards and stakeholders, evaluating the plans and economics of the region, and re-aligning the staff to be more responsive to all five counties. Now each county served by RPC’s Workforce Development Division have a full-time Case Manager.
	“The thing that allowed me to hit the ground running was all the work that the RPC and our regional partners had put into creating a comprehensive local plan,” Dr. Arnold comments. “After a review of the local plan, it became clear what the opportunities and challenges in our area were. Using the local plan as a blueprint, I was able to tackle some big issues relatively quickly.”
	Using the local plan as a guiding light, Dr. Arnold worked with county officials, industry representatives, and community organizations at East Central Illinois workNet to target local industries like Manufacturing, Construction, Logistics, Healthcare, and Information Technology with workforce best-practices. These best-practices were recently approved as policy for the region, and include the following seven key action areas:
	“Over the next two years our region will work together to achieve results in these seven key action areas,” says Dr. Arnold. “If we are successful, you will see more job seekers pursue and complete a meaningful credential that leads to employment, and you will see advancements in how the Champaign area attracts, retains, and expands the capital of employers.”
	To facilitate the execution of a regional vision, Dr. Arnold restructured the division into four teams: Adult, Youth, Business, and County. New staff were added to fill these strategic roles.
	 
	✓
	✓
	✓
	✓
	 

	The Adult Team is responsible for providing career services to adults in Champaign, hosting a weekly orientation at the Mattis location, and helping clients use the ECIW resource room.
	 


	✓
	✓
	✓
	 

	The Youth Team is responsible for providing career services to youth, managing youth providers, and connecting with other community organizations that serve youth in Champaign.
	 


	✓
	✓
	✓
	 

	The Business Team is responsible for connecting with employers in Champaign County and promoting WIOA programs to employers (such as grant-funded training).
	 


	✓
	✓
	✓
	 

	The County Team is comprised of four county case managers who are responsible for providing adult, youth, and business services to their county (i.e., Douglas, Ford, Iroquois, and Piatt).


	 
	The entire workforce division has been re-energized with trainings on customer service, professional competencies, and team building. Under the leadership of Dr. Arnold, the staff have transitioned from reacting to the pandemic to preparing for the future.
	 
	“We were able to work from home and provide services during a global crisis. Now, after getting buy-in from the community, we have made a plan and cast a vision. We are ready to grow the program and try to reach for new heights.”  

	Providing 
	Providing 
	Providing 
	Stability
	 in a Year of Crisis, the RPC’s 
	Workforce Development Division Continues to 
	Support Job Seekers
	 and 
	Employers
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	PERFORMANCE
	PERFORMANCE
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	NUMBERS


	Adult Entered Employment Rate (the percentage of adults who exited the program who became employed):
	Adult Entered Employment Rate (the percentage of adults who exited the program who became employed):
	86.73%
	86.73%

	Adult Median Earnings Rate (the average quarterly earnings of participants who gained employment):
	$6,052.58
	$6,052.58

	Adult Credential Attainment Rate (the percentage of adults who exited the program who earned a credential):
	71.64%
	71.64%

	Adult Employment Retention Rate (the percentage of those who obtained employment that retained their employment when they checked in at 12 months after program discharge):
	73.2%
	73.2%

	Dislocated Worker Entered Employment Rate (the percentage of unemployed persons who exited the program that became employed):
	85.29%
	85.29%

	Dislocated Worker Median Earnings Rate (the average quarterly earnings of participants who gained employment):
	$6,760.02
	$6,760.02

	Dislocated Worker Credential Attainment Rate (the percentage of adults who exited the program that earned a credential):
	59.38%
	59.38%

	Dislocated Worker Employment Retention Rate (the percentage of those unemployed persons who obtained employment that retained their employment when they checked in at 12 months after program discharge):
	72.97%
	72.97%

	Youth Degree or Certification Rate (the percentage of youth served by the program who completed services and obtained a degree or certificate):
	83.95%
	83.95%

	Youth Placed in Employment Rate (the percentage of youth who exited the program that were placed in employment):
	86.89%
	86.89%

	Youth Placed in Employment Retention Rate (the percentage of youth who exited the program and were placed in employment that retained their employment when they checked in at 12 months after program discharge):
	82.24%
	82.24%

	Workforce Development performance 
	Workforce Development performance 
	numbers are from the most recent 
	completed program year.
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	Drive-Thru Job Fairs


	n lieu of in-person hiring events and indoor job fairs for residents interested in getting back to work or school, the Workforce Development team switched gears and utilized the warm summer months to hold drive-thru job fairs outdoors in the counties it serves. These opportunities for job seekers and businesses were conducted in Champaign, Tuscola (Douglas County), Monticello (Piatt County), and Watseka (Iroquois County).
	n lieu of in-person hiring events and indoor job fairs for residents interested in getting back to work or school, the Workforce Development team switched gears and utilized the warm summer months to hold drive-thru job fairs outdoors in the counties it serves. These opportunities for job seekers and businesses were conducted in Champaign, Tuscola (Douglas County), Monticello (Piatt County), and Watseka (Iroquois County).
	I
	-
	-

	Designed to directly connect area employers who were hiring with residents who had seen their employment affected by the COVID-19 pandemic, Workforce Development staff also provided information about their job training and placement services, as well as the array of other services they provide. Not only did the fairs help people learn about jobs that were available, it helped them learn how to get assistance paying for the training they needed.
	-

	People attending the drive-thru job fairs were able to simply drive through the parks and parking lots where everything had been set up to receive information on available employment opportunities and training services, as well as fill out applications. In addition, the Workforce Development team worked with representatives from Costco in August for a drive-thru job fair to fill positions at the new Champaign store that opened in the Fall, and with representatives from FedEx Ground in Champaign in September
	-


	DRIVE-THRU JOB FAIRS GIVE JOB SEEKERS A CHANCE TO DISCOVER NEW OPPORTUNITIES AND ADVANCE THEIR CAREERS
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	INCUMBENT WORKER TRAINING PROGRAMS HELPING CHAMPAIGN
	INCUMBENT WORKER TRAINING PROGRAMS HELPING CHAMPAIGN
	BUSINESSES POSITION THEMSELVES INTERNATIONALLY

	ne of the major programs funded by Workforce Development and East Central Illinois workNet is Incumbent Worker Training (IWT), which helps companies train their existing employees, increase productivity, and boost their competitiveness by addressing skill gaps in their existing workforce and averting layoffs. In 2020 the RPC assisted two Champaign companies with earning funding for IWT programs that could set them on a course to becoming international providers—and in the case of one of them, perhaps even a
	ne of the major programs funded by Workforce Development and East Central Illinois workNet is Incumbent Worker Training (IWT), which helps companies train their existing employees, increase productivity, and boost their competitiveness by addressing skill gaps in their existing workforce and averting layoffs. In 2020 the RPC assisted two Champaign companies with earning funding for IWT programs that could set them on a course to becoming international providers—and in the case of one of them, perhaps even a
	O

	First, a Quality Management System (QMS) approved for CU Aerospace (CUA) will allow the company to bring all aspects of manufacturing its innovative NASA-funded micropropulsion systems inhouse— and establish it internationally as a micropropulsion provider while growing its sales and creating new jobs. The 22-year-old small business is engaged in identifying and developing innovative new aerospace technologies.
	CUA saw the need for the QMS after being selected as one of 14 awardees for the 2019 NASA Tipping Point Technology solicitation to fabricate, launch, and perform in-space operations with a nano/microsatellite. CUA co-founder and President David Carroll says that in the past CUA has had to outsource production of various thruster parts to other companies, but doing the manufacturing themselves will help them become more competitive and increase profit margins.
	“Our goal is to successfully launch and fly one or more of our micropropulsion systems in space to become one of a very select group with such success, thereby solidifying our reputation of being able to deliver flightqualified systems,” Carroll explained. “Doing so should provide excellent long-term stability for this part of our business and dramatically accelerate sales.”
	The QMS will make the company eligible for AS9100D certification, a widely adopted and standardized quality management system for the aerospace industry. Without the certification, Carroll says that sales of CUA’s thruster systems would be severely limited, but by taking part in the training they can go ahead and sign contracts with aerospace companies who know that CUA will meet the essential requirements. 
	“This training will enable us to expand our production dramatically and thereby hire several new employees,” Carroll said. “We want to be able to produce space-rated/ qualified systems that we can formally sell to customers. Not only will the QMS allow that production to happen, it will also allow us to sell on the order of 50 to 100 of those systems annually, which means we would have to hire five to 10 new employees to handle the production load.” 
	All CUA personnel, including Senior Engineers, Senior Scientists, and even Carroll himself, are taking part in the training. Carroll believes it will help CUA support existing customer requirements while providing the company with a competitive advantage that will help it develop new business. 
	“The East Central Illinois workNet funding was a critical factor in our ability to receive this AS9100D training now as opposed to later” Carroll stresses. “This means that we can be proactive rather than reactive about an important certification in our industry and be ready for anticipated future growth for our company.” 
	Another company in Champaign will soon be positioned as an internationally certified Medical Device manufacturer thanks to certification made possible by East Central Illinois workNet. Startup PhotoniCare, founded in 2013, plans to pursue certification through the Medical Device Single Audit Program (MDSAP) in hopes of opening significant new sales opportunities. The IWT program funded by East Central Illinois workNet will help the company’s employees complete that certification and expand their expertise. 
	PhotoniCare designs and manufactures a device called the TOMi Scope, an imaging device that allows doctors to see whether fluid is present behind the ear drum and make more informed decisions regarding ear infection diagnosis and treatment. At the beginning of 2020 the company received FDA approval to market the TOMi Scope and in response they built out a manufacturing facility to produce it, with plans to continue growing their manufacturing capacity to meet increasing demand, which could also add jobs to 
	In order to expand internationally, grow their sales, and diversify against market disruption, PhotoniCare needs to complete the MDSAP, which is required for international approvals and makes the TOMi Scope compliant with the regulatory systems of the United States, Canada, Brazil, Japan, and Australia. PhotoniCare already has an exclusive distribution agreement with a company in Japan and is ready to move into the market there once the necessary approvals have been obtained. 
	“We also have contacts in Canada and Australia, who are excited about the product and want to be able to purchase it,” explains Heather Howard, PhotoniCare’s Director of Manufacturing. “These areas are recovering more quickly than the United States from the recent economic shocks and having sales opportunities in multiple countries may also help PhotoniCare maintain sales during market disruptions.” 
	The IWT will enable PhotoniCare employees to create and maintain a quality system that is fully compliant with the MDSAP regulations, allowing the company to expand its assembly workforce and make sure that every device built is made to the highest quality standards. These skills will give PhotoniCare’s employees job security and increased responsibilities, critical elements that will ensure the future success of the company. 
	“The Incumbent Worker Training funded by East Central Illinois workNet creates an excellent opportunity for training investment in our employees,” Howard says. “It will increase their skills and help PhotoniCare grow and emerge successful from the impact of COVID-19.”
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	ILLINOIS BUSINESSES AND JOB SEEKERS

	ith the help of a new website available to job seekers and businesses, East Central Illinois workNet ensured that its services were still available during a time of social distancing and sheltering in place in 2020. Thanks to the development of www.eciwork.net, individuals can now apply for career planning, training, and job search services, while businesses can complete a business needs assessment to determine what services and programs are the best match for them.
	ith the help of a new website available to job seekers and businesses, East Central Illinois workNet ensured that its services were still available during a time of social distancing and sheltering in place in 2020. Thanks to the development of www.eciwork.net, individuals can now apply for career planning, training, and job search services, while businesses can complete a business needs assessment to determine what services and programs are the best match for them.
	W

	The site gives job seekers a look at all the free career resources offered by East Central Illinois workNet, including workshops and resume reviews, a Resource Center, career counseling, job leads from local businesses that are hiring, and help paying for certificate programs—up to $16,100 for getting new skills or certifications. Meanwhile, the site show businesses how to get recruiting assistance, worker training and upskilling grants, apprenticeships, pre-layoff workshops, labor market analytics, and emp
	The new website also has resources for young adults (ages 16-24), pointing them toward a future of success through paid internships, scholarships, and professional career advice. It includes information on scholarship assistance and on-the-job training in a number of promising occupations and fields.
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	EAST CENTRAL ILLINOIS POLICE TRAINING PROJECT
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	ne of the stated goals of the East Central Illinois Police Training Project is to make law enforcement training more accessible and flexible in meeting the needs of local agencies and practitioners. The Training Project offered nearly 20 different courses in 2020 while dealing with all of the cancellations, closures, and quarantines brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic. The Training Project is delivering on its promise by increasing the percentage of officers receiving a minimum of 40 hours of annual in-serv
	ne of the stated goals of the East Central Illinois Police Training Project is to make law enforcement training more accessible and flexible in meeting the needs of local agencies and practitioners. The Training Project offered nearly 20 different courses in 2020 while dealing with all of the cancellations, closures, and quarantines brought on by the COVID-19 pandemic. The Training Project is delivering on its promise by increasing the percentage of officers receiving a minimum of 40 hours of annual in-serv
	O

	This regional training program of the RPC serves law enforcement agencies in Champaign, Piatt, and Vermilion Counties, as well as the towns of Farmer City, Gibson City, and Paxton. Operating under the authority of the Illinois Law Enforcement Training and Standards Board, the Training Project has established itself as the major delivery system for career development and advanced training in the region, offering courses like “Criminal Law & Procedure,” “Advanced Roadside Impaired Driving Enforcement,” “Polic
	The Training Project is one of 14 Mobile Training Units serving local units of government throughout the state of Illinois. After getting off the ground in November 1977, the East Central Illinois Police Training Project now serves more than 800 sworn officers from 46 units of local government. It maintains close, ongoing contact with all levels of law enforcement personnel in the region to help it identify the current training needs of local agencies.
	A local Advisory Board composed of police executives, training officers, and locally elected officials oversees the development and delivery of the Training Project’s programs. Their direction enhances the delivery of high-quality programs while ensuring that customized courses meet the specific training needs of local law enforcement. The Training Project makes specialized training available for upper and middle management, as well as for operational level personnel, providing training across these areas w
	In keeping with the expressed interest of local law enforcement and the basic philosophy of regional training, the East Central Illinois Police Training Project significantly improves the quality and quantity of in-service training for its user agencies while enhancing the cost-effectiveness of training by encouraging multi-jurisdictional participation and the sharing of local resources. In other words, the Training Project is helping keep Champaign County and the surrounding area safer and more connected.

	EAST CENTRAL ILLINOIS POLICE TRAINING PROJECT SPOTLIGHT – COURSES OFFERED IN 2020
	EAST CENTRAL ILLINOIS POLICE TRAINING PROJECT SPOTLIGHT – COURSES OFFERED IN 2020
	More than 480 area police officers received training through these courses:
	• 
	• 
	• 
	• 

	4-hour Abbreviated Mandatory Firearms Training

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Advanced Critical Infrastructure Protection

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Advanced Roadside Impaired Driving Enforcement

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Arrest & Control Tactics Instructor

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Criminal Interview & Interrogation Techniques

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Criminal Law & Procedure

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Critical Asset Risk Management

	• 
	• 
	• 

	De-Escalation, Firearms & Legal Review

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Legal Tips For Police Officers

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Physical Evidence in Burglary Investigations

	• 
	• 
	• 

	PLI February 2020 Legal Update & Review

	• 
	• 
	• 

	PLI January 2020 Legal Update & Review

	• 
	• 
	• 

	PLI March 2020 Legal Update & Review

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Police Firearms Instructor

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Police Strategy & Tactics

	• 
	• 
	• 

	Policing Demonstrations, Protests & Civil Unrest

	• 
	• 
	• 

	SWAT & Tactical Operations Liability
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	 Other Notable Achievements and News from the RPC


	RPC STAFF MEMBER WINS AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING NEW SOCIAL WORKER
	RPC STAFF MEMBER WINS AWARD FOR OUTSTANDING NEW SOCIAL WORKER
	Annie Bruno.
	The University of Illinois School of Social Work Alumni Association awarded Annie Bruno with the 2019-20 Outstanding New Social Worker Award. Bruno is a Case Worker in the RPC’s Independent Service Coordination program and has been employed with the RPC since 2017, where she provides case management support to individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities. 
	The Outstanding New Social Worker Award is presented to a recent graduate of the School of Social Work’s Master of Social Work (MSW) program who has demonstrated unique accomplishments in his or her first five years of post-MSW practice. 
	“Annie is a tireless advocate for people with disabilities,” commented Katie Harmon, an RPC program manager and Bruno’s supervisor.
	LOCAL PATROLMAN GIVES BACK TO THE RPC’S WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
	Mario Martinez during his visit.
	Patrolman Mario Martinez with the City of Kankakee Police Department—who completed his Law Enforcement degree in 2016 as a dislocated worker through the RPC’s Workforce Development program—returned to speak to local youth about the law enforcement pathway. Martinez talked about his journey from dislocated worker to student; how he completed his law enforcement degree and went through Physical Training Instruction and Field Training; and, finally, how he got hired on by a police department. The group discuss
	Mr. Martinez expressed his sincere gratitude to the Workforce Development program and talked about how his success can serve as a model to youth interested in pursuing law enforcement or any career they have always wanted to pursue.
	CSBG SCHOLARSHIP WINNERS SHINE
	Asia and Ani Jia Wallace.
	Not only are Asia (left) and Ani’Jia (right) Wallace twin sisters, both were also recipients of scholarships through the CSBG Scholarship program coordinated by the RPC. Freshmen at Parkland College in Champaign at the time of this photo, Asia is majoring in Nursing and Ani’Jia in Early Childhood Education. 
	Sharing her inspiring hopes for the future, Ani’Jia said, “I chose this specific career because I love serving people and impacting lives in different ways, especially children. It’s rewarding to understand children and special to me to know that I can help them grow academically, as well as empower them as their role model. 
	Becoming an educator to me is not just about the education or pay, it is about being dedicated and committed to helping all students succeed, not struggle. I want to be the change. I am passionate about making a difference.”
	RANTOUL MOTHER CREDITS RPC FOR HELPING HER GET BACK TO SCHOOL AND WORK
	Cassandra.
	Cassandra, a mother who had two daughters at the Rantoul Early Childhood Education Center, says that without the RPC’s Early Childhood Education Program, she would never have been able to return to school. 
	She commented, “When my girls’ father and I decided to go our separate ways, I was left with knowing I had to get back into the workforce to provide for my girls. 
	With no family nearby, however, and no money to afford full-time daycare, my options were severely limited and I was beginning to think I’d be stuck making less than minimum wage forever! 
	That’s when I received a flyer in the mail from the RPC! Little did I know there was help out there! I have to admit, I was a little worried at first because my girls had never gone a day without me and I knew I couldn’t trust just anyone with their care, but I filled out an application and scheduled a meeting with one of your parent advocates and it’s been one of the best decisions I’ve made!”
	COMMUNITY SERVICES MAKES MARCH MEAL DELIVERIES
	Community Services Case Management team.
	Along with practicing social distancing, our Community Services Case Management team was out delivering meals on the morning of Thursday, March 26. Pictured (left to right): Tammy Ward, former RPC employee Jakob Cihak, Lena Hoch, Nicole Martin, Markie Gentry, and Krist Sallee. We were very thankful for their dedication to people in our community.
	GRIT, DETERMINATION, AND HARD WORK DEFINE THE RPC’S 2020 FAMILIES OF DISTINCTION AWARDEE
	The RPC helped put a Champaign mother and her family on a path to self-sufficiency. Asia Williams, our 2020 Families of Distinction Awardee, came to the Emergency Shelter for Families in a desperate situation. Not only did she have no money and nothing in savings, she had been evicted from her housing, resulting in her and her five children being homeless and living in a car. Less than a year later, however, the way she turned her life around to begin healing from a traumatic past was nothing short of inspi
	EMERGENCY LODGING FUND HELPS CHAMPAIGN COUNTY MEET THE NEEDS OF HOMELESS POPULATION DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC
	Thanks to additional funding authorized by the Illinois Department of Human Services, the Champaign County Continuum of Service Providers to the Homeless (CSPH), of which the RPC is a member, helped ensure that families and individuals experiencing homelessness had a safe place to shelter during the COVID-19 emergency. “I’m proud of our homeless services system for coming together at such a critical time so that we could utilize our limited resources creatively,” said CSPH Coordinator Thomas Bates. “This fu
	RPC INSTRUMENTAL IN FIRST WAVE OF FUNDS BEING DISTRIBUTED FROM CHAMPAIGN COUNTY COVID-19 RELIEF FUND
	The first wave of funds from the Champaign County 
	The first wave of funds from the Champaign County 
	COVID-19 Relief Fund provided housing assistance 
	to people who lost wages or employment due to the 
	pandemic. The RPC played a big role in the distribution of 
	these funds by screening people for eligibility, collecting 
	required documentation, and connecting individuals with 
	the City of Champaign Township or Cunningham township 
	for one-time assistance payments. “Congratulations 
	and thank you to RPC Community Services Director Lisa 
	Benson and her team for being instrumental in launching 
	this initiative for families and individuals impacted by 
	COVID-19,” said RPC CEO Dalitso Sulamoyo. The RPC was 
	joined by the United Way of Champaign County and the 
	Community Foundation to make the assistance possible.

	RPC HELPS HUNDREDS OF CHAMPAIGN COUNTY HOUSEHOLDS HIT HARD FINANCIALLY BY THE COVID-19 CRISIS
	Through the implementation of a grant specific to COVID-19 relief, the RPC provided much-needed assistance to nearly 500 low-income households in Champaign County during the early months of the crisis. The program helped low-income households maintain the basic need of housing with running utilities through rent assistance, mortgage assistance, water bill assistance, and power bill assistance through the LIHEAP program. “Although households had protection from legal evictions at the time, it did not provide
	RPC WORKFORCE DEVELOPMENT HELPS PLACE SEVEN SUMMER INTERNS AT IROQUOIS MEMORIAL HOSPITAL
	Our Iroquois County Workforce Development office in Watseka had seven new Work Experience placements over the summer with Iroquois Memorial Hospital. “We are very excited to partner with IMH as they supervise the youth at their worksite and help them gain valuable knowledge about prospective medical careers,” said Teri Tincher, a Career Planner at the Iroquois County office who worked with the hospital on the partnership. The high school students started their internships at the hospital in mid-June.
	 

	Work Experience placements in the summer with Iroquois Memorial Hospital.
	RPC THROWS ITS SUPPORT BEHIND SMALL BUSINESSES DURING COVID-19 PANDEMIC
	The RPC’s Planning & Community Development Division worked with numerous businesses in Champaign County interested in applying for CDBG Downstate Small Business Stabilization Grants. The program made funds available for 60 days of verifiable working capital up to a grant ceiling of $25,000 and was available for businesses that employ 50 people or less. The State of Illinois adjusted Community Development Block Grant allocations to address specific needs to benefit the state’s non-entitlement communities in 
	PNC BANK CHARITABLE EFFORTS BENEFIT THE RPC’S EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAM DURING A DIFFICULT YEAR
	PNC Bank helped enrich the education of students enrolled in the RPC’s Early Childhood Education Program when they donated five iPads to the RPC in September. In April, PNC provided a grant to supply food to families with children enrolled in Head Start and Early Head Start, both of which the RPC operates in Champaign County. The grant allowed families to pick up food through a drive-up process while also making it possible for Early Childhood Education staff to maintain some interaction with the families, 
	PNC Bank donated five iPads to the RPC in September.
	RPC’S EARLY CHILDHOOD EDUCATION PROGRAM RECEIVES FUNDING TO BEGIN INNOVATIVE NEW PARENT DISCUSSION GROUP
	Funding from the Illinois Head Start Association (IHSA) is making it possible for parents with children in the RPC’s Early Childhood Education Program to become leaders and share their wisdom. In October, the IHSA approved the RPC’s application to be part of a new initiative called Parent Cafés—engaging, reflective discussions hosted by parents, for parents. The RPC’s is one of only 18 Head Start programs in the state to receive approval. During Parent Cafés, parents use the insights gained from their own e
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	The RPC draws its commissioners and various committee members from a combination of elected/appointed officials and community members from around Champaign County and the surrounding area.
	The RPC draws its commissioners and various committee members from a combination of elected/appointed officials and community members from around Champaign County and the surrounding area.
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	Brookens Administrative Center
	Brookens Administrative Center
	1776 E. Washington Street
	Urbana, IL 61802
	Phone: (217) 328-3313
	Champaign Early Childhood Education Center
	809 N. Neil Street
	Champaign, IL 61820
	Phone: (217) 384-1200
	RPC Early Childhood Education Center at West Champaign
	 

	103 S. Country Fair Drive
	Champaign, IL 61821
	Phone: (217) 239-5951
	Rantoul Early Childhood Education Center
	104 Nightingale Court
	Rantoul, IL 61866
	Phone: (217) 893-0886
	Savoy Early Childhood Education Center
	210 W. Church Street
	Savoy, IL 61874
	Phone: (217) 384-1252
	Urbana Early Childhood Education Center
	1603 E. Mumford Drive
	Urbana, IL 61802
	Phone: (217) 278-4461
	Savoy Head Start Transportation Office/Warehouse
	101 W. Tomaras Ave., Bldg. B
	Savoy, IL 61874
	Phone: (217) 607-1089
	Court Diversion Services/Youth Assessment Center
	2011 Round Barn Road
	Champaign, IL 61821
	Phone: (217) 239-5933
	Emergency Shelter for Families
	302 E. Park Street
	Champaign, IL 61820
	Phone: (217) 819-4117
	Workforce Development Services – Champaign County
	East Central Illinois workNet Center
	1307 N. Mattis Avenue
	Champaign, IL 61821
	Phone: (217) 531-8282
	Workforce Development Services – Douglas County
	401 S. Main Street
	Tuscola, IL 61953
	Phone: (217) 599-1426
	Workforce Development Services – Iroquois County
	1001 E. Grant Street
	Watseka, IL 60970
	Phone: (217) 432-5246
	Workforce Development Services – Ford County
	258 W. State Street
	Paxton, IL 60957
	Phone: (217) 579-1010
	Workforce Development Services – Piatt County
	1115 N. State Street
	Monticello, IL 61856
	Phone: (217) 762-8404

	The Champaign County Regional Planning Commission is based at the Brookens Administrative Center (1776 E. Washington Street, Urbana).
	The Champaign County Regional Planning Commission is based at the Brookens Administrative Center (1776 E. Washington Street, Urbana).
	We have nine other locations around the county, as well as offices in Douglas, Ford, Iroquois, and Piatt Counties.
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	FinancialReport
	 


	Sources of Funds
	Sources of Funds
	Sources of Funds
	Sources of Funds
	Sources of Funds
	Sources of Funds
	Sources of Funds
	Sources of Funds


	Total
	Total
	Total



	Federal
	Federal
	Federal
	Federal


	$16,198,633
	$16,198,633
	$16,198,633



	State
	State
	State
	State


	$5,803,784
	$5,803,784
	$5,803,784



	Local
	Local
	Local
	Local


	$1,231,233
	$1,231,233
	$1,231,233



	Contracts & Fees
	Contracts & Fees
	Contracts & Fees
	Contracts & Fees


	$2,255,543
	$2,255,543
	$2,255,543



	Interest
	Interest
	Interest
	Interest


	$239,209
	$239,209
	$239,209



	Gifts, Donations, Misc.
	Gifts, Donations, Misc.
	Gifts, Donations, Misc.
	Gifts, Donations, Misc.


	$105,738
	$105,738
	$105,738



	Reimbursements/Transfers
	Reimbursements/Transfers
	Reimbursements/Transfers
	Reimbursements/Transfers


	$566,455
	$566,455
	$566,455



	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	TOTAL


	 $26,400,595
	 $26,400,595
	 $26,400,595







	Uses of Funds
	Uses of Funds
	Uses of Funds
	Uses of Funds
	Uses of Funds
	Uses of Funds
	Uses of Funds
	Uses of Funds


	Total
	Total
	Total



	Early Childhood Development
	Early Childhood Development
	Early Childhood Development
	Early Childhood Development


	$9,859,891
	$9,859,891
	$9,859,891



	Workforce and Economic Development
	Workforce and Economic Development
	Workforce and Economic Development
	Workforce and Economic Development


	$3,099,976
	$3,099,976
	$3,099,976



	Community and Social Services
	Community and Social Services
	Community and Social Services
	Community and Social Services


	$3,475,538
	$3,475,538
	$3,475,538



	Transportation Planning & Development
	Transportation Planning & Development
	Transportation Planning & Development
	Transportation Planning & Development


	$1,646,912
	$1,646,912
	$1,646,912



	Energy Assistance
	Energy Assistance
	Energy Assistance
	Energy Assistance


	$4,167,556
	$4,167,556
	$4,167,556



	Fringe Benefits
	Fringe Benefits
	Fringe Benefits
	Fringe Benefits


	$1,522,231
	$1,522,231
	$1,522,231



	Administration
	Administration
	Administration
	Administration


	$1,617,453
	$1,617,453
	$1,617,453



	Transfers
	Transfers
	Transfers
	Transfers


	$566,455
	$566,455
	$566,455



	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	TOTAL
	TOTAL


	 $25,956,012
	 $25,956,012
	 $25,956,012







	Here you will find the Champaign County Regional Planning Commission Financial Report for the most recently completed fiscal year.
	Here you will find the Champaign County Regional Planning Commission Financial Report for the most recently completed fiscal year.
	*Balance represents less than federally authorized 
	*Balance represents less than federally authorized 
	threshold for working capital reserve.
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